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Just as Wild reached t)le spot where the· rails had been taken up and changed, a,. rifle shot rang out
and a bullet whizzed past his head. He quickly jumped forward
behind a boulder at the aide of the track.
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YOUNG WILD WEST S GREAT SCHEME
-OR-

THE BUILDING OF A RAILROAD
By AN OLD SCO_U T
CHAPTER I.
FOUR PLOTTERS.

In a din gy back room of one of the lowest gambling and
drinkin g saloons of the town of Spondulicks, in the Black
Hills, four men were seated one afternoon in May a few years
a go.
Two of the men were attired in ordinary clothing, such as is
worn by the average citizen of a civilized community, and the
o ther two, who bad been traveling out in the rain, wore costumes typical of the scouts and cowboys•of the West.
''.Well, what have you learned?" asked the stouter of the
two men, whose appearance Indicated that they had remained
und er shelter during the rain.
"We learned that tber railroad Is goln' to be built."
The fellow who said this was a swarthy; dark-skinned man
of forty, who bad anythin g but a prepossessing appearance.
"Saffron Joe" was the name he went by; In fact, it was the
onl y one he ever knew, having been called it since his earliest
r emembrance.
His companion was a white man, with shifty gray eyes and
a shrewd look on bis face, and when Saffron J oe said that
th ey had learned that the railroad was going to be built, he
nodded and slapped his hand on the table to emphasize what
h is companion said.
This was Crafty Keel, who had the reputation of being one
of the greatest sneaks ever known In Upper Iowa.
Both he and Saffron Jo e were stranger s in Spondullcks,
having been there but a couple of days.
They had been hired to come here for a rather strange
purpose.
The stout man r eferred to before was the head of the stage
coach line that ran through Weston, and so on to Devil Creek,
some eighteen or twenty miles distant from the former mentioned town.
In the past few days it had becom e noised about through
Spomlulicks that Young Wild ,Yest. the celebrated boy sco ut,
was talking of building a railroad from there to Weston on
his own book.
Rumor bad it that the railro ad company was going to help
him along with the scheme, although they were not going to
put one cent in to it.
As soon as this rumor reached the ears of George Jacobs,
th e president and half owner of the stage coach company, he
at once sent for Saffron Joe and Crafty Keel to come to him.
He was determined that the scheme of Youn g W!ld ,¥est
should never matPrialize.
If the railroad was built and put in operation his business
would be ruined.
His contract with the Government to carry the mails would

surely be annulled, and "there would be no more passengers or
freight for him to take over to Weston.
The only th ing for him to do in that case would be to mov-a
over to Weston and run the route to Devil Cr eek.
But there would be little money in that, for the money be
and his associated bad invested in the company, as Devil
Creek was but a very small place.
"So Young Wild West has decid ed to build the railroa~
th en?" r emarked the tall man seated next to the bead of the
stage coach line.
This was Andy Anderson, the proprietor of the gambling
saloon.
"Yes, sir," answered Saffron Joe. "That is what we have
learned to-day."
"How did you come to learn it for a fact?" questioned
Jacobs, biting the ends of bis mustache in a vex<j.tious way.
"Well, you know you told us to go over to ·weston, an' we
did. That is all the talk over there, an' we both heard Young
Wild West say with his own mouth that the railroad was going right through, an' that work would begin on it Monday
morning."
"Who is going to furnish the money· for the project?"
"The Wild ·west Mining and Improvement Company, of
which this Young Wild ·west is the bend one."
"So that's bow the land lays, is it?" r emarked Andy Anderson. "I have heard that ther Wild West Minin' and Improvement Compan y is a pretty rich concern. Young Wild West
struck it pretty rich when he started it goin'."
"He certainly did," George Jacobs admitted.
"An' he's got ther reputation of always doin' anything he
lays out to do?"
"That's right."
"An' though he is only what you might call a boy, h e's a
bad one to tackle?"
Jacobs shrugged bis shoulders.
"Every one who knows him is aware of that. He is certainly the quickest shot I have ever seen, an' that's why I
have hired Saffron Joe an' Crafty Keel. What one can't do
to the face of Young ,vild West, the other can do to his
back."
"Get him to come in here, an' I'll fix him by stickin' a knife
In his back before be knows what struck him!" exclaimed
Crafty Keel, pressing bis th in lips together and rolling his
shifty eyes.
"That's just what I wouldn't like to happen- not for anything," spoke up the proprietor of the place. - "Why, If that
was to happen this place would be clean ed out in no time, an'
ther chances are that some one would dance on nothin' at tiler
end of a rope or else be turnert. into a pepper-box con'r. ,.
"No; that ,,ouldn 't clo," and .TaC'ohs ·shook his bencl.
·'"'ell , let me tell yon !Jow it J;in be done,., and Saffron
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Joe rear heel for the bottle. "I'll meet him, au' then pick a
qnarrel with him an' .-110ot him."
'rt1e villain , ·a,; rP<·kle:-;s and darin;::-, nn:nvay, and the
whi:kv having o-one to his bead. he was now doubly so.
The· othrr thr:e men looked at him in surprise.
Crnf1y Keel nortded admiringly, an(l the other two men
show1•d ~igns of being incredulous.
It prolialJl.1· occurred to them that the fellow was offering
to throw his life away.
H e did no( know Young Wild "·est as well as they did.
".Toe," said Jacob~, after a slight pause, "it' you was perfectly :,;olH'r you wou!du"t talk like that."
'·I wouldn't, bey't" was the qnick retort. "You've known me
for right or ten years, haven·t )·ou?"
"Ye;:; all of that.''
"Did you eYcr find that I am nfraid of any one in that
time'!"

·'Xo! r,·e known yon to drop some of the best of them,
too. Bnt Young- " 'ilcl "\Yest ii, the touglJ,,st proposition you
p1·er btt<:ked ag·in, I kin tell you that. Ile is a dead ·hot,
qui<:ker than lightnin', and ba.s got ruore luck that any ten
men put together. I am of tber honest opinion that if you
ta<-lde him face to face he will urop you."
""\Veil. I ' ll jest Rhow you bow much you are mistaken. I'll
1ackle -tiler young- fpller to bis face, but I won't run any
c:banl'es when I do it..,
"Ho"" are yon going to fix it that way?"
"I'll sltoot him froru my coat pocket ther instant he puts
his hand on llii:: shooter ...
.raeoh~ nodded as though he thought thpre might be a
chance, after all.
"r kno,Y you are an e:<pert at :hootin' from your pocket,
.foP. '' sairl hf'. "::\la~·be you can do it, all ri;.bt."
.. Kin 1? 1YpJJ. :,ou jest lea,e it to me."
"Well, thcr quicker you get Young 1Yilcl "-·es t ont of ther
""ay tber better it will be.·• observed _\.nderso11. ·'If it can
he done before :uonday the d1anccs arc that the railroad
,...-ill ne,er hP started.··
"That's right,'' noclclecl ,Jacobs. "11 has got to be done bet"l':een uo1Y an' ::\Ionday."
·' An· if it shouldu ·t llP. as soon after that as possible.··
'·Young- 1Yild "-·est an' some of bis friends is comin' o,er
here to-morrer mo ruin·,'' observed Crafty KePI. "I heerd 'em
~ny f<O o,er ;:it "-·eston restenlay. T \\"lHm·t haug;iu' around
1here for notbin'. r kiu tell ~-er! l know:,; \\·hat my eye an'
<>n rs wa>' madP for ...
'"Y,,;: Kt-Pl would make a fust-class c;o,Prnment detective,
onll· he ain't l1011l'st enough,'' laug!Jcd Hnffron Joe. ·'If you
fPlien; "·ill jest steJ) out bad: of ther f<ltant.Y l"ll :-ho"· you
bow I kin !lhoot from my vor·ket ...
Thf' room opened into the ~-ard, anrl as tltP rain hnd ceased
1o fall tC'mporarily, the four Yillaius st<>ppecl 011tsirl<'.
Au 0111 battered llat la~' on the ground, and 11i,·king- this
ur. Joe placecl it on top of a post.
Then lw placed both hand,; in the pockPts of his coat, and
stepped b::iek a few paces.
·
"You an, what I c-all a young ,;uckC'r:•· !JC' said. addressing
Ute hat. ·'I h:11·e cbe 1Ye<l f<t1cl1 people 111> as ~-ou are afore
breakfa;,t many n time. Look out for me, for I'm goin' to
take n bite of you right now.·•
As the words left his lips the muffle<! report of a reYol,er
rang out.
",Tef:t examine ther hat," !'aid the sw:utby Yillaiu, with a
:satisfied grin on his face.
'l'IH' keeper o[ the saloon stepped o,er and took it from the
post.
ThC' bullet had passed through the center of it!
'".rbat is ther best I ever seen!" he cried. '' But your coat
pocket is afire, ain't it?"
"Yes. That's th<>.r only objections I've got ag·in shootin'
that way. It ain't good for thrr coat you'n' p;ot on."
Ile smotberecl the sparks a. he spoke, and then taking off
t be garment shook it till all the smoke had left it.
"i\1ebbc some of yer think I can't do it ng'in." be added,
looking around.
"Ko; none of us think that way, I gu;ss,'' Anderson hastened to reply. "Let us go in and have a drink."
"I reckon I ""on't be needed, after secin' that wonderful
sbootin'." obsei:ved Crafty Keel, shrugging his shoulders.
"Don·t get to thin kin' that way," said Jacobs. speakin,z
quickly. "I hired you fellers to work for me by tber month.
didn't I?"'

West had kicked ther bucket you was to get five hundred
apiece and ther bounce at the same time?"
After havir.g another drink from the bottle on the table all
hands went out into the barroom of the place.
It was a big room, and in addition to the bar there were
several 'Card tables In tr.
These were all occupied, it being a rainy day, and the men
from tbc mines were not working.
While the four stood in the center of the room talking two
strnngers entered.
They "·ere young fellows of twenty-one, or so, and wore the
overalls and jumpers usually used by railroader~.
Evidently the two lrnd not bren in such a place before, and
bad tlroJ>P<'d in to s<'e what a gamlJ!ing house looked like.
This pro-red to be the case. for a moment Inter one of them
asked tlte bartender if the place had ever been pulled fo r
running gambling games RO openly.
Saffron Joe heard the remark, and be at once sill ed up to
the young men.
"'.reuderfct>t, ain't you?" he asked.
""\Veil, I suppo;:e we are," replied one. "We arc from Cbica,(!o, and are strangers in this par! of the country."
"You bolh come out here ready to work, I see," he resumecl, looking nt their rigs.
''\V<>ll, yes. You see. some one stole our clothes on the
train lasl night, and almo,;t ~,erything el,;e we had but our
money ::ind our oYeralls. "\Ye had our money in a safe ~pot,
you see."
"That's good! "' and the Yillain's s,yarthy face lighted up.
· "J,nckr to ha Ye the o,ernlls and jumJ)ers, ain't 11·e?" spol,P
up the- other young man. ""\Ye are goin' to buy . ome clothes
to-morrow after "·e meet our boss."
"1Ybo i;; ~-our hoss-mebbe I know him?"
"Young 1\'ilcl "\Yest. \Ye come out li t-re lo nm the lof'onwtin• that is to pull tile construction train on bis n<'w railroarl
as fast a;; it i,-; built .. ,
CHAPTER II.
, ILD GOES TO SPOl'iDC:LlCKS 0~ BufHXEf;S,

"There is no use talkin'! This is ther greatrst s ·heru<> I
eYer heerd tell of:·•
It was PropriPtor Brown, of the Gazoo IIolPl, who s.1 irl
tbi~.
•
Ile was standing in front of the po!<:t-office in \Yesston. anrl
his rPmark was address,•d to Youug 1Yild "\Yest and ChPren1H'
CharliC'. the scout, \'i'ild's chum.
"\Yell, T must admit that it ii- a great Rcheme. ·· out· lv·r"
replil' rl. "I haYe beeu thinkin.,. nbont it II long- time, hut
now it has come to vast;. The contract is gh·pn on( alrPatl:,,
and it is not going to cost so much. aftl'r ull."
·'But it "·ill empty the treusury of your cowpan:,. just lJ1n
:;ume," Brown sairl, shaking llis head .
'"I kno\Y that. But how long will it be beforp the Gran•l
Isl:rnd Railroad ('om:)auy will lJe offering us clouble th<' co~ t
of the roa(l. for tl1e purpo:e of anding it to tl1eir brancl1 " ·hkh
ruus into Spon,lulicks ~ It don·1 look lilw a pa~·ing .-rntur•'
to thrm now, but just " ·ail! "\Y('::;to n i-; going to hr onr of
tllP biggest t.owns iu these mountains, arnl it is not going- to
he .-uch a long tillle. either."
''That's right!" chimPd in CbeyPnue l'harliP, ,yJio w:1s :ti ·
1rny~ r<>ad~· to stantl by anything- his young frieu,l :-aid.
'"\Yell, T hope it does llappPn that way. If it doc~ you
fell<>rs will be thcr richest mPn in ther Hills in a 1·ouple rd'
years from now," and Brown nodded, 1o show that he meant
ju~t what he said.
"It strike>" me," weut on Young \\'il1l Y\"e,;t, "fl1at we will
hnYe Ycry little grueling to <lo. .\bout twent.r miles of tra<'k
11·iJI ham to lie laid, tltougll, antl th;tt will IJring tllr clepot
at this encl on the level table-lan1l, just a hundr1>1l Hnll tl'n
feet alJoYe our property. \\'e will use Pl<'Ya-tor,- to load and
unloatl 1he frpight."
"Hy jo,e! Ther range is putty near lc,rl aftH :,<'r git
up that high, ain't it? I never thought of it before."
""\Yell. I have, as I .:aid before. 1\'e are going oYcr to Sponclulicks this morning to meet tbe surveyors I lta,e hired, anrt
some other men. This road i~ going to be laid out ac:cording
to my ideas, though, of cour~r. r expect tlte ;;urveyors to ,zet
the proper grade. I have trn n•led over the route I lutYe scil'cted three times in tbe la~t week, and I will bet a tlollar
to a cent that it is all right..,
"Yes."
•·r !mow it is all rigbt," Cheyenne Charlie ai;,;m·cd the hotel
"\Yith tiler unrlerstaudin' that as soon ns this Young Wil<.l keeper.
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"So :mu are going over to Sponclnlicks this mornin"?'' inquired Brown.
'"Yes; we at'e g-oing to start ont pretty soon, as we want to
nrrh'e there about noon.''
''Let me go along with you, will you'/"
"Certninly. We will be pleased to have you."
"All right. I'll order my horse to be got ready. I haven't
heeu over to Spoudulicks in some time. I have found John
Reclg,Yick. my bartender, to be a very trustworthy man, an'
I kin leaYe a.11.17 time au' feel satisfied that tber business is
goin' on j e,;t as good as it would if I was there."
Brown 11·alked oYer to his place of business to get his
horse, and Young \'i'ilcl West aucl Cheyenne Charlie went
oYer to the office of the "Wild West Mining and Improvement
Company.
'l'hey found assembled there Wild's other chums: Jim
Dart. Jack Robedee. Lively Rick, Dove-Eye Dave, Rex Moore,
thP hookkeeper. and old Sam Murdock, the post-master, who
I.lad just recovered from a wound in the shoulder, which was
givPD him by a thief in attempting to rob the post-office.
.,1..11 bands were very much interested about the proposed
new n1ilroad, and were anxious to see work begun on it.
In a few minutes Brown came riding up, so Wild and
Charli e went out to where they bad left their horses tied
\Yhile they walketl over to the post-office.
Our hero's beautiful sorrel stallion, Spitfire, certainly made
a picture as be stood there with arched neck and flowing
mnDe ancl tail.
'l'lw others ,vould have liked to go over to Spondulicks with
them, lmt they left the matter to Wild, and did not ask him,
siat:e Ile bad saiu that three would be quite enough to go.
ll 1Yas a little before ten when they set out, so that would
gin: them ample time to reach Spouclulicks by noon.
'l'lw roacl ,1·a~ now getting to be a pretty well-traveled one,
!SO tll r y met Stc!Yeral horsemen and the stage coming over on
tll cir w,ty.
A:-- was his u!1nal custom, Young Wild West was on the
alc->rt for danger all the time.
l'-nt none of those they met pro,ed to be anything but civil
m1:u. ,vho minded their own business, and they rode into the
town a J r w minutes before twelve without mishap.
Om frieml,: 1mt np at the hotel they always stopped at
wllt•n they went o,cr there, and when they drove in the yard
to put np their horses, tlle landlord, whose name was Ryan,
c·:une out and gaYe tl1em a warm welcome and a -hearty haud~lwk<:>.

"Yon are .~oou for sore eyes, Wild," he said. "I hear yon
to build a railroad. and though a good many of the
lJusiHe.; s me n ltere in S])ondulicks think it will be a detriment
to om· town, as people who would otherwise stop here will
;,:-o on to the elll.l of the line before getting otl', I am real glad
of it. tletrimeilt or nq detriment."
'· I nm glad to bear you talk that way," our hero answered.
"~ome people are never willi11g to give a man credit for what
lie tries to <.lo tu beHefit mankind and make the world better
ill !.;lUeral; anrl I'll wager that these same people who are
ag :lin,;t hnYin~· the railrnad extended to "Weston are of the
sort who dou't believe it1 gh-iug anybody a show, but want
evel'ythiup: they can 'lay their hnnds upon, and more resides."
"I g;uess yon are right," laughed Ryan. "I hear that Audy
Arnler;:011. llle keeper of the gambling crib down the street,
h tile lea,ler of the opposition to your move."
"011; be is. L·ll'I I.Yell, he hau better be careful bow be- oppose,; rue. [ know he bears me no love. If be was running
:1 nln"e oYer in "Weston he would run 1t on a far dift'erent
::(':ilc from wlrn.t he doPs here. We never allow more than
0111• 1;erson to be rouhecl and murdered In a place over our
wny. After that happens we generp.lly see to it that the
JH'llJll'ir~tor of the place where the· ciime was committed is
tal{l' ll care or. He generally docs a rope dance with nothing
but thin nir to clanc:e on."
_Htl'r <linner \,\"ild and Charlie went out on the street for
tlw pnrpoRe ot' walking down to the depot to see if the men
lhE'~· expected had arrived yet.
They c·roRsed over the street and took to the sidewalk.
·· There is AU(lersoD's place now," observed our hero, pointln'..: ont the garubliDg resort, which they would be compelled
to pass on th eir "·ay to the depot.
"Yes, I know," wns the reply. "We must keep onr eyes
open \Yhcn we pugs the place. You know what happened
thPl'e O~CP."
·'Yei-;; yon sl1ot the man who tipped my ear with a bullet.
Thn t was a µ;reflt da.,v all around."
They had rcar·Lecl the plll('e, when out came two m en stag.;-ering as though tlley were yery drunk.
fll'l' g0ing
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They were no others than Saffron .Toe nnd Crafty Keel.
The former took good pains to fall against l'i'ild and nearly
knock him ofl' biR feet.
The boy did not make n moYe to resent this. but simply
pushed the man be supposed to lJe clrunk nslde a1Hl walked
on.
But bl' hau not tal,en oyer half a dozen steps when Saffron
Joe ran up and caught him L1y the collar.
"vYbat are yer sho,in' me fur?" he demanded. rouµ;lily.
As our llero turned aro1md he saw the fellow plate bis
hands in his coat pockets.
This was not the sort ot' a move a man who was trying
to pick a fist fight would be apt to make, and it struck Wild
instantly what he was up to.
Without tl1e least hesitation Young Wild West whippecl
out bis revolver and sent a bullet direct for the right pocket
of Saffron J.oe.
·
The wretch uttered a howl of pain and pulled out bis band
too quick to talk about.
The bnllet bad left him minus a. finger!
"Up with your hands!" cried Young Wild West.
Joe obeyed much quicker than he world have done if bi>
bad not been hit.
CHAPTER III.

•

THE BUlLDlJ.";'G OF THE RAILROAD BEGINS.

'

"You scoundrel, you! You were not quick enough!" said
Young 'iVild West. "I saw you over in Weston yesterday,
and I put you down as being no good. Just to prove it to
these men standing around that you were going to shoot
we from )'our pocket, I will take your re,olver 011t."
Cheyenne Charlie stood with bis back to a lamp-post, his
arms crossed in front of him and bis hands resting on the revolvers that were in either side of his belt.
His eyes were all over at once, it seemed. and Wild was
not look.ing at anything but tl1e pocket he was making for.
Probably a dozen men bad rushed from the saloon at the
sound of the shot, and they stood there looking in ~urprise.
Among them were George Jacobs aDd Alltly Anderson.
Both felt · like letting a bullet go into the back of Youn:g
Wild West, but the look on the face of Che'.,enne Charlie
and 1.L1e position bis bands 11·ere in rualle them afraill to
risk it.
It was Crafty Keel who bad intended to stab Wild in the
back, in case his companion got the worst of it. lmt the hc•art
had been taken completely out. of him ·wbeu be saw bow
easy Saffron Joe got bis finger shot oft'.
"Here is the shooter be meant to drop me with!" exclaimed
our hero, as be took the weapon from the villain's pocket.
"I don't believe he intended to do it because be l!ad a grudge
against me," he added, flashing a glance at eYery face in the
crowd in one brief instant. '' lt is my opinion that the yellow-faced renegade was hired to tlo it."
A deathly silence followed this declaration, and then the
boy resumed:
"If there is any one in the bearing of my voice who wants
my life I dare him to come out and face me!. If there is
half a dozen of you who want it, I dare you all to face me
at one time! Ab! There is 1io one, eh? Very 'Yell. Goodday, gentlemen. As for yon two fellows, I want you to stand
right there on the sidewalk till my friend and I are twenty
paces distant. Then we will turn and let you have a couple
of bullets, just to let you know that we are awake."
At this Crafty Keel macle a desperate leap and went between the legs of the men in the crowd into the saloon.
V\lild and Charlie laughed heartily at this moYe, and then
backed away from the spot, BrowD following them.
Saffron Joe remained on the sidewalk, bis hands still above
bis bead and the blood dripping in a stream from his wounded
finger.
It was more than evident thnt be had been very much Impressed by his first encounter with Yom1g Wild West.
But before our friends bad co,ered the twenty paces be
darted into the gambling saloon, as did the rest who b11d come
out to see the fun.
'
"Jove!" exclaimed Cheyenne Charlie, with a sigh of relief. "~'hat made yon think that ho was going to shoot from
his pocket?"
"He put his baud there :iS L1e w:is talking, and as I bad
already set him down as an unprincipled scoundrel, "1 thought
it was my dntr to fire."
The three walked over to the depot, which was but a rather
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small, rongb affair. since the road bacl not been long in operntiou to that point.
All till' buildings and sheds were rather crude and botchy
in aJ)lwarnnce. but that made little difference to the goaheatl people in that section .
A railroad was a railroad, and that was a great thing for
the citizens of 8porn.l uliclrn.
As \Tilcl stC'pped upon the platform of the depot almost
the first man he met was CoYille. the superintendent.
l t wa,; th e tirst time they had met since the day tbe cowboy c-arniYal was held, and the railroad man expressed great
pleasure at meeting the young princ.:e of the saddle.
"You are looking fine, '1.' ild," he said. "Believe me when
J suy that I am real glad to see you."
"The feeling- is mutual," answered the boy. "Your appearance would !ndicatP that the world is using you good."
"And so it is. C'harlie, bow do you do?" and he shook
hands with the scout.
"Pl'C'tt~· well, thank you," was the reply.
":\Ir. Coville. this i. our friend Brown, the proprietor of
the leading hotel in Weston, " said Wild, introducing their
colllpanion.
"Glacl to meet you, l\Ir. Brown. I suppose you came over
with Young \Vilcl°\Vest in the interest of the nrw railroad?"
"Yes; that's jest what 1 came over ,vith Wlld an' Charlie
for. I'm so interested in ther great scheme that I couldn't
wait till they got back to tell me about it."
"Well, \Yild." and the s uperintendent turned to our hero,
"I am real glad that you are going to build the railroad. The
co1Upany would have done it, anybow. inside of a year; and
so you might as well get the benefit of it, for it is bound to
va.r. There is a fortune in it for you, as sure as anything."
"I am of that same opinion myself. But I am not looking
for Uie fortuue so much as I Hill to boolll our town and make
It second to none in the Territory."
" Well, you ar • hound to have the fortune if that is accomplil:lhed," aud Coville smiled as though he tl.Jougbt Young
,vild \Ye,;t was au exceptionaJly good tinancier.
"Do you know whether our men have arrived yet?" asked
,Yilcl. gi\·ing tht' subject a slight Change.
"Yn,: they <:11me yesterday. '.rhey are stopping at the hotel
across the street. "·here I recommendetl them. '.!.~he whole
outfit arril'ed here ahead of time. Your engiue and fiat-cars lie
on the l:lwitc:h over there. There is 11uitc a train of ca rs, and
they are loaded with the steel rails and the other things you
ordered."
"Good!'' was the reply. "I guess we will go over to the
hotel and $ee the foremen of the different gangs.·•
"All right. I will go ornr with you if you have no objections.
I Irnve becomp acquuintetl with some of the men, you know,
since their ~hort stay here."
The four now went over to the hotel, and found the men
there waiting for the arrival of Young Wild ,-rest.
Covillr quickly introduced him to them, making quite a
flo"·ery little speech in doing so.
"This i~ the boss young ,fellow of the hustling ,vest," be
said. in conclusion, "so you want to stiek by him and do what
ls right.·,
'·';\'e ,vil!! ,ve will!" was the reply, In a chorus.
Then the men were introduced singly.
The foreman of the construction gang was· named John
:Mc:tl inni,;, B1lly O'Connor \Vas the conductor, and Ed. Lewis
and ra t Panel w ere the engineer nnd fireman. The men
wh o "·ere to Jay out the road were :\Iark James and Robert
Lee.
'1.'ild sized them all up quickly, and decided that they were
all honest men.
The engineer and fireman were not ,llluch more than boys,
and were the ones who had drifted Into the gambling den
the afternoon before, and answered the questions of Saffron
Joe.
They appeared very an..·dous to get on terms of intimacy
with Wild . and noticing it, he began to talk 1Vith tbem.
"It is a great honor to meet you, Young \Vild ,Yest," said
Ed. Lewis, the engineer. "We have heard a great deal about
you. I must say that you are not far away from my idea of
what you looked like."
"The same way with me," put in Farrel, the fireman, who
was an American born ot Irish parents. "We have lived in
Chicago all our lives, and I, for one, was always anxious to
get out this far and see .the country and mingle with the
people in it."
"\\'ell, you will find things different here from what they
are in Chicago," Wild answered. "Still, it isn't half as bad
a place as you may have lma~ined it to be."

"Oh! we will get along all right," said thr engineer. ··,Ye
met 1Vith a little bard luc:k on the start, but that don't amount
to mu ch."
"\\That 'l\·as that, may I ask?"
"Oh! Yl'e had our clothes stolen, and we are com pelled to
wear .o ur working rigs till we find a good place to fit ourselves out again. We met a fellow in a gambling place yesterday afternoon, while we were walking around to see the
sights, and he tried to tell us where to go to buy clothing, but
we didn't go there. He said his name was Saffron Joe, and
he was about the toughest specimen of a Westerner that we
have seen so far."
"If you take my advice, you won' t bother your time with
Saffron Joe," Wild hastened to tell them. "It is only about
half an hour ago that I was compelled to shoot one of his
fingers off."
"What!" and the two young fellows looked at him is aston(shment.
"I shot just in time to save my life, too. He was just going
to put a bullet in me from a gun in his pocket."
The engineer and fireman then wanted to know all about
it, so our hero told them, not forgetting to say that there were
people in Spondulicks who were determined that he should not.
build the railroad.
"We will do our part toward it, anyway, ,. the. young engineer assured him.
Wild then had quite a long talk with the two men who had
been recommended to him to survey the road.
" I want you to take a ride over the proposed route with me,"
he told them. "I will see that you are supplied with a horse
apiece."
"I shall like that all right, as I am a great lover of a horse,"
James answered.
"Well, I C'an't say that I like to ride horseback as well as I
do in a railway coach; still, I know how to keep in the saddle, and it will be a novelty," Lee added.
Wild went out and soon got the horses.
Then he aqvised all hands to make their headquarters for
the present at Ryan's Hotel, as better accommodations could
be had there for Jess money.
As the men had only stopped where th ey w re temporarily,
they paid what they owed, and then all hands went over to
Ryan's.
It was decided that the surveyors were to go right on to
Weston and stay there when they were not engaged in working.
Our hero figured that their work would be the most important ·of it all, and he wanted to be in close touch with them
all the time.
So their Instruments were ordered to be sent over with the
next stage-coach, and then the party of five started for Weston
over the proposed railroad route.
James and Lee were well up in th eir business, and they took
in their surroundings with a critical eye as they rode along.
They took their time in going over, so it was near dark when
they got into Weston.
Both had taken notes on the way, and after supper, when
the officers and members of the Wild West Mining and Improvement Company were gathered in the office, they reported
that it was going to be a very easy matter to run the road
from Spondulick. over to the table-Janel aho,·e the 11roperty
own,ed by tbe company.
"It will take two weeks to make the survey and stake it out,
though," they said, "and after that is don e the rails can be
laid and the work pushed along. "
"Well," observed Young Wild ·west, "if there is no more
grading to be done than I think there is, if I can get the materials and men, I will have the railroad running inside of
two months. •·
"That hardly seems possible, Wild," remarked Jim Dart.
"Nothing impossible about it," spoke up Lee. "If there is
little or no grading to be done, how long will it take to lay the
rails? Not long, I assure you."
"Well, you people know your business, so I won't have any
more to say. I hope, though, that it will turn out just as Wild
thinks it will."
"It will turn out that way," Cheyenne Charlie assured them,
with an emphatic nod of his head.
"Charlie has great faith in me, anyway,'· laughed our hero.
"If it don't turn out the way I expect it to, it won't be his
fault."
Their implements arrived the next morning, so James and
Lee went right to work.
There was good weather for the next ten days, and nothing
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happened to bother lbem, so at the end of that time the surveying was all done and the road staked out.
And then there was cause for much rejoicing among the
friends of Young Wild West.
It had turned out just as the young prince of the saddle said
it would.
A gang of fifty men could do all the grading that was necessary in a week.
That seemed almost incredible, but it was true, nevertheless.
CHAPTER IV.
THE FIRST RIDE ON THE NEW ROAD.

The following Monday the work of grading and laying the
rails began.
Young Wild West had been successful In getting both men
and materials, and it now looked as though everything would
be plain sailing.
He had seen nothing of Saffron Joe or Crafty Keel since
the day he had met them in Spondulicks, but he was on the
lookout for them all the time.
When the track was laid to a distance of a mile and a half
outside of Spondulicks it came to a ravine that had to be
crossed with a bridge.
There was plenty of gravel to be had from the mountainside, so there was no difficulty about having a good bed for
the ties to rest in.
'I'he chasm to be bridged was only about thirty feet in width,
but it required some good engineering to build a wooden
bridge that would stand the strain.
But while the regular construction gang had been laying
the mile and a half track, another gang had been building the
bridge under the personal supervision of James and Lee.
Of course, WHd was the real overseer of the job, but he
found that James and Lee were men to be trusted, so he had
little to say concerning it.
'l'he bridge was built, and then they had plain sailing to
lay the track for the next ten miles.
Then another chasm would have to be bridged.
It was only a single track, of course, but there was to be a
switch a fourth of a mile long in the center, where trains
could meet and pass.
The work progressed rapidly, and finally half the track was
laid.
'l'wo locomotives, eight passenger cars and four freight cars
had been purchased by the company, and one of the locomotives and two of the cars reached Spondulicks on the day that
the track was c:omp\eted to the switch.
Young Wild West decided to give the folks at Weston their
first ride that day, so he g-0t them ready, and all hands rode
over to Spondulicks on horseback.
They put up their horses at Ryan's Hotel, and then boarded
one of the passenger coaches, which was to be the first of the
kind to run over the newly-laid rails.
The party consisted of Wild and Arietta, his sweetheart;
Jim and Eloise, Charlie, · Jack and Rick and their wives,
Walter Jenkins and Rex Moore and their wives, and Dove-Eye
Dave and old Sam Murdock.
A dozen of the best citizens of Weston, and several from
Spondulicks were also in the party, which was just large
enough to comfortably fill the car.
Wild took a notion to ride in the locomotive.
As the only engineer and fireman they had were Ed Lewis
and Pat Farrel, they, of course, were in charge of the engine.
And Billy O'Connor, attired in a brand new uniform, went
along as conductor.
It was just eleven o'clock when the locomotive gave a toot,
and the conduct.or yelled out, All aboard!"
The starting point was only a hundred feet from the old
depot in Spondulicks, and when the engine and car pulled out
there was considerable cheering.
Wild was in his glory as he felt the train start.
One of his fondest hopes was soon to be realized, for here
they had a railroad that was already half-way to Weston!
And in a few weeks more it would be all the way.
Puff, puff, puff!
Ding-a-ling! Ding-a-ling!
Toot! Toot! Toot-toot!
As the engine and car got outside of the town about a mile
the echoes rang with the sounds of real progress and industry.
Where there is a railroad there is generally lots of the
things th~l go to make up civilization.
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It was the first time "\il/ild had ever been on a locomotive,
and he was very much interested.
Engineer Lewis was not a great deal older than he was, and
he was greatly pleased by the presence of the young prince of'
the saddle.
He showed him all about the workings of the iron horse, and
Fireman Fane! insisted that he should ring the bell.
"This is really a novelty to me," Wild shouted so the two
could hear him. "It is the first time I was ever on a locomotive, and I must say that I feel a great deal safer when I am
on a horse's back. I think, though, that it would not take me
long to learn how to run this thing."
"You are right enough on that," was the reply. "It does
not take a bright person long to learn how to run a locomotive. The thing is, though, to learn alt about the mechanism
of the machine. It is easy enough to open the throttle and
pull back the lever when you want to start, and close them
when you want to stop; but suppose something gets out of '
order? What then?"
"I understand," said Wild with a laugh. "Of course it would
take a machinist to attend to things in that case."
Then, seeing that the fireman was about to throw some wood
in the furnace (there was a scarcity of coal in that region in
those days), he jumped in to assist him.
"I might as well learn to be a fireman," he observed.
The locomotive was not proceeding at a very high rate of
speed, but was going fast enough to please those in the car.
It was nine miles to the switch, and after the bridge had
been passed in safety the engineer let the machine out a little.
A cheer came from the forward end of the car when the
speed began to increase and, turning around, ·wild saw his
sweetheart and two or three of the others standing there.
They were enjoying the ride immensely, and were waving
their handkerchiefs, just as if there were people along the
track to see them.
The road was pretty well ballasted, and the car went along
surprisingly easy. As they nearetl the switch the engineer
slowed down at Wild's request.
"We want to be careful," he said. "This is the last of the
road that was laid, and it may not be in as good condition as
it might be."
He had scarcely spoken the words when Ed Lewis uttered
a cry of fear and shut off steam.
A few yards ahead of lhem the rails had been shifted so as
to run straight to the edge of the precipice!
"Reverse the engine! Put on the brake!" cried Young Wild
West. "You can stop her before we get there!"
The engineer obeyed promptly.
They were going slowly at the time, and that was all in
their favor.
As Young Wild West did not make a move to jump from
the locomotive, the engineer and fireman remained at their
posts.
But by the looks of them they were on the verge of leaving it.
\Vhen the engine and car finally came to a stop with a jerk
and a jar the cowcatcher was within ten feet of the edge of
the precipice!
That was close enough!
"Back her up!" exclaimed Wild, as calmly as if he had
simply been trying an experiment and had satisfied himself.
Puff, puff, puff!
Back they went to a place of safety.
Then Young Wild West jumped off the engine and started
forward to make an investigation.
He knew that some of his enemies had been at w-0rk, and he
wanted to see if he could strike a clew as to who they were.
Jim Dart and Cheyenne Charlie got off the car at about the
same time.
Just as Wild reached the spot where the rails had been taken
up and changed, a rifle-shot rang out and a bullet whizzed
past his head.
He quickly jumped forward behind a boulder at the side of
the track.
"They have opened the game again," he said to Jim and
Charlie, as they came up to him. "That was a very neat trick
they played, and if it had succeeded we would have all gone
to our death in a hurry. The men who planned this must be
veritable fiends, and if I can only set eyes upon them, and
know for a certainty that they did it, I will send them to eternity as fast as I can sight my rifle and pull the trigger!"
This was ·said in a tone that showed how earnest Wild was.
The mere thought of the locomotive and car going over the
precipice was appalling!
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The lives of half a hundred people wou ld have been snuffed
out in U1e twinkling of an eye.
Not one of them could possibly have escaped death, since
there was a sheer fall of over three hundred feet to the jagged
rocks below.
On the locomotive Wild had carried his weapons, the same
as he always did when ridin g his horse.
He had his rifle in his hand as he stood behind the boulder
with Charlie and Jim.
They also had theirs.
"I am going to hunt up the fellow who fired that shot at
me," said the boy.
''We will help you to find him," retorted the scout.
"And ~hoot him on sight," added Jim.
"Did either of you locate the spot the shot was fired from?"
"Straight ahead of us up on the mountain-side," answered
Jim. '·I saw the smoke go curling upward."
"Well, tlie three of us will make for that point, then, each
taking a different route. I will go straight up, as near as I
can; you go to the right, Jim, and you, Charlie, to the left.
We will try and get around them. I say them, because I believe there is more than one man up there. Most likely two,
anyway, a1~d if there are I know pretty well who they are."
'· Saffron Joe an' Crafty Keel," nodded Charlie:
'·Exactly."
Then our hero turned to the engineer, and said :
'· Stay right here till we come back, and be on the lookout
for danger. If you should see a crowd of men coming down
the hill, just get ready to give them fits, and then back away,
whether we are here or not. There are ladies in the car who
must be taken care of. Keep a good watch, now!"
Ed Lewis assured him that he would, and Jack Robedee
and Dove-Eye Dave called out from one of the car windows
that they would look after things.
It now being thoroughly understood what theS were to do,
O'tll' three friends started to ascend the hill.
As the rather steep slope was covered with bushes and
stunted oaks and pines they could work their way upward
without being seen by any one from above.
Young Wild West had started on missions sim!J.ar to this
before.
And he had generally succeeded in getting his man without
much trouble.
He was confident that he w.ould succeed this time, unless
the fellow who had fired the shot had fled .
:Sut this was not likely, as he would not be apt to think
that he would be sought for up there.
A person holding a high position like that w.ould naturally
feel that he had all the advantage in the world over those below him, and he would simply lay there and shoot every time
he got a chance.
·
It would not likely happen that any one w.ould dare venture
up there, when they did not know exactly how many they
had to contend with, or where they were located.
Wild had an idea that his enemies would reason in this
way, and he . was about right.
Our hero kept on w.orking his way upward, and soon both
Charlie and Jim were lost sight of.
And they were so cautious in their movements that he could
not hear a sound from them.
Wild had slung his rifle over his shoulder now, and simply
carried a revolver in his right hand, which was Teady for instant use.
He knew he was liable to come upon his man at any time,
if he was there.
It struck him that it had been Crafty Keel who had fired
the shot, and he wanted to catch a glimpse of the treacherous
villain.
That would be enough.
He would not look for any further proof, but wou1d shoot
at once.
"It was those two who helped to shift the track," he thought.
"They could not have done it in such a short time, of course,
as the gang of men are not far ahead at work. It was a very
neat trick, and must have been worked in a very short time."
He turned and looked down as he came to this conclusion,
and saw that the workmen had just discovered what had
happened now.
They had heard the engine and car coming, and as it had
stopped so suddenly, the,r had concluded to come over and see
what the trouble was.
'rhe only way Wild could think of such a thing being done
was that some of the workmen must have been bribed.
He meant to investigate the matter when he got back to
the car.

SCHEME.
CHAPTER V.
TIIE BLOODY SIX .

We will now foll.ow Jim Dart when he switch ed off to the
right to ascend the side of the mountain to search for the man
who had fired the shot at Wild.
The boy was thoroughly used to that kind of work, and he
made his way rapidly a.long, moving in a very cautious manner.
He went off to a distance of probably a hundred yards to the
right, and then headed straight up the hill.
. Of course he was forced to crawl a big portion of the way,
as he would be apt to be seen if he di'd not.
But crawling was nothing to Jim Dart.
He just gloried in what he was d.o ing now, and was earnestly
hoping that it might be he who should come across the villain,
or villains, as the case might be, first.
When a person fired a shot at Young Wild West he might as
well have fired at all his friends.
Jim was as incensed over the cowardly action as though the
shot had been fired at him.
And so it was with Cheyenne Charlie, and all the rest of the.
friends of the young prince of the saddle.
Jim continued on his way, dodging from bush to bush, and
all the whi.le going upward.
Every now and then he would pause and listen.
But nothing could be heard save the sounds that came from
the railr.oad track.
·
At length the boy came to the conclusion that he must be as
high up as the shot came from.
He had reached a level spot that was covered by a growth
of trees, and it struck him that this was the cover the shot had
been fired from.
But he was a little to the right, he knew, so he concluded to
make for the point he had set in his mind.
Just as he made a move to go ahead through the shrubbery
something happened that Jim had not reckoned on.
A heavy body leaped upon him from behind, and he was
f.orced to the ground.
At the same instant a roug'h hand was placed ove r his
mouth, and the cry of warning he meant to sound for the l.Jenefit of his companions was hushed.
The boy made a desperate struggle, for he quickly found
that he was in the grasp of two men.
They were no others than Saffron Joe and Crafty Keel, too!
When Young Wild West hau guessed that they were the
ones, he had hit the nail squarely on the head.
"Ha!" hissed the swarthy villain in Jim's ear, "you thought
you was doin' a smart thing by comin' up here, put we've been
watchin' yer for ther past five minutes. You come up here to
kill us, so you have got ter die fur comin'."
Jim made a violent effort to free himself, as he realized that
his situation was a desperate one.
But the two ' villains had caught him firmly, anti they lleld
him hard and fast.
Picking him up bodily they hurried away through the bushes
with noiseless tread.
They did not pause till they had covered pe rhaps tw:i hundred yards, and then panting from their exertions they lowered
their captive to the ground and proceeded to bind and gag
him.
i
This was accomplished in a remarkably short space of time,
and then with an ugly grin on his sallow visage, Saffron Joe
said:
"It's too bad you ain't Youn~ Wild West. But I reckon he'll
be comin' up presently to look for you, an' then I guess we'll
'tend ter his case."
At these words a thrill of hope shot through Jim.
Tbey did not know that Wild and Charlie had also started
up the mountain to hunt for them.
He was the only one they had caught sight of, according to
that.
But what puzzled the boy most was why neither Wild nor
the scout had been near enough to hear the noise his capture
had caused.
But when he came to think of it, he remembered that the
whole thing had been done in a silent manner, as the two men
had moved like cats in carrying out the capture.
The place where the villains had halted was a dense thicket,
and as they arose to their feet after they were satisfied that
the boy was tied secure, they looked at each other and grinned
in a satisfied manner.
"I guess we've done somethin' to-day, if we didn't manage
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to send ther whole caboodle of 'em over ther precipice," ob- of ther gang is back here in ther bushes. We'll tell them
served Crafty Keel.
about it, an' then we'll go to theT cave, where no one kin find
·'You're right," replied his companion. "I wonder where us if they hunt for a week. Come on!"
them· fellers went what helped us with ther track? Accordin'
The t wo hirelings of the president of the stage-coach line
to what they said, ther cave they had found was right around picked up Jim for the third time in the past few minutes, and 1
here somewhere."
·
followed the man.
"It are a little further back, I reckon. Them four men are
They pu£hed through a narrow belt of bushes and came upon
all right, an' when they said they could make more money the other three laborers, who had so traitorously assisted them :
livln' on tiler mountain an' helpin' th emselves to ther pocket- to move the rails to the vrecipice.
books of travelers now an' then, they knew jest what they was
Their fellow-workers told them what was up in a very few
talkin' about."
words, and they all were delighted at the scheme Saffron Joe
"Of course they did. Well, what do you say-are we goin' had suggested.
to jine them or not?"
"Come right on to ther cave," said one, who appea.red to be
"Jine 'em, I say. We will have a better show of finishin' a sort of leader among them.
Young Wild West if we do; an ' we kin git our money jest ther
Descending into a little gully, they walked along a few yards
same. We can't live forever on ther money we git for our and then came to a big ciuster of overhanging vines.
contract, you know."
One of them pulled some d the vines aside and an opening
Crafty Keel nodded approvingly.
[ was disclosed sufficiently wide enough to admit two persons
"Well, let's hunt 'em up an' see what they have to say about · abreast.
.
·
.
.
.
. .
what way we'll git rid of this feller."
Not_ the least bit of caution existed among the si~ v11Iarns
All this was said in such a cool and matter-of fact way that now, 1t seemed, for they entered the hidden cave without so,
Jim Dart shuddered.
much as looking around to make sure that no one was watchHe felt that unless help came pretty soon they would surely ing them.
.
murder him.
They were so much interested ln the proposal Saffron Joe
Of all the villains he had ever met, these were about as cool had made that they forgot everything else just then; and he, '
and heartless.
too, neglected to act with his usual custom.
A human life was a small thing to lhem.
The cave was not a very large one, but it was roomy enough
The fact of their having shifted th e track so the locomotive to accommodate twice their number.
and car would go crashing over the pr ecipice was proof of
It was lighted by a narrow split in the rocky wall in the
what they were.
rear, which was really the face of a bluff.
The two men again picked him up a s though he was a sack
A spring of water trickled from the rocks in one corner, so
of potatoes, and started to go further back t hrough the thicket, it was certainly a place well suited to such a gang.
which was now becoming so dense th at they had trouble in
Poor .Tim was dropped to the ground in auything but a
forcing their way through it.
gentle Ill::tnner.
They were cautious in their movements, too, which showed
He was suffering from the gag that was tieil. so tightly in bis ,
that they- were on the alert for clanger.
mouth, but his physical suffering was not to be compared wilh
For fully five minutes the y kept on, panting from their ex- his mental just then.
ertions, and now and then exchanging words in a whisper.
He now thought that bis time had arrived, for neither Wild
.Just as they Jet Jim to the ground again they heard the hum nor Charlie had now showed up to save him.
of low voices close at hand.
Befor e reaching the cave he had been hopeful, but when t-he
"That's ·em! •··exclaimed Joe. " Wait here, an' T"ll m ake sure , hanging vines fell back in place after the entrance of the six 1•
of it."
men, it struck him that when they shut out the Hght of day
His companion nodded and sat down on a s tone to rest him- they also shut out his chances to live.
f'elf.
"Gent~," said Saffron Joe, taking a big flask of whisky from
In less than two minutes the swarthy-faced villain came his pocket, "let's take a drink."
.i r k. followed by a man dres:::ed in the clothin g of a laborer.
When each one had taken a pull the flask was empty.
"Tt' s a 11 right, Ke el," h e said .
"Now, then," he continued, "let's git down to business. I ,
•·Hello! " exclaimed th e newcomer. as he looked at the h elp- make' a motion that we form ourselves into a band of robbers '
IP.ss boy. ''So y ou cau ght one of ·em. did yer? , Ve didn't an ' call ourselves ther 'Bloody Six.'"
'l''ait when we s een that the engine stopped in time to k eep
" Second thcr motion!" cried the man who had first met
tb er outfit froui goin' over. W<:> thcu ght we had be tter light them.
011 t afore we got. caught, which was bound to happen if we'd
"All in favor of that say aye!·• said Crafty Keel.
stayed at our wo r k.''
Every one of them said aye, so he declared the motion carried.
··,~·e sta yed,·• said K eel. "That is, we got a good place up
"'J'her next thing in order is to prove ourselves ther Bloody
amon g 1he rocks, a n' when ther feller they call Young Wild Six," and Joe pulled his knife from his belt and tested its
W est jumped down from ther engin e. T jef,t let a bullet fly at keenn ess on his thumb nail. " 1.rhis boy we·vc got here i,; one
him. I don 't know how it was that I missed him , but I did. of th er closest friends Young Wild ,Vest has got, an' conse- '
1 a.m a putty good :;b ot, too."
quently he are an enemy of ourn. Everybody git his knife
" An th en we h ung arou!ld till WP. ~een thi s feller sneakin' ready. now, an' when I say t.her word, see who kin stick him
up to finrl ont who fired ther s ho t,'" add ed Joe, kirking Jim as ther deepest!"
he lay en the ground helpless.
This was satisfactory to them, for they each pulled out an
"What. are yer goiu ' to do with him? '' a sked the la borer.
ugly-looking lmife.
'' W hat ar P we goin' to do witlt him? Why , k i ll Jiim! ·•
" Se;, h<'rP." saicl the fellow 'l'fho had been the leader of the '
•· o·ye mean that? "' gas ped t he man in surprise.
four. "It strikes me as though we ought to elect a leader afore
Crafty Keeu lo ok ed a t him pitying ly.
we do this.··
""What do yer s'pose we took ther trouble to bring him way
"Well, let"s elect him, then," retorted Crafty Keel. "rt won't
ba rk here for?"" he queri ed.
take more'n a minute to do it."
.. I don 't know; but if it had been me I'd have s tu ck a knife
"Well, what do you all say?"
a tw een his rib s wh en T c~,ught him."
"Go ahead!"
"We wanted to brin g him h er e for a purpose," spoke up
"vVell, make your nominations, then."'
S a ffron Joe.
"I nominate Spotted Bill!" exclaimed one of the four labor"What .is ther purpose ?"'
ers.
"""e have eoncludet1 t.o joi11 :in \Yilli y <1 u f1•llcrn anrl call
This happened to be tbe fellow himself, and he smiled satisoursehe~ ther 'Blood.'· f:ix" - tlrnt is. H J·on are all '\\"illin'." factorily.
"Whew! But that are a fine n ame, isn 't it?'" and the laborer
"I nominate Saffron Joe," spoke up Crafty Keel.
roll ed his eyes.
"All right. Any more nominations?"
"Yes; it just struck me now . Well , to be tb er Bloody Six
There were none, so it was put to a vote.
for fair, we ought to be abl e to have ther blood of an enemy.
It resulted in a tie, each receiving three votes.
We'll take this fell er to the cave you feil er s have got, an'
"It'll take too long to settle it, so we had better stick ther
then we'll J ill him. Then we will swear allegianre to each boy first," said Spotted Bill. "Let her go, boys! Drop on
otlwr. Ain"t that u great iden ':''
your knees over him!"
'"Ther best I ever heard!" cried the man, who was a simpleSix keen-edged knives were raised to be plunged into the,
m.inded mortal of brutish instincts. "Come on! Ther rest body of Jim Dart.
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CHAPTER VI.
HOW JU-L'S LIFE W.'.S SAYED .

Young Wild ·west contiuued, his way up the mountain-side,
pa using every few seconds to listen.
Rl't be cou1d lien r nothing- aboYe him to in<licnte tltat there
.
was ;ciny one there.
'v"Vhen he was nearly to the spot where Orn shot bad been
fired from, according to his rPasoning, be suddenly found that
he would be compelled to strike off lo the left in order to get
any further up.
A perpendicular wall of rock: barred his way, as it was too
high for him to think of climbing.
So he did the only thing he could do, whicl.l was to move
t o the left.
He was bo~rncl to · find the scoundrel who had tried to shoot
him, if he could .
Ire was now on a sort of ]l:idge, and he could see the engine
and car and the workmen near it below.
The me11 had taken rl'fu_ge on th" other side of the car to
avoid giving any one a chance to pick them off from above.
A couple of minutes later Wild heard a slight sound just
ahead of him .
Ready fer business, he crept forward noiselessly.
The next instant he saw a figure erawling toward him.
It was Cheyenne Charlie.
The s cout rnw the yoU11g prince of the saddle at about the
same time.
"Can't get up this way, eh?., said Charlie, when they were
close enough to risk talking in a. whisper.
"No; I was coming around here to see if there wasn't a
way," was the reply.
"And 1 was coming· this way to find one. \Veil, we may as
well go further to the right, then."
This they did, going single file through the bushes.
In about five minutes they found a way to get up higher,
-and they immediately took advantage of it.
1
They were listening to hear from Jim, for they thought that
h e must have got all the way up before this.
But no sound came to their ears.
They now began to search cautiously among the bushes,
their rwrolvers ready to use in case it became necessary.
Pretty soon they came to a s;,.ndy spot and saw footprints.
They were made by hob-nailed boots, such as the laborers
working on the railroad wore.
Young Wild West nodded significantly.
Tle considered that they had gained something by coming
u p there.
They now began to follow the tracks, which were very
plain in some places.
They could easily see that they had been made by more than
one man, and Wild felt sure that they were running the wouldbe train w,·eckers to earth.
The practised eyes of our two friends showed them where
the men they were trailing had forced thro.ugh the thick
bushes, and they were quite able to follow without t.be tracks.
For five or si:: minutes they kept on, and then they suddenly heard the sound of voices coming from they knew not
where.
Wild and Charlie ;ooked at each other and nodded.
'I'hc> thou2·ht in the minds of both wa-s that something was
~
going to happen very soon. ·
They had rearhed a point 011 the m.ountain-side that was
well back from the part that overlookEd the railroad track.
Tl ,,-as a wilu-looking spot. :rnd the brier thickets :rncl clumps
of scrub oakr; were thick and hard to get through.
Our two friends strained their ears to locate the sounds.
All of a sudden they heard a chorus of voices saying the
word, ·'Aye! •·
'·There is a 1m:eting of somP sort i:, progress," Wild whispered. ·· Aml it is right under us, l should say."
<;Yes, that's where that sound came from,., replied Charlie,
nodding in a satisfied manner.
·'It must be that there is a cave under ns."
"A sure thing."
·' Let u s find it, then ..,
The two started to crawl forward through the bushes and
t he decayed weeds and leaves of the last season .
They barl. made but a distance of probably ten feet when the
ground gavr way beneath them and they were precipitated
downward like a shot!
They clutched at the edges of the new ly made hole as they

went, but i t crumbled away and they landed on a hard, smooth
surface eight or nine feet below.
And then it was that they saw a sight that surprised them
not a little.
Ou the ground Jay Jim Dart, bound and gagged and as
helpless as a new-born babe, while around him, with astonishment and alarm dei;iicted on their faces, stood six men, each
with a gleaming knife in his hand!
Young Wild West was on hi.s feet as quick as a fla sh.
"Hands ns, you fiends!" he cried. "The first man who move::;
from where be stan ds will die!"
The cave-in ha d happened so quickly that the villains were
taken completely by surprise.
They had juH dropped to their knees to obey the command
of Spotted Dill, wben without the least warning the roof of
the cave fell through but a few feet from them.
Naturally they got upon their feet instantly, and as they did
so they saw the intruders and heard the command of Young
Wild West.
Like his companions, Cheyenne Charlie had clung to his revolver when he found himself falling, and he, too , was now
on his feet and covering the men.
The men were but cowards at the best, and when they saw
th e muzzles of the revolvers that were leveled at them, they
raised their hand s above their heads.
"Now, then," resumed Wild, taking a step toward them, "I
want every one of you but one to drop those knives-quick,
no,v!"
One by one the villains let the knives drop.
The fellow who called himself Spotted Bill held .onto his.
"That's it," and our hero nodded to him. "Now, you just
free the captive you have. Be careful you do not cut him in
doing it, either, for if you do you will drop dead in your
tracks.,.
"I'll set him free all right, boss," was the reply in a meek
tone. "We was only givin' him a scare, an' didn't mean to
,
hurt him a bit"
Wild said nothing to this, but as soon as Jim's hands and
feet were free he ordered the fellow to drop the knife and
·
hold up his hands like the rest.
Instead of obeying this command Spotted Bill dropped to
the ground and dove between the legs of the other villains, upsetting them right and left.
'This action was entirely unexpected by either Wild or Charlie, but neither of them got excited over it.
"Up! Get up, every one of you, or we will begin to shoot!"
cried Wild.
The men did get up, and in a hurry, too.
But when they were on their feet again they were close t o
the vine-covered entrance .
Our friends did not know that was the entrance-in fact,
the,v had no idea where tlle place to get in and out was.
Jim Dart had now got up and torn the gag from his mouth.
"You were just in time, boys," he said fervently. "I was
close to death that time-so close that I had given up all
hopes . They were just going to plunge their knives in me
when you tumbled through tbe roof of the cave. I--"
He was interrupted in w,hat. he was going to say, for at that
instant there was a commotion among the six villains.
They had edged their way close to the hanging vines, and
with a do-or-die effort they were disappearing from sight!
And Young Wild 'iVest, takPn off his guard from listening
to what Jim had to say, tailed to draw bead on any of them
as they disappeared .
But Cheyenne Charlie se nt a shot after them at random,
and a howl of pain told that one o[ them had been hit.
Wild handed Jim one of his revolvers, and then led the ·way
to the spbt where he had last seen the villains.
He was a little reckless now, and b e plunged right through
tne vines, regardless of the fact that the six men might be
waiting outside to shoot them as they came out.
But this didn 't happen to be the case, so that was where our
hero's good luck came to the fore again.
The men were too anxious to place as much distance as possible between them and Young Wild West, and the instant they
got outs ide they made off tbrough the thicket as fast as their
legs could carry them.
They left a plain trail, however, ·and our three friends, bent
on shooting or capturing them, fo llowed itThrough the tangled growth of bushes they rushed only to
come out on a piece of ground that was as bard as flint where
the trail was lost.
Wild came to a halt and his companions followed suit.·
'"I'here is no use in going any further just now,·· he said,
scratching his ear tho ughtfu lly, "They will find a place that
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will .iust r,uit their pu,pose, and then they will Jay in ambnsh most i'or;!·ottPn thp 11111Tow escape they hnd ha<l b, the tllon,ghtfor us. vVe may as well go back to the train, and put this fnlne,ss of Young \Yi1<1 -n·est. ,;vllen he a<l,iRed the engineer to
nm ,1 littlP Rlo,Y aR they were nearing thE- switch.
hunt off a. little while.''
If it h1111 nnt Ileen for this thl'illing incident it wonlll !ia \·e
'l'!H?1·e was wisclcm1 in bis \\"Ol'tl,;, and .Jim nn<l Charlie lrnev1·
liel' ll a ,l'l'Y enjoyable trip .
it.
As it \\'as evPry one wns more than Ratisflecl. and they
'l'hP further llle "Rlood:r Six.'' af' the~· calle<l themsPlves,
aw not hesitate to oeclare tlwir ,villingnrss to make the trip
g;ot ,1wa_\' , ll1P lJoJ<lcr they W\JUld naturally be<·omP.
over llie entire road when it wns c·on1plett>d.
tl11e)' would lie apt to put up a fight.
,Yhen they left the train \Yilc1 nncl l.Jis party went over to
l hey hnd somuthing to be satisDed over, anyhow, as they
R,vnn's Hotel, where a sort of banquet awaitf>cl them.
had learned who the vill;:1.ins who b:t<l moved the rails were.
']'he meal was gotten up in style, a11c1 being lrnngry from
And Jim Dart hatl ha<l a J)retty close can in finding it out,
the excitement caused by tbc trip, all lw.nds attackecl the
too.
It seeme<l that a kind of Providence had intervened in bis good things with a vim.
Speeches were made, stories were told and Rongs were snug.
behalf when his two friends had tumbled through the roof
'.l'oward the latter end of the general good time stnne O1~e
of the cave.
.
If that remarkable oecmrenee had not come about just as called upon ,Tack Robedee to tell a story.
"I s'pose Jim Dart ls tber ou<' as suggPste11 me to b<' called
it llic1 he wonl<l ha Ye been s-laiu by the villains.
As they hasteuecl down the track he told '\Vild anu Charlie on," Jock sai<'I, as be arosP from his cbnir. "But it don't make
any difference whether it "·as or not; I'll tell a story, anyhi,; thrilling- experienc::e.
" I never snw suc::h Yillainous (1emons in my life," he added. how, an' a true one, too.
"\\'hen I "'aR a boy I liYed in Xew York Rt:1te. as some of
"I think ti.Jose t\\'o fel10Y1·s \'alle<1 Saffron Joe and Crafty I(eel
are renlly the wnn,t 1 e\·er ea1ue in eoutact ·with. ,v11:i,. they yon han, heard before. T wn,m't exaetly \\'hat might he
talked nbout J.ll:tting me oul or th way as though I was c·allcc1 a good boy. nt<ijher \Yns I 1.Jac1. Bur tlit>re "·er e some
notbiug mon, 1ilan a wounded anirnnl thc·y were going to put Yet·y had hoy;, in m~· neig!Jborhooll. :111' I got to goin' with
'em , »omehow; an' that mi12·hc 11,we urn.de m,· a little worse 1
out of its misery."
"As brutal a,; they were, tbey are hut cowards. after all, ti.Jan I would !Jave otherwise bPe11.
"\Yell. to git down to my story. It was when I was about
or th1·y would never have given in to us the way they did .
If they bad been anything like meu tlJey would have put up twelve yean; of ng·e that l made a ruonk0y of myself, au'
that ·is what I am goin' to tell yon about. You o[ten JJear of,
a fight."
"Tl1at's rigl1I," c::liimed in Charlie. "I seen some of 'em a feller maki.n' a monkey of' himself nu'-- "
"Go on ·with your stor~,!" intenup1.ecl. Jim Dart. "Don' t
trembling at ther knees."
.Jim was still slightly pnlP from tile ordeal be bad gone go to beating :nonnd tb 0 bush ;;o much."
"H yon don't think I'm tellin' it rigl.tt, y/Ju bad better tell,
through, an<.t he ,;imply shr11gg(•tl his shoulders at these reil [or me." retorte<l Jn.dc juf;t n Ettie te:<til:,, for be noticed
marl;:s.
that Jim's remark was causing ('Yery one to ,;mile.
~o ,me knew hettf'l' th:1n 11e ,;\'lrnt the villains were.
But Wild quickly came to the re;s<:ue.
"\Ve will atteucl tll them later on," observed Wild, as they
"I tbitlk Jaek ought to be allowed to lell bi,; story of bow
came in sight or the waHiug engine and ear. "\Ve will now
finish the first ride over the new 1.·ailroad just as though uoth - be madie a monkey of himsell' in his own way." Ile said.
'l' b,tt settkd it. so Rolledee proceedetl:
ing had hn1mened to rnar the pleasure of it."
"As I saicl hcforl', 1 1Yas about twPlve years old. .A circus
Tbe workrnen were ~till tlil'l'e, and an f.he male memlJers
was adYertiserl to exhibit at a larp;e town not o\·er eight miles
of the pnrty were out of tin• car. tlleir. rifles in their hands.
Jack Rolleclee led the crowd in a cheer when he caught from where we lived. an·, of cour,;e, I made uv ruy mind that
I was a-goin' to go. There was two other lJoys who was bent
sight of his three friends returning.
Evidently th('y had been ~!armed at their absence, and on goin', too, au· as we bad no money, we started in to earn
enough to pay our expenses, for we intended to make a clay
thought something bad happened to them.
Wilcl waved his l1at to them as be led the way down the of it.
"Somehow, m:v folks was a lways opposed to circuses, so I
hill 011 a nm.
"Did yer c::atch your man?" Dove-Eye Dave called ou.t be- knewed there woultl be no use in nskin' my father or motlier
for tber money to go.
fore tbe:v reac·lied 1he track.
"It took 1.1; tber whole time between that time ancl tber
"Yes; l fonuc1 him," was the reply. "There were others
with him, an([ they gave us the slip. We will have them all ,lay of ther circus to raise two dollars an' seventy-fiye cents
bei ween tber three of us, an' we bad to work hard an' be
·
in a clay or two, mwer fear."
At this jnn<?ture John McGinnis, tb.e foreman of the con- miglity sav in' to git it. too.
"It was a fine mornin' when tlier circus day arri,ed. an '
struc:tion gang;. Hteppec1 forward.
"l,'our of my men are missing," said he. "I baYe an ic1Pa aR soon us we got our breakfasts we met at ther crossronc1s
that they had son,ething to do with tbe moving of the rails." an· set out to root it for eight miles. But I rlidn't minll walkin'
"I am surP they dicl," replied our hero. "Tbey are with then anv more than I do no"·· an' as \\'C Imel plenty of time,
·
two of tile worst rneu to be found on the top of the earth. we had ·a whole lot of fun on tiler way.
"\\'e reached ther town jest as ther men were puttin' up
'l'hey clicl tl1e tlaslardly job unc1er the supervi~ion of Saffron
Joe and Crafty Keel, two men whom I have reason to be- tiler big tent. an' then Vi'e was interested for fair. It bas
liCYe were hired to kill me and keep tbe railroad from being be<'n ;i good while since I've seen a circus, lac1ies and gentle1 men, an' I fee l as thongh I could enjoy it jest as much now as
built."
"Let the l:1<lies come out!'' called out Cheyenne Charlie. I did in them days.
"\Yell. to make a long story short, we hung uropnd that
"There is no clanger now. Tbe six scoundrels are wen up
on the mouutain. and will not show themselves now. They tent plumb up to ther time that ther performance was ready
·
to begin.
are think in' of hi din' more than anything else jest now."
"Then we didn't hang around it any more; we went inside,
Hearing; this, Arietta and the rest of the female contingent
after payin' our two shillin's apiece. They had animals i,n
from \Ycston came out of the car.
thnt circus. an' we jest enjoyed lookin' at them n.n' tensin'
Tben some of' the other laclies followed.
.Jim Dai-t then tolc1 just whrrt h,ar1 hamlrned to him np to ther monke:vs. I'll never forgit that performancP ns long as
[ live. though I only ~een about llalf of it.
the time the pof gavP way. nncl then onr hero fini!Shed it.
'' .TPst nR a handsome lady. dressed iu pink an' spaugles. n·as
It wa;; ('ertainly a remarlrnhle story. alHl thP eyes of all
hands centcr<>d upon .Jim. who ha<l come ;;o n<'nr lwinp: mur- riclin' a cream-colore<l horse around tber rinl); nn' jumt)iu'
through hoops rnvered \Tith paper, who should come in bu t
dered in cold blood.
Al a word f'rom Yom:g ,Vil(1 -n·e;;t tbe workmen set to work my father an' ther fatberfl of ther two boys I was witl1! I
plncing- tlie trnck in its proper place again, ancl then. after lie seen tiler old man tber first thing. but he didn't see me.
hnd 1nkeu rlo"·n tlH' name or ilte fo ur laborers who had quit Neither did my two companions notice who it was that come
workin2; for au Jtone;;t li,ing-, he c:alletl out for all to get in j1>st then.
'· r mack an <!xcuse about droppin' somethiu' through ther
a boa rel.
ae·1t~. nn' then do"·n I let myself go to tiler gronncl. I
'l.'llen tile trnin waf; ~tarted buck for Spouc1nli('ks.
i:11n•,1· er1. I was g0in' to catch it for runnin' nway an' goin' to
CHAP'I'ER YlI.
111 . r ('ircus. so I wanted to git somewhere that ther olcl n~:111
S'i.!LL l<'IOHTIXO AOAlN:,T THE RAILROAD.
conlrl not find me. ·
"I run nlong under them seats, while ,tber people were jest
The engine and (·:.tr backed into i':lponcluli c-ks, and by the
time our friends ancl their gue~s lrnd got there they had a.J- clappin' their huuc1s an' hollerin' their 'preciation at ther act,

;:ht'll
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an' -n·hpn T rearhed tlwr end of tber seats J made a dive out
into ther part where ther animals were.
":\ly fntlH'r eatchcd sight of me ns I nm out. an· with a
lond ·Jaek, come here!" on his lips, he started after me like
greased lightnin'.
'·Bnt I wasn't goin' to be catched, not If I could help it,
so I lookPd nrouncl for a hidin'-place. I seen one, too, right
!Jefor(' me. It was an empty cage, an' it 11·as out of repair,
1111' hnd sonic canY11s bangin' down over more·u half of it.
'.l'ber door was open, an· tbat was why I knowecl it was empty
at tber first sight of it.
"\Yell, I jest made a skip an' a jump an' got into that
empty cnge in no time. I heard my father an' ther other
two boys' fathers au· a whole lot of tber circus people comin',
so I pullel ther door shut au· layed down in a corner out of
slgl1t.
·· I clon' t know how long I was in there, but it seemed like

the On,rland Company that rnn the stng-e-conc-11 line, was
there. ancl he sho1Yed great intere~t in whnt Brown said.
"It will he n. great thing for 11·eston when the road is com11leted :rn<l gets to running. IH' said. "rt will, of course, knod;:
ont our route from f''.11oudulicks here completely; but we will
moye over here aml make our· headquarters to run to Devil
Creek and lhe other small towns out from here. Vl'e won't
renlly lose much in tile c•ud."
"That is tiler way I like to hrar a man talk!"' exclaime<l
the proprietor of the place, putting out his hand to the man
and gi1·ing him a hearty shake. "I've heard that all you
folks are not of tiler same opinion as you are, though."
"Oh! Some of them "l':ere very much opposed to the new
railroacl at first, but they haYe got reconeilcd to it now, urn.l
arc as anxious to see it go through as I am."
The last words were the truth, If the others were not.
'£he men composing the company surely wanted to see the
railroiltl go through as much ns he diu, which was not at all.
'.rile fellow hau bren sent over tllere to learn all hP c:uulLl
:1bont "·hat wns going on, nnd it wn.- Oeorgc ,Tncobs, the [ll'C'sldeHt of tlie <:1.rn,pany, ,Yho had ,sent bim.
It was al ·o Jacobs wllo hntl hiwu the four Inbornrs to
help ~nITron .Toe anrt Crnfty Keel to shift the track. so the
car with its load of human beings ,Yould pitcl.l oYer the 1nel'ipice with Young \Yild West.
Ancl this man. whose name w:1R Edward,,, knew all ,tliout

a couple of hours to me, when I heard the voice of my old
man right near me. I took a peep an' seen him an' ther other
two men walkin' around lookin' at tiler animals. But that
wasn't all, either! 'fher two ho.rs who bad eome to ther eircuR
wilh me were with ·em, an· everybody seemed to be in a good
hemor.
"'l'her whole amonnt of it was tllat the oltl man an· ther
other two bad got interested in ther animals, an' thinkin'
1 bacl gone on out of ther tent. they thought they"d git their
money's worth an' see what wns to he seen.
it.
"I could hear tiler two boys tellin' 'em that it was all my
"Yon had a good time, then, to-clay, all but the narrow
fault that tbey had come to ther circus, an' my father jest ale~c:ipe you bad from death," he went on to say. '"l'llat 1nnst
lowed that lle"d attend to my case when be got home.
"I begun to feel mighty uncomfortable, for they was gittin' ha ,e lJeen anything lJut a good time."
closer to my cage every minute. Pretty soon they dicl get
"You ar" right on that," Ilrown answered. "lf it hadn't
there, an' they stoiiped right in front o:t' it.
been for Young \\'ild \Vest gettin' tber engineer to Hlow np
"·Whnt"s in that cage?' my father asked.
i :-is we 11t:arnll tber 1rn-itch, we·,1 huYe all gone lo tller himl
" 'I don't know,' an· then one of tiler men put 011 his specs. where tiler weary arc at rest. Young \\.ild "'est is "- ,\h,
One of my chum.· pulled thcr c:annts aside, so's he could read here lie (·omes now. Hello, Wild!"
what was paiuted on ther cage.
Sure enough, the young prill(:C of the saddle wal' just com" 'Largest ,\Ionkey l'::Yer Exhibited!' read ther man, an' ing in, along with Chl'yennc Charlie ancl Livdy Hi<-k. who
then they nil got interested.
had lJcPn it<.:hing to get out e,cr ,;in<·e lie was nrnrried.
'· "l'here it is, back in tiler corner,' said my father. 'Wait
Xot that he was not satisfied with the i;t,•p he hn<l tnken,
till I stir it up jO's we kin see what it looks like.'
but be rcall~· wanted to get into the sotiety of the men he lwcl
'".rhen tllcr first thing I knowed I got a poke in ther ribs lJeen so u;;ec1 to assoc:iating with.
that made lll!') yell with pain. I jumped up like anythin' an'
So wl.len \Vild called around to where he was stopping nntl
kept right on hollerin'.
nske<l him to tnke a walk, llis wife, Kate, a(lyised him to f::O.
" 'Bless my heart H it ain't Jack!' my father cried, an· then
Bnt she also tolcl him to rrmemller his pro10h;e to k<'Pll
he acted as triough he was goiu' to have a fit. I won't tell ,;oiler on any and :.ill occnsions.
you what happened next, for you kin all guess. But that was
As our three friends entered, the fellow Edwards gaye n.u
ther only time that I eYer made a monk~y out of myself, uue:rny glance at them.
though."
It wns eYideut that he thought he cou](l not practice his
'Il.l('re was a goocl laugh all around as Jack concluded the
clec-eit while in the company of Young \Yilcl \Yest.
story.
Ill' wn~ nlJouL to l:tkc his clc'lmrture wlwn Brown callc1.l
Ile had such an amusing way of telling things tbat he llim back.
wm:1 bound to make a hit every time.
"\Vuit, l\fr. Edwn rcls," be obserYcd. "I want to introduce
Shortly after the banquet was oYer the party from Weston
•motmted their horses and set out to get back to Weston be- you to Young- "Wild \Yest."
Th0t·c ,Yas notl.ling to do for the man but to come np and
fore it got late.
Though dnrkness set in long before they got there, it was face tlle rnu~i<:.
He was introdneed to \\'ild, Charlie and Ilick in the J:11_1cla yery pleasant trip.
Nothing occurred to interfere with them, though Wild was lonrs bluft' way, and then \\'itliout ·waitiug- for the subject
of the railroad to bP opened, he> :rn,;ured th m tltat, as a memon the lookout for the "Bloody Six."
Ile had an idea that they might be lying somewhere in lJer of the c:ompany which ow1wd the ;;tage-roach route. he
was heart and oul in the venture.
ambush to get a shot at him.
But he proved to be wrong in his fdea this time.
"I am glad to hear you 8ay that,·· J'PJJliNl \\'illl. as he f[Uickly
Brown, the proprietor o:t' the Gazoo Hotel, was so much sized him up and came to the c-ouclusion that he was a lying
pleased over his ride over the new road, that he treated all scoundrel. "If you are heart and soul with me in my scheme
bis friends royally that night, and never got tired of telling you are alJout the only one of your company who is. Your
them about it.
president, :\Ir. George Jacobs, is very much against it, I am
A. man who lived in S,Pondulicks, and was interested in led to 1.ielieve."
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"Well, whoever has led you to1 believe anything l!l;:e that
is a liar!" Edwards answered, with great vehemence.
"Don't talk quite so plain, Mr. E<1wa1>ds," said Wild, with
one of bis quiet smiles. "I was the one who led myself to
believe it."
Tbe member of the stage-coach company turned rod in the
face.
He was at a loss to know what to say.
"Well, if that is the case, you will no doubt admit that
r-ome one tolcl you something that caused you to think that
way," he hastenecl to say.
"Ne,er mind about that. You don't want me to go into details, do you? Anyhow, you can't convince me anything different from what I think. In my opinion, the majority of the
members of your company are opposed to the new railroad I
nm working so hard to put through, so that is all there ls to
it. I don't care to 'get Into any argument about it."
If our hero bad not taken a disl!ke to the man and put him
down as a rank fabricator, he would not have talked in this
way.
"You are mistaken," Edwards Insisted.
"Well, don't say anything more about it, then. I am not
going to interfere with your company, and I don't want them
to interfere with ours. I am sure we will never try to put
you out of business by trying to send one of your outfits over
ll precipice.,,.
Edwards grew very angry at this, and his band slid' to his
revolver.
"Are you insinuating that we bad anything to do with wbat
occurred to-day?" be asked, hotly.
"Does the shoe fit you?" answered Wild.
The angered villain now drew his revolver.
"Drop that, or you will be a dead man!" exclaimed Young
Wild Wrst.

CHAPTER VIII.
SAFFRON JOE TAKES IN A NEW l\fEllfBER.

Edwards was the picture of amazement for the space of a.
i:;econd.
Then thP revolver slid from his hand and dropped to the
floor.
"Tlrnt'::; it." ~Alo. Wilrl. "T like to 13ee people obey me
prornptlr whrn T com ma nd them lo do a thing. Now, then,
:'l[r. Etlwards, J ~rnnt to ask you a' question. What did you
come to \Veston for?"
"r 1ya::; ,;ent here In the interest ot the Overland Company,"
lw an::;werPrl, telling- th(' truth this time.
'"J'0 watch the moYernents of myself anrl frienrls , I sup0

l)O~t! !"

·' ):o'.'' li en the r11::;r·all:v fellow. ihougb hi;; gaze dropped beforC' the pier<'ing lool< thnt s hot from the darl,, honest eyes
of the yonng prln<'e of tbe ;;addle.
"\Yell. tlrnt is what I lhink; so you bad better be mighty
carPf ul h0w yon act while you stay here in town."
1Yilrl p11t his re,olYer hack ln bis belt, and walked away
from Ed wards, just !Is though be had' been simply passing a
few fricnrlly words wlth him.
·
But Cheyenne Charlie and Lively Rick were keeping an
e~-p 011 the man. though.
This was not nt all nC'C 'C's::;an·. howe,er, as be was too much
of a co"·11rd to of(Pr to shoot thr bo~-.
He pickor up tlw rr-,oh-!'r that lw harl been forcr-d to
drop. nncl tht>n without ~ ,.,·orrl to nny one- hr- lPft the plnf'e.
. \ fpw minnte::; Jni P1· hr h:1d mou:11,·rl hi~ llor::;e an,! wni:;
ricling a way iu the dartrness.

SCHEME.
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"I had better get back to Spondullcks and let J acobs know
how matters stand," he muttered. "Things are getting just
a little too hot for me in Weston. That Young W ild West
must be a mind-reader, I guess. He sized me up correctly
at the first go-off. I could easily fool the rest of them, hut
it was out of the question to deceive him. It seems mighty
strange that be can't be dropped by some one. '£hose two
fellows Jacobs hired are supposed to be the most reckless and
unprincipled men in the country, and here they hav,:, been fooling around for weeks and have not so much as harmed a hair
in bis head. I can't understand it."
As he rode along through the darkness Ed1Vards begnn to
think that Young Wild West was going to come out at the
top of the heap, after all.
It struck Edwards that no matter whether Young Wild
West was put out of the way or not, It would go through, anyway, now.
The man rode on his way till be reached the fo1·ks of the
road without meeting a soul.
But be bad not proceeded far on the road to Spondulick-1;
when a sharp command to halt sounded in bis ears.
"Stand and deliver!"
It sounded like the stories Edwards had read of the highwaymen in the days of old, and though he was conl'<iderably
surprised, he was not much frightened.
But be obeyed the. command just the same.
'l.'be next moment be was surrounded by half a dozen men
wearing masks.
"What do you want, gentlemen?" he asked.
"Your money or your life!" was the quick reply.
"Well, I can't afford to give you either, Saffron Joe. You
ought to know better than to hold up a friend."
"Great Jupiter! Is tbot you, Mr. Edwards?" came the
quick reply.
"Yes, !t Is me. I am glad T met you, too, Joe ...
The sL"C men were the gang who bad dubbed themse!Yes
the "Bloody Six," as the reader no doubt supposes.
After they had escaped from the cave they bad remail1Pd
bidden in the woods on the mountain until they bad recovered from the effects of the ·scare Young Wild West had
given them.
Then the man called Spotted Bill had brought up the matter of electing a leader again.
Another vote was taken, and it was a tie between him and
Saffron Joe.
The two men were in a quandary.
Both felt that those who were supporting them would stick
to them, no matter bow many votes were ta.ken. >
It took Crafty Keel to help them out of the difficulty.
"I've got a pack of cards," said he. "Why don't you settle
ther business by drawing cards? Tber one what gits tber
highest card is ter be ther leader. That Is a fair an' squa·re
,vay."
"Good enough!" exclaimed Joe. "That jest suits me.''
"Me, too!" chimed in Spotted Bill.
Crafty Keel produced the pack of cards and gave them to
the two aspirants for leadership to shuffle.
Wheu they had i:;atlsfied themselves on this point Crafty
Keel took the pack.
"Go ahead an' draw," said he . .
Spotted Bl11 pulled out one of the cards from the pack.
It was Ille king of spades.
'"That's putty good," he observed, shaking his bead with
sn ti;;f.action. "It takes an ace to beat me."
Snffrou ,Toe smiled, showing· that he was possessed of lots
of confitlenre .
Then h <: drew a card.
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It was the ucr of bea rts !
we can help you out. If this railrou<'l cnn be put out of husi"l kno" erl it!" Ile criecl, juhil:i ntly. "I felt it in my bones ne~s it would be money for you !rllow~, a,; well us for our
tbat I wa,; goin' to be your leader, boys! Now, then, I'll jest comp:iny. Look nt the travelers you could rob, who woulrl
1<ive you my guarantee that I'll trrat you all right. Shake br compellrd to travel to and from ,veston on horseback!"
bands, Bill. I hope you are s:itisfied that it was a square
"That is what I have been figu1in' on this afternoon, since
deal."
I wus chosen leac1er of the 'Bloody Six,' as we call oursel,·es."
"It rou!,ln't h:we heC'n any ,-qnurC't'." was the reply. "You
"A good name, I should say," and tbe villain laughecl
kin <lE'prn<l on it that I'll stiek to ~-o u," ancl he sl.10ok bands. lightly.
Th en th e rpst of tbem shook hands with the swarthy-faced
"If 1here was thirty in my crowd we could tall it ther
1,coundrel.
bloody thirty. or whatever ther numlwr might be.·•
"Kow," obsrrYcd Joe. "sincr 1Ye have bancled ourselves to"Oh! of course. That would be an easy matter. iVell, I
getht't' to mah' our liYin· at the rxprnf-P of other people, am going on to Sponclulicks now, to rpport. I'll seP what I
lefs make atTan,gernents to ,;tint right in to-night. We'll can do witb Jacobs, and tbr C"hanl'rs arc that I will meet you
git o-_·rr rlo;;e to tiler road and llol(l up tiler first person here to-morrow night with ~orne hor,;rs, aocl maybP a frw
wlrn t comrs along. What do you ~n:r to llrnt. boys?"
men. I won't promise, 1.Jut I'll do what I ran.,.
"Goocl rnouish! '' cnmr the un:rnimou$ reply.
"Thank you!'' rPtorted Saffron .Toe. ".Trst trll .Jaeob:-; to
"\\'ell, ther fin;:t thing to rlo, tiwn, is to cut ther linin' turn what money is comin· lo rnr :in· J\:Pel into /!rub an' 1iroout of on,.' of our coats an· ma1,e masks for ourselves. If we visions ::in' send it along to-morrer night, too. It woulcln't do
arc goin' to br road agents. 11·e might aR well go at it in for us to show up in Spondulicks now, you know."
tl1rr right style. i\line an· KPr l's hor;:;e,s is somewh~re on tbcr
"All right. iVell, good-night!"
mo1mtai11-,:iclP. hut it 1..-on't do to hunt ·ern up now. We'll
"Good-night!"
lwn to trnst to Ind: to .~it ·em. an· thrn we'll manage to git
Edwards rode on through th P darlmrss, and thP six ..-illains
fonr more somewhere in their ,·ours<> of a few days. What sat clown to wait for some one e!f,e to comp along.
wP want now is to strike in un' holcl ther first feller up what
'l'bey were bent upon robbing some onP, so they were will,Ye mrPt. If wP do strike a fellow "·hat shows fight, we'll kill ing to wait.
him, an' thrn we kin christen our baud with blood, same as
And luck was with them, it seemed, for less than half an
we "·a,; ~oin· to do with that young fellrr when Young ,vnd !lour aftrr Edwards bad gone hoofbrats were heard coming
,rrst an' ther friend be bad with him tumbled through tber from the direction of Weston.
r oof of the cave."
"Git ready, boys!" whispered Raffron .Joe. "Pull yer masks
Thi,; was received with a !Jnrst of applause from the men, clown, an' have your shooters ready to plug !Jim if he shows
rven the defeated candidate for ll'ndC'r joining in.
fight."
They moved over to a convenient spot near the road that
"i\Iebbe there's more than one of 'em," spoke up Spottecl.
ran from "'e•ton to Spondulick , and in due time they found Bill.
11 man to hold up.
·
I "I! there is they are on one hors('. I rrrkon I'Ye got a
But "ltPn it turned out to be a friend in lhe person of Ed- putty good car, an' it strikrs me tba t th ere's only on~ horse
war,1;;, "·horn they had been with the night before, they were comm. Now. then, out into ther roacl!"
'not only surprisecl. lmt pleased as well.
The next instant th e villains were in the road.
"Ha Ye ~·ou turn eel road agents?·• qucrietl Etlwards, as be dis"Halt! St11nd :rnd deliver!" .Joe uttered this command
mounted and followPd the men hack among the rocks.
in as impressive a tone as he could command.
"Yes, as a sort of side line while we are waitin' to git a
Taken completely by s urprisr, the horseman rrinecl in his
<>ha nce at Young \Vild \vest," anl<wered .Joe.
steed.
·'How was it tlrnt you failrd to fmiKh him to-day?"
The faint light thrown out from the stars sl101vcrl him tile
"That is more than I kin tell. lle has a charmed life, I muzzles of six re..-olvers pointin::( his way, aml tl1e fnct tllat
guei,s; 'siclrs, I can't seem to do a thing when he's got his the men wore masks impressed him nll lhr more.
eyes on mr. IIe's too quick with that gun of bis, an' then
"Hand ovrr what money nn' v;1luablr>s you ha ,,c r,rot,
he sorter tnkes tber starch out of ~·er when he looks at strnn::(er!" resumed the captain of the Bloody t'\ix. ·· J.,st
yer."
mo,e li,ely, too, ·cause we don't want to stand here all
"l !mow ~~ornetlting about that myself. Ile gave it to me night."
goocl and strong in V.'eston to-ni::(ht. •·
"You wouldn't lake the last dollar a man has got. ,Youlcl
"Well, it will only be a question of time afore he'll go you?" th<' horseman asked, when he bad reco1rrccl from bis
un(ler. His good luck can·t last fore..-er, you know."
surprise.
"But the rnilroacl is being built all the lime. They will
"Cert11inly we would.''
ha,e men on the lookout all the time, now, and it won't do
"'\'\'ell, here it i;;, then,·· and he banded o,er a solitary dolto try and tear up the track, or anything like that, for a Jar. "If you fellers kin fin(l any more on me you :tt'l' weleome
wbllr, anyway. It sh·ikes me that the road will be finished, to lt. I'm in bard lnck, an' I want to git o,·cr to Spondulicks
whether Young Wild West dles or not."
to see if I can't strike a job."
"If I only bad enough men under me-men I could count
"'Vhat'll yer nnme?" a1;ked .Joe, when be had marlc a thoron-l'd fix this railroad!" and Saffron .Joe grittrd upon his ough search of the man·s pockets and fonnd nothing rise of
teeth to emphasize his words. "I would fincl a place in the value.
mountains here where I could make a. stand ag'in a regiment
"I'm called Crippled Tom, because I',e got three of my
of soldiers, an' I'd defy all tiler Young "-'l id V.'ests they fingers off. I'm crippled, lJut I kin deal the cards as 1,<:>ll as
coulcl rake up. Wby! I'll guarantee that with thirty men, any one, just the same."
lil,c rve got here, I'd be_tber boss of this country for a bun"What ldncl of a job are you looking for?"
<lrecl miles around.,.
"Well, seeing that you arc knights of the road, I don't mind
These words seemed to ha..-e quite an Pffc<'t upon E<'lwards. telling you. I nm look ing for t hr joh of roprr-in in a 1<11111" By .Tove," hr said. "I ratllPr helievr you arr right. Yon hling hon. e. 1·,p lH:><•n over at Ro11·Pt'~· Hill';; pla,·c in i\'e~tcn
are just the man to lead a band of men. I'll spc'lk to .Tacohs r for a fpw (1;1~·~, hut there ain't anything going on there. I
about the matter when I sec him to-morrow. It may be that couldn't make enough to pay my lodging and buy whisky and
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cigars for me. · So when my capital got down to just one dollar to-night, I made up my mind all of a sudden that I had
better slope. I went out and got my horse, and then lit out
without saying a word to Bowery Bill. I suppose he'll feel
a little sore about me going so sudden, as I owe him about
thirty dollars. But it can't be helped, gentlemen, it can't be
helped. Kin I go on about my business now?"
t.
"No! You will go with us!"
"'Vhat for?"
"We want you to join our crowd."
"But I ain't no highwayman."
"That makes no difference; you are just as bad, 'cordin'
to your own story. You kin be a member of our band an'
foller up your gamblin' business when you git in town, too.
You ain't got to be with us all the time."
"That's all right enough, but I guess I don't want to join
you."
He made a move to ride off as he said this, but Crafty
Keel very neatly caught the horse by the bridle.
"No, you don't, Mr. Crippled Tom!" be said. "I reckon
that we want your horse, if you won't stay with us yourself."
"That's right," spoke up Spotted Bill, while the rest nodded
their approval. "vVe've got ter have horses, an' there's no use
in lettin' this one go."
"Well, we'll take ther man, too, then!" and with that Saffron
Joe dealt tbe hor_seman a sharp blow on the side of his head
with the butt of his pistol.
Crippled Tom, as he called himself, reeled and dropped from
the saddle.
The blow bad stunned him . .
vVhen be came to a few minutes later he found his hands
bound behind him and a gag in his mouth.
He had been carried from the road, too, and was in a shallow cave that opened into a dense thicket.
The man's head hurt from the blow he had received, and
the gag interfered with his breathing considerably.
As soon as he fully realized his position the unlucky horseman began to struggle and attempt to cry out.
Saffron Joe, who was close by, along with the rest Qf the
villains, stepped over.
"See here," he observed, "I am goin' to fix you so's you
kin talk. But if you utter one cry I'll blow off your head.
We've been talkin' matters over, an' some of us is in favor of
killin' you. Now, if you're goin' to behave yourself an' do as
we want you to, jest shake your right foot."
Crippled Tom lost no time in shaking his right foot, and
then with a nod of satisfaction Joe removed the gag from
his mouth.
The light from a dark-lantern was flashed upon him while
this was being done, and the villains could see that t);leir captive was very pale.
·"Are you going to change your mind?" asked Joe.
.
"Yes," was the reply. "I'll do anything you -want me to."
"Will you join our crowd?"
"Yes; I'll be only too glad to. I thought you was foolin'
when you asked me before."
"Will you swear never to go back on us an' obey all orders?"
"Yes."
"Then I'll untie you."
This was done, and the next minute Crippled Tom was
standing on his feet. rubbing his sore head.
"How itre you goin' to prove to us that you mea.n all you
llave saici?" asked Saffron Joe, after a pause.
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"I don't know," was the reply. "But if you catch me goin'
back on you, why, you can kill me, that's all."
"I guess that'll do. Crippled Tom, you kin qonsider yourself
a member of -0ur band!"

CHAPTER IX.
FIFTEEN ::MF.N WITH BAGS OF GOLD DUST.

The next day Young Wild West was kept pretty busy at
the company's office.
There were a whole lot of details to go over that required
his personal attention, and he showed that he could work
like a beaver when he got right down to it.
True, such work was not exactly to his liking, but it had
to be done, and so he was the one to do it.
He liked to be in the open air as much as possible. It
seemed that he had been born to lead an outdoor life, and he
was never happier than in the saddre and engaged in some
sort of excitement.
Jim Dart and Rex Moore, the bookkeeper, worked faithfully
with him all day long, and when night came Moore was the
only one of the three who was not pretty well tired out.
He was used to that sort of employment, and he lcfughed
when he heard the two boys complain of being tired, as the
office was closed for the day.
However, in spite of the hard day's work, there was more to
be done that night.
'
In the vaults of the little stone building known as the Bank
of Weston there was a pile of gold belonging to the Wild
West Mining and Improvement Company, which, accr,rding
to agreement, was to be shipped to Spondulicks, so it v,-,uld
be there the first thing in tbe morning.
No one was aware of this save our friends and t):10 parties it ,
was to be delivered to.
Wild had said nothing ·about when he thought it would be
the best time to take the gold over till that afternoon.
Then he told Jim and tp.e rest that they would start out
at four the following morning with it.
"I don't think there is a single outsider who knows a word
about it," he said to Jim. "But still, I think we had better
take about fifteen good men and go over with it. I have not
even rold the people at the bank that I want it to go so it will
get there by the first thing to-morrow morning, but that will
be all right, I guess, as I am one of the bank directors."
"Of course it will be all right," was the rejoinder. "You
just pick out the fifteen men who are to go, and we can wait
till a quarter of an hour before starting time to notify th~m
what is required of them. I'll wager that they will all be
ready in time unless it is sickness that interferes."
"Well, I wlll pick out the men_ after supper. Then I will
delega,te you to notify the men when the proper time comes.
You see, it will be the biggest. pile of dust that we have ever
sent away at one time. It goes as the first payment on the
locom-0tives and cars we have bought. They cost a whole lot
of money, as everything else connectbd with the railroad does.
We are lucky that we wop.'t be any more in debt than onethird of the entire cost." _
"That is true. I suppose we sh9uld consider that we are
lucky, but when it is all done we won't have hardly a dollar
in the treasury."
"Pon't let that worry you. Walter Jenkins told me this
morning that be had struck another lode on the original
Widow's Claim. That claim has been the secret of all our suecess here in the hills, you know. If I hadn't been lucky enough
to shoot straight and win it when it was put up as the prize
in a shooting match, it is hard to tell bow any of us would bel
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situated to-day. I tell you, Jim, there has been times when it
looked as though we had bitten off more than we could chew;
but every time something turned up to see us through, and
chuck a whole lot of wealth in our way, at the same time."
"Those are true words, Wild," said Jim, taking the hand
of his best friend and squeezing it warmly. "I won't say that
it was the Widow's Claim that made us so successful; I will
say it was you. If it had not been for you where would any
of us have been?· Charlie and Jack would most likely have
still been down at Fort Bridges as Government ·scouts, and I
would have been with them, if I had luck enough. And where
would this town have been? Why, it would not have been
on the map at all! Young Wild West, you have made the town
and made the fortunes of your friends. I often think of it,
and when you spoke of the Widow's Claim just now, I could
not help saying how I felt on the subject."
Young Wlld West laughed.
"That is all right, Jim," he said. "Don't give me the credit
of too much. We have all had pretty good luck, and we ought
to be thankful for it."
"Well, I am, anyway."
"So am I. There is no thing that succeeds like success, they
say, and if w·e keep pushing along we will be bound to win
out in this railroad game. Why, I have it from one of the
direct~rs of the branch that they are sorry they did not accede to my proposition and build the new road themselves.
Unless I am very much mistaken, the company will be wanting
to buy us out before the road is in operation six months."
"Would you advise selling if that should be the case?"
"Certainly, if we could get our price. That is the way to
do business, you know. We do not really want the road on
our hands, anyway, for we have quite enough to do to attend
to our business, should people flock in to settle here."
" That is true, " and Jim nodded as though he h_a d never
th ought on that line before.
The two boys went to bed a little early, without so much as
saying a word to Cheyenne Charlie about what was in the
wind.
Neither of them were of the sort who would oversleep themselves, as their experience while on the plains had taught them
to awaken at any time.
Jim was the first to awaken, and looking at his watch, he
found it was a few minutes after three.
He aroused Wild, and then the two dressed and made ready
for the journey.
"I will attend to the horses ," our hero said. "You go a nd
tell the thirteen who are to go with us to be at the bank at
four o'clock, no later. I will see to it that the bank is open
so we can get the bags of dust. The order r have for them
calls for them to be delivered at any time I want them."
"All right," replied Jim, and a few minutes later he was
doing his errand.
There were to be just fift_ee~ men, tried and true, in the
party, and besides Wild and himself, Cheyenne Charlie, Jack
Robedee, Lively Rick, Dove-Eye Dave, who, by the way, was
president of the bank, Brown, old man Murdock, Jim's father,
and some others who could be trusted at any stage of the
game.
'l'he chances were that the precautions Young Wild West
was taking were unnecessary, but he was not the one to be
caught napping.
ff the gold was stolen from them the company would be
ruined, virtually, as it would be unable to meet its obltgations without calling on people from SJ}Ondulicks.
Therefore it was best to be ready for anything that might
turn up.
Our hero was Aa ti sfied tha,t nothing short of a regiment of
soldiers coulcl lnko the bags of clust awa,y from his party.

Every man among them would defend it with his life, if
necessary.
When Wild had the horse in readiness, he aroused th e man
who had the keys of the bank and had charge of the big ston e
vault underneath the bank.
''I want you to open the bank a t promptly four o'clock," he
said. '"I want to take the gold out that is there to the credit
of the Wild W est Mining and Improvement Company. H ere
is the order."
" That's all right, Wild, " answered the man , ~·ubbin g h is eyes
to ge t himself thoroughly awake. "fl! be on hand."
"You have got just eighteen minutes."
"That will give me plenty of time," and be took the orde r,
to show it, should it be needed.
He was not only the cashier of the little bank, but one of
the stockholders in the company.
When Jim came back to the house it lack ed just five minutes of four.
Day was just breaking, and he found Wild waiting for him
with his horse.
"They will all be there, " he said.
"Good! Now we will mount and ride over to the bank.''
Wild sprang upon the back · of his faithful h orse Spitfi re,
and Jim followed suit by mounting his steed.
Then the two rode over to the bank at a gentle trot.
They had plenty of time to get there, as it was n ot far distant.
When they had come to a halt in fron t of the building It
lacked but one minute to four.
The cashier came along at that v-~ry moment and unlocked
the door.
Our two young friends dismounted and tied their horses
to a neighboring tree, and as th ey di d so th ey h eard horses
coming from all directions.
When it was exactly four -all of th e fifteen assembled the re.
Wild took the trouble to speak to each one separately, and
then each kn ew what was required of him.
Jim Dart then went inside t he building a n d came out almost
immediately.
Then one by one the rest went in and came out as quickl y.
Our hero was the last one to do this, and when h e came out
he carried a bag of gold dust in each of the pockets of his
coat.
And the other f.ourtee11 were fixed in th e sa me maun.er.
Bidding the cashier and the wa tchman of the bank goodmorning, our friends rode off with Young Wild West a t thei r
head.
As each man had a portion of the gold on his pe rson, it
would be next to an impossibility fo r it all t o be taken from
them, even if they were defeat ed in a n attack from road
agents.
Every man was armed to the teeth, and_ nearly every one of
th em was an excellent shot with both rifl e and revolve r.
By the time the sun arose the littl e ban d was well or\ tl1c
way to their destination.
Few of them had ever been on a trip of thi s ki nrt, an d they
all seemed to enjoy it.
They were positive that no one lj:new they were going to
Spondulicks that morning with so mu ch gold in th e pa r ty .
But if any one did try to take it fro m them, then look out.
There would have been som e desperate figh ti ng, and little
mercy would have been shown.
"Talk and joke as much as you h ave a mind to, boys, hut
keep your eyes ope n firs t, last and a ll the time," W ild tol d
them.
H e did not want t hem to ride a lo ng as though· t hey we re in a
fun eral procession.
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The men rode along at a good pace, and soon half the distance to Spondulicks was covered.
There was a portion of the road right along here that Wi.ld
always felt a trifle uneasy about when he went over it.
He had been sh.o t at by hidden foes more than once right
around there, arid that was enough to make him keep an extra
sharp watch.
Jim thought about this as they turned into the fork that
Jed to Spondulicks.
"Wild," said he, "we are getting close to the place where
the fellows generally lie in ambush for you. It would be a
great thing if a whole band were to come out now and try
to get our gold dust from us."
"I am keeping a good lookout up among · the rocks and
stunted pines,,, was the reply. "I am-- Ah!,,
'·What's the matter, Wild?,, asked Jim, excitedly, for he
knew instantly that something was wrong.
··1 saw a man sneaking along that little ridge up there,"
and the young prince of the saddle unslung his rifle as he
spoke.
The next minute the rifle flew to his shoulder and-Crack!
"A man was just taking aim at me, or some one in the
party," he remarked. "There he comes down here!"
The body of a man came tumbling down the scraggy descent, and landed almost _a t their feet.
Cheyenne Charlie had dismounted the instant h~ saw th e
body start to roll down.
"You have done a great thing in shooting that fellow, Wild,"
said he, with something like a ring of triumph in his voice.
"It is Crafty Keel, ther biggest sneak that ever lived."
'rhe party bad come to a halt, and Wild now began riding
up and down along the center of the road, his gaze directed
to where the dead villain had been.
He felt certain that his companions were up there somewhere.
But !lone of them dared sh'o w themselves, or even send a shot
from ambush, it seemed.
Leaving the body of Crafty Keel where it had fallen, our
friends rode on to Spondulicks-, reaching it without anything
further happening.

CHAPTER X.
SOJ\IE EXCITEMENT IN SPONDULICKS.

h was not yet six o'clock in the morning when the J'.Htrty of
fifteen rode into Spondulicks and up to the bank where the
gold dust was to be deposited for the firm who had supplied
the necessary equipments to run the railroad.
It had been arranged that it should be delivered there the
first thing in the morning, before banking hours, and that
the cashier and one of the members of the company would be
there to receive it.
Wild dismounted, and while Jim held the bridle-rein of his
horse he ran up the steps to the door of the bank.
lt was opened before he could touch it, which showed that
the parties in Spondulicks had kept their part of the agreement as well as he had.
'iVild saw that the man who had opened the door was the
man he had done the business with in making the purchases
for the new r.oad.
He gave the word to his men outside, and one by one they
fteltl in, the same as they had in the bank over in ·weston
before starting on the trip.
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In a few minutes the gold dust was weighed and deposited,
and then our hero was given a receipt for the amount.
'"Now for breakfast,•· said Young Wild West, mounting his
horse. "vVe will go over and see if Ryan has got anything
in the house to eat."
All hands were pretty hungry, and Ryan, who had just got
up, was astonished to see them when they rode up and dismounted, calling loudly for their breakfast.
"What does tllis mean, Wild?" he asked in surprise. "Just
got in town, or have you been here all night?"
"Just got here, and we want something to eat. You ought
to know that if we had been here all night 'We would certainly
l;lave. stopped with you. Come! What can you give us for
breakfaS t ?"
"I don't know exac tly. Yes, I do, too. I can give you fried
bacon and eggs, bread, potatoes and coffee. How will that
strike you?"
For an answer the men gave a cheer.
Now. that all the worry and excitement of their erranp. to
Spondulick;;; was over, the majority of the men were inclined
to be a little boyish in their actions, and they began "cutting
it up," as old Sam Murdock put it.
The fun was just getting high when Wild happened to look
up the street.
Then he gave a start arid paid no more attention to the
antics of the men from Weston.
Coming up tbe street were a dozen or more horsemen, with
George Jacobs, the president of the Overland Company, among
them.
~
"I wonder where that gang is bound?" he asked himself.
"A bad looking lot, I must say. I guess they will bear watching if they should happen to be making for Weston. That fellow Edwards is a tricky fellow, and now I am sure that he
was over to Weston yesterday for no good."
The horsemen were soon Jost to sight, and then the young
prince of the saddle turned his attention to his companions
again.
Dove-Eye Dave was standing treat for the crowd, and as our
hero turned around he called him up to get the best cigar in
the house.
"All right," was the reply. "I'll smoke it after I put away
my bacon and eggs."
The biggest part of the party were used to taking a drink
of something strong now and then, and the bottle was being
oassed along the bar to them.
Before they could get any more than two rounds of the
fiery stuff the bell rang for breakfast.
They ran like a Jot of schoolboys in their efforts to be first
to sit down at the table.
The landlord had counted them, and he had a table with
just fifteen plat€<s on it, so it made no difference who was first,
or who was last.
Young Wild West was one of the last to leave the barroom,
and as he did so he chanced to look out of the wind.o w and
saw Jacobs coming on foot.
A little behind him came Edwards and another man, both
walking.
This set him to thinking again.
•
"What has become of the extra horses, I wonder?" he
thought. "Well, if one of them was for Crafty Keel, as he
called himself, he will have no need for it now. Well, never
mind. I shan't worry over the gang of horsemen. It will be
time enough to do that when they give me cause to.,.
He went into the dining-room and was soon enjoying the
breakfast as much as any of them.
When all had eaten as much as they ought to, and were
about to leave the table, Wild gave them a few words of advice about the whisky question., and then lighting his cigar,
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got up and went out of the hotel along with Jim Dart and
Cheyenne Charlie.
He wanted to see Coville, th superintendent of the branch
roatl that had its terminal there.
1n going to the depot, where Coville had his offke, Anderson's gambling place had to be passed, but our friends were
not th e sort to cross to the opposite side of the street to avoid
it.
As they came to the place they saw Anderson standing in
front of it twisting his mustache and putting on lots of airs.
But he seemingly paid no attention to th em as they went
by , and so they ha!·dly looked at him.
Coville was not at his office yet, and looking at his watch,
our hero saw what was the matter.
It was a trifle too early for offit:es to open.
While they were waiting around the depot the first morning
train t:ame in.
Quile a fe.w passengers alighted, and th en the trainmen began to unload a large quantity of freight.
Wild was interested in sizing up the passengers who got off.
'!'here were all classes among th em, from a rich man to a
begga r.
There was one well-dressed but coarse-looking man among
th em, who stood all alone on the platform for fully a minute,
pilldn g his teeth and looking up and down the street.
··That fellow is a first-class rogue, I feel certain," Wild whis;;ered to his companions. ·· I can generally tell a ma-n by his
cut. f'll bet that he did not come out West to make an honest
living. "
1
· I am of that opinion myself," replied Jim, and Charlill
ncddecl to show that it was the same with him.
()nr friends had scarcely expressed themseives this way
,, hen the man in question walked deliberately up to them, and
depositing his grip on the platform in front of Wild, said:
"Kin any of you gents tell me where Andy Anderson's place
is? This is a larger town than I thought it was, an' I guess
I haun't better waste a whole lot of time huntin' for it."
.. It is right down the street on the left, about five minutes'
wall!,·• Wild answered , because the queslion appeared to be
direc:ted at him more than the others.
"Thanks, young feller. Do you know Andy?"
'·Oh, yes!"
"Who shall J tell him it was who direct d me to his place,
then? ''
.. Just tell him it was Young Wild West."
"Young Wild West, hey? All right; I'm much obliged to
)'er. 1·11 go right on down. About five minutes' walk, hey?"
'· Yes. You will see the sign, so you can't miss it."
Th three walked around till finally the superintendent
showed up.
· I have c:alled to learn if your company has agreed to my
proposition iu regard to the switching of trains from your
line to ours," Wild said.
"Yes; they have agreed in every detail," was the reply.
Wild and his companions lingered at the office of the superintendent a little while longer, and then with the understanding that the necessary papers would be drawn up by the
Grand Island people, they took th eir departure.
As they neared the gambling saloon of Anderson on their
way back they suddenly heard a clattering of hoofs and lots
of yelling.
The next minute they saw Lively Rick and half a dozen cowboys riding down the street toward them in a very reckless
fashion.
Rick had met some old friends while they had been gone,
and he had taken just about two drinks too much.
Then nothing must do but that he join his old cronies in
making things howl, as they called it, for awhile.

Lively Rick was right alongside the leader of the cowboys
when our friends caught sight of him.
He had his revolver in his left hand and was swinging his
lariat with his right.
And each of the half dozen in his company were doing the
same thing.
As they neared Anderson's place a Chinaman started across
the street in a huny to get out of their way, for evidently he
knew what a lot of drunken cowboys were liable to do.
"Whoo-pee! Whoo-pee!"
The reckless plainsmen howled their familiar cry, and every
one of them got ready to lasso the Chinaman.
Crack! Crack! Crack!
'fhe leader discharged his revolver three times, and that
was the signal to get go the lariats.
Wild, Charlie and Jim were right on the sidewalk in front
of the gambling place as this happened, and they could not
help but watch the antics of the reckless men.
Every man in the party let his lariat go, that of Lively Rick
coming straight for the head of Young Wild West, it seemed.
Our hero sprang out of the way, and was just in time to see
a man behind him get the noose right around the neck!
During the brief look that he had at the man's face before
the fellow was jerked from his feet with force enough to break
his neck, Wild recognized him as the man who had asked
the way to Anderson's in the depot that morning.
A long-bladed knife dropped from his hand as he was
dragged out into the street, and then our hero realized that he
had had a narrow escape.
Y.oung Wild West did not move from his place in front of
the saloon, but drew his revolvers.
Anderson and Jacobs were standing in the doorway.
They attempted to go inside when they saw the action of
the prince of the saddle.
"Stay right where you are!" he commanded loud enough
for them to hear.
"What Is the matter, Young Wild West?" asked Jacobs.
"You ought to know, if any one does. Didn't you see what
happened just now?"
·• I saw a man just jerked off his feet by a lariat in the hands
of a drunken cowboy," was the reply.
·• Didn't you see the man who got treated that way have a
knife in his hand ready to stick it in my back?"
"No.·•

" You lie!"
This was said by Lively' Rick, who had galloped up to the
spot and dismounted at th!l,t moment.
CHAPTER XI.
WAITING IN A11BUSH.

"Take it easy, Rick, " said Wild: "Tell just why you lassoed
the man who stood behind me."
"I lassoed him 'cause jest as I was goin' to let go at ther
Chinaman I seen him sneakln' up to stick a knife in you,
Wild! I was afraid I'd miss, but I didn't. There's ther knife
now! '' and he pointed to it lying on the sidewalk.
By this time the cowboys had let the Chinaman go, and they
came right upon the sidewalk with their horses.
'·What's ther matter, Rick?" called out their leader.
''Oh, I jest choked off ther wind of a coyote that was goln'
to stab Young Wild West from behind, that's all, " was the
reply.
"Young Wild West, hey? Where is he?"
"Here he is!'.' and Rick pointed our hero out.
Then the cowboys gave a cheer for Young Wild West which
made the welkin ring.
As soon as it had partly died out our hero raised his hand
.tor silence.
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"Boys," said he, "what Rick just said is true. While I
Jacobs nov, felt that he hacl gon<> as fnr aR hP da reel nnd
was watching you all to see whieh of you would noose the let Young \YilLl \\"<>st live.
Chinaman first, a man sneaked up behind me to stick a knife
They ,Yere riding along ic;lowly looking for it when they
in my back. Ric-k happened to see him, and instead of throw- were bailed by a Yoke that came from thP rorks above
them.
ing his lariat for the Mongolian, he let it go at the would-be
The next instant they looked up and saw Raffron .Toe wavassassin. He caught him and he lies out there in the gutter ing his bat to them.
as dead as he will ever be, I guess. Now, let me tell you why
"Ride around to ther left au· come on up,,. be called out
this man tried to kill me. He only arrived in town this morn- to them.
ing, and it was I who directed him to this place, in answer
The two desperate villains did so.
to a civil question from him as to where it was. He was a
"What's ther matter?" asked the swarthy leader of the
bad man from somewhere in the East, and he was hired to gang, looking at them in surprise. "We didn't expect
to see
come out here and kill me, just because there are some people you up here."
here in Spondulick s don't want to see the new railroad go
"\Ye have come up to play our last card," answPred Jacobs.
through. I am not going to name the people who hired him
""\\' hat do yer mean?"
to stick a knife in me, but I know them, and I want to say
"Young -n·ikl West an· his gang have got to die when they
right here that their race will soon be run if they don't leave try to pass here
011 their way back. That's what I mean!"
this vicinity. Now, boys, if you will ride up to Ryan's Hotel
"Ob! aJJ right. You kin depend on us-that is, all but
I'll stand treat for the best cigars he has in the house, but Keel!"
no whisky. Jacobs and Anderson, you can now go inside.
"\Vhy, what is the watter with Crafty Keel?" questioned
You have heard what I had to say!"
Anderson.
The cowboys gave another hearty cheer for Young Wild
"He's dead an' buried. \Ve planted him early this mornln'."
West, almost everybody within hearing joining in.
""'hat happened to him?"
"Of course we'll smoke with you!" cried their leader. "Come
"Young Wild West shot him."
on, boys. Whoo-pee!"
"Well, come on bat:k here an' we'll tell tber boys what's up.
Lively Rick rode along with them, and Wild, Charlie and 'l'hem fellers you sent over
this mornln' are all right. an'
Jim walked on after th em.
we',·e got another who'll do first-rate, too. Conntin' you two,
They looked behind them as they walked away, and when there's niueteen of us, an'
tbere·s fifteen who went over in
they had covered about a hundred feet they saw two men Young \\' ild West's gang."
come out of the gambling saloon and pick up the body from
"Well, let it go at that, then. \Ve outnumber them, an'
the gutter and carry it in the building.
if we take 'em by surprise we ought to finish ·em In short
Our friends went on over to Ryan's, and about two hours order.,,
later they started for Weston, as it took that length of time
· Ii
· . d
th ey
Saffron Joe now led them to the camp of the band, which
f or W 1'ld t o ge t th e men m
ne, so me
1me were
to h ave
.
d t·
i t
I was located in a little hollow well concealed from view.
a goo ime n own.
The band of outlaws listened to what was told them, and
But let us turn our attention to the v11lains who had been then all but one of them signified
his willingness to make the
cowed by Young Wild West after the lassoing of the fellow
fight.
who had been in the act of stabbing him.
The one who demurred was C1ippled Tom.
lf ever two men were angered, Jacobs and Anderson were.
Saffron .Toe became so exasperated that be shot the man
"What do you think of that?" cried Jacobs, slamming his
dead
in bis tracks.
fist upon the bar, as they got safely inside the place.
Then the band began to get in shape for what was before
''That Young Wild West certainly has all the luck on his
them.
side,'' was the reply.
They rolled big stones out close to the face of the cliff, so
"Ther man we thought would be sure to finish him got fin- they could liP behind them
and shoot without exposing themished before he hardly began. We thought sure he would do selves.
it, as he was recommend ed as a feller that would shoot or
Their rifle>' and revolvers were carefully examined to make
knife a man und er any cortditions, so long as he was paid !U.11'\' that there would be
no miss fires. and then they sat
for it."
down to wait.
"WeJJ, I ieel sorry for him."
After what seemed to be a very long time they heard the
Anderson then told the bartender and another man who sounus of approachin g hoofs.
hung around the place to go out and bring the body inside.
This was done, as the reader already knows.
"What do you propose to do now?" asked the president of
CHAPTER XII.
the stage-coach line.
CONCLUSION .
"I don't know, unless it ls to ride right over to Saffron Joe's
headquarte rs an' Jay for Young Wild West an' his gang when
Young Wild West and his party took it easy coming back.
he goes l.Jar-k, an' finish 'em right out an· have done with. it.''
When they got well on the road to Weston our hero was
"I guess that is about ther only thing to do. I don't like keeping n good lookout for
danger.
what Young Wild West said a few minutes ago. He will cerAi'< they neared tbe place where Wild had shot Crafty Keel
tainly make it warm for us, if he is let to live."
hP called them to a halt.
The two supplied themselves with a big bottle of whisky
"Boys." he said, "I have reason to believe that we are goapier·e, and then went out by thP back way and got their horses ing to barn some trouble before
we get home. I saw about a
from the stable.
dozen men start this way while you feilo"IVS were at the bar
Mounting th em. they rode across lots until they were out in Ryan's waiting for breakfast.
The man who started them
of sight of Ryan·s Hotel, and then taking the road, they off was one of the rascalic;
who is trying so bard to kill me
i!'nlloped swiftly toward their clPstinatlon. which was near the and stop the new road from
going through. '£bat !R why I
fork!'4 of the road.
think a. job has been put up. And the faet that It was right
The nearer they got to the place the more desperate they over here a wnys where the
roward forced me to shoot blrn
became.
~akes me think that the men who were sent ovP.r this u·=
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carue to join 1.ht> ones wbo tried to sencl the engint> ancl car
01-er tlie JJL'N·ivi<-e. No,v, I want you all to t.lo just as l say,
au.d if I nrn rig lit in my lieli,•f, 1n' won·t lo~.- a man."
On galloIJed ,vnt.1 until be wa:i witl.Jin a hundred feet of
the spot wl.Jere Crafty Keel hall dropped from the 1·ocks uu'\ler Lis unerriug aim.
Then l.Je wl1eeled to ti.le left sudtleuly antl started up a
rugged slope.
'.l'he next instant a rifle shot rang out and a bullet ,,hizzed
past his head; but be did not slop.
He was waiting for a sight of ti.le enemy.
And just then he ditl catch sight of more than one of
them.
Taken completely by surprise at the attack of those they
.had been waiting in ambush for, the villainous gang fled for
cover, firing as they ran.
"Give it to thew, boys!" l!ried Wild, and then his repeat.ing rifle began to crack right and left.
At least ten of the band of lle;;peradoes went down in almost as many seconds.
But there were three men in tlrn gang whom 'Wild had
caught a fleeting glimpse of, and though be was surprised at
seeing two of them there, he was no less determined to have
them, dead or alive.
The three were Saffron Joe, Jacobs and Anderson.
Our hero took note of the fact that they had disappeared
on a sort of path that led to the road below on the opposite
side of the hill.
Th'heeling his horse and leaving his companions to chase
the rest of the gang as they saw fit, he turn ell down the
slope and dashed around into the road.
There was a bend ahead of llirn, and he thought that if
1.he trio was still upon the road he would catch sight of them
as he rounded it.
And he was right, too, for as he came around he was just
in tim~ to see the scoundrels taking to the bushes on the
right.
But just then a rifle cracked and a bullet grazed the boy's
;wrist and knocked his rifle from bis hand.
Nothing daunted he dashed on, drawing his revolver as he
did so.
Two shots were fired by him, and one of the men dropped
at the edge of the bushes.
The others were well under cover, and as his w1ist was
bleeding profusely, Wild did not attempt to follow them.
Dismounting, he bound his handkerchief around his wound,
and then walked over to see which 01' the villains he had
dropped.
It was George Jacobs. He had been shot in the back of
the neck, and death must have been instantaneous.
Just then Charlie came riding up.
"What is ther matter, Wild?" he asked.
"Oh, Saffron Joe grazed my wrist and knocked my rifle
from my hands with a bullet," was the reply.
"And you fixed him for it 'I"
"No; that fellow lying there ls George Jacobs, the prime
mover in the fight against the railroad. He will never bother
us again."
"That is one good thing, anyway."
The two waited till the rest came up.
There was one man pretty badly wounded from a lrnllet
in 1.be thigh, and three others had received scratches.
And against this, the outlaws had Jost eleven men, and ho-w
many wounded our friends <lid not know.
"Boys," said Cheyenne Charlie, when they were all in the
saddle ready to go home, "if it had not been for Young Wild
,"Vest's eyes in seein' tber gang ride out of Spondulicks thiR
mornin' an' come this way, 1t are most likely that some of
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us "·oulcl ha,e bet:'n corpses nuw. I tell you. 11oys, there 'l\'ll"'
ne,er a lender lil1:f' Young '\'i'ilcl \Yest, :w· tui~ railroad uf ourn
is goio· tl1ro11gb with bell'l 011."
As evPt'S onp ,ms of tlw ;.,nrne 011iuion, th•· cl1Pe1· that Wl·ut
up was a. loud one.
'l'he ricle back to '\Teston was ruucle in due liuie.
Wild did not organize u. cum.rnit.tee to hnnl uv the villains
on the mountain-side. He wa~ too mnch interested in pusl.l ing the railroad through to botlH•r with thelll.
The work kept right on, and nearly :l week before the liwe
our l.Jero had said it would l,e doue tlie tirst train wus ready
to leave Sponclulit.;ks for the terminal at Weston.
'.l'bis was a great day for the prople of the hustling little
mining town, and the favored ones who were to make up the
train-loacl, which consisted of tl.Jree cars, were almost wild
with joy.
Young ·wild \Ve st took l.Jis place in 1.he engine, the sami>
as l.Je had <lone when the first passenger train car went l.Jalf
the distance.
Bnt somehow, he felt Llrnt nothing was going to happen nn
thi,; u.ay.
And he was rigllt, too, for the trip was made without mishap, and all Weston was oYerjoyed.
'l'wo days la1.er the trains began running regularly.
•.rJJc first month there was· not enougli business to make it
pa~·, but at the end of the second things were workiug along
satlsfac-tori.ly.
Bnt the money was not coming in fast enough to pay off
the debt the company oweu., not if it was all saved for a
period of six months or a year ..
Young Wilcl _vVest was forced to look to the Widow's
Claim to raise the money.
But that money belongecl to Young Wilcl West, Jim Dart,
Cheyenne Charlie and Jack Robedec, ,,-bo ,vere partners on
the fom; original claims tl.Jat bad hcen in operation before
the Wilcl '\'i'est Mining and Improvement Company had been
organized.
But thC':V put tl.Je money in to pay off the debt nnd took
bonds for it, which would mature in fiye years.
Shortly after the debt had been paid a strnngeT came over
to Weston on one of the trains aud inquired for Young Wild
West.
"I am a representative from the main office of the Grand
Islaml Railroad," he said, when he llad been introduced to
our hero. "I have called oYer to learn whether you want to
sell your railroad or not."
"Well, we do want to sell it, but we want just what it is
worth. though," replied Wild.
"Wl.Jat is your asking prke?"
"One million dollars cash."
"Do yon mean that, or are you joking?"
"I certainly mean it."
"It is altogether too mnch."
",Vell, you people u.on't have to lmy, you know. If the
price don't suit you you can let it :llone."
'· I will let you hear from us inside of a month," s,tid
the ruan as he went away.
And RO Young Wild ,vest's great scheme had been a success, aftrr all that had been said and done.
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CURRENT NEWS
Mrs. George W. Wirldifield, of Columbia City, Tnd., wife
o( a merchant o[ tliat place, was able to leave for her home
after an operation at a local hospital in whieh forty wire
11:i ils. which ~he smtllowed a year ago, were rcmoYecl from
lwr $tr>mnch .
Fourteen years ngo when Charles Mille8on, a farmer
near Gypsum, Kun., paid his harvest hands he missed a
$10 bill, ancl concluded that he had been robbed. The
othrr day 1\frs. Milleson picked up an old pocketbook the
cl1iltlren had been playing with for ten or twelve years,
and between tl1e lining and the pocket the missing $10
was founn.

T1rn Ameri.c:rn warships, the cruisers Raleigh ancl New
Orlrans, hn,Ye beC'n ordered to Guaymas, on the wc~t coast
of SonOTa, to investigate and report the facts as to the
attack made by Mexican Y aqni Indians on a colony of
Americans, incl ur1ing women and children, near Esperan7a, south of Guaymas. The Yaquis haw gone on the warpatl1 in a moYement which is independent of the Carranzn
and Yilla factions.
Triplex glass is now appearing on the market in many
forms, especially in Cireal Britain, where it has caught the
fvnc_v of motori,::t-;. '['he glu,::s i, 11?-ade into limousine winclow~, windshicld,1, goggles, etc. It consist.5 of two sheets
of thin gla~s with a thi1i sheet of xylonite beh,een them,
the whole three sheds being combined by glucose and hy1lraulic pressure into a homogeneous m<1ss. Tt cannot he
shatterrd into splinter, by any agency. It will crack and
hrrak under hammrr blow~. liut no ,::plint':!rs will fly, encfangering people.

In the strong box of the Lusitaniii at the bottom of the
sea off the Irish coast is a.pproximately $ii,000.000 of
money. foreign exchange, and other val Lrnbles belonging
to Chicago people. Of tl1is treasure lJ;3,000,000 consiRts
of foreign e,c:h:mgc belonging to t.he First National Rank.
This paper wn~ largely duplicated before it left the lof'ai
bank, aml if i~ not expected that the actnal loss will be
great. Had the Postoffice Department not prescriberl
shortly before the Lnsihmia's nepartnre that mails intended for h er be Rpecifira 11? rlireded to the ship, the
amount of Chicago treasnre aboard her would h aYe hern
much greater. The IllinoiR Trust and Savin12;s Bank a.ncl
the Continental and Commercial National Bank are congratulating them elms that the bulk of their mails missed
the liner.

It l1as been discovered that soap. plain, common \,ashing soap, is a deadly poison t.o prairie dog!'<. John F .
Brn.un, a farm Pr n ear MiltorivnlP, Kan., harl about 100
prairie dogs on his farm, nnrl started in to 11·i pr them out.
He used traps. After he had raughf- abont thirty the rrst
got wiRe and would walk around hiR tn1ps . Among the
thirty was one that the trnp didn't injure, and be put it
in a cage for a pet. By mistake his children fed the prairie
dog in the cage a small piece of common soap one day,
Within five minutes the prni11r rlog was r1ri1cl. :;\fr. Braun
deci.deLl to experiment. Hf' cut a har of soap into sma 11
pieces. abo11t the size of a hazel nut in "dog town." The
next day t 11ere wasn't, a solitary prairie dog left to tell the
:;tory. All were dead. Ten cents' worth of soap will clear
a hig farm of prairie nogs. The res11 lts, as shown bv Mr.
Braun, eclipsed results from the dope which the a.gricult ural college senns out to kill prairie dogs.

Af'cordin~ to f1 report of his excavatiom in Egypt, Dr.
'The river systems of Colombia are the chief channels of
FisheT, lcnnfff of !he Eckley B. Cox expedition, unde r the commerce. 'I'hc greatest of those arteries is the Magda:rn~pif'es of tlie [-:-ni,rrsily of Pennsylvania, helie,es he has I Jena, which is 1,100 miles long from its source to its
fo1111rl th/3 !'il.e of the ancient p1lace of Ramcsf'e TT., at tlte mouth, bnt through river traflic is impracticable because of
~itc of the nncirnl, )1emphis. On the surface is the rnin a series of rapids at Dorada., 600 miles from the sea.
nf nn old Roman fort, undmneath that the ruins of a River boats of four-foot draught navigate to Dorada,
Piol emaic <'ity. wl1ile ::\Iemphis is far helo11·. Consirlera- whence a railwa:v has been built around the rapids to
],Ip rnonev ha, J,cf>11 11ncovcrrrl. including 2!i0 f'oins of the Honda. Xext to the Magdalena the most important river
1i111es of the Piolr·mie~. Dr. Fi;;Lrr feels confic1e11t 1ltat is the C'awa, 500 miles long, which empties into the Mag-rnpirl pro.Zr<':-, will now be niailc in getting rlom1 to the dalena 200 miles from the mouth. The Cauca is navigable
olrl Egyptian r·ily.
____
in sections only, since there are many rapids. The railway
,yst.em of Colombia is the key to the future development
.f,.,,,, 1!01,p. fhf' trn-:1·c:ir-nl11 ~nn of .'\. R. Ropp . f1 of the country. There are numerous short and disconnectw,,a!th.1· l",11·111(•r of' Lee CrntrP. Tll·., went into the ham eel lines, but u11ti.l some of these are linked together no
rc,·Pnt Iv tn water l1i, pon_1'. \rlien be failerl to return at effective plan of exploiting the vast natural resources of
nip-h1. a po~;;p of 1':1 rnwn; 11·:1~ orga11izerl a 1111 the neighhor- ilw countr_v can be consummated. The total length of all
h0011 ~f'arc·herl, lJ1il lie ro11ld nol he founrl. Later three I he lines now in operation is about 600 miles. In most
bl0ncll1rrnnrls from ihr .\11rora city kennel~ "·ere ,ent to C'a,es the gauge is three feet. Ultimatelv there will be a
Lf'f' ('r•ntrc. The.1· hnrl gonr- lrn l a fr"· JCP.t wh<'ll lhr lo~ t hrowzh line paralleling the :i\fagdalena from the mouth
bnY (·ra1Ylcrl frl)lll 111Hlrr the ha111 anrl f'alled to his father to ir source. At present the section between Dorada
to liaw thr m:rn hnntcn- takf'n away. Hr hir1 under thl' around the rapids to Honda and thence on to Ambalema
• ham, h<' ,nirl. her·nn,r· !,,, 11 ,1 s nfrairl his father 1nrnld w!tip is the only connecting link in this line . It will, however,
him for not doing chores.
be extended to Girardot.
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The Fate of Philip Funk
-OR-

LEFT IN THE LAND OF FIRE
By "PAWNEE JACK"
(A SERIAL STORY)

CHAPTER XX ( continuei)
"I am over here, Tom !" he called in what no doubt
seemed to him a very low voice.
The acoustic properties of this cave must indeed have
been very remarkable.
The sound came to Tom like a prolonged low hiss, but
he was able to locate the direction, and he hurried on
until he came to another of those slit-like openings in the
wall on his right, the passage, or narrow cave, going further on still.
"I'm here, Tom !" George's mice spoke again, and there
he was peering out through the slit, through which he
could not possibly pass, but up overhead it was much
wider.
"Thank bea,en I have found you!" cried Tom.
He looked in through the opening.
Here was another cave, much larger than the one he
, -was m.
Scattered all about were hundreds of dwarfish skeletons.
It was the deadhouse of the Fuegians, and there, standing among the skeletons, were Susie, George and Jeff.
"This is our prison I" explained Susie. "I was seized
by the dwa.rfs, dragged down through the hole and let
down by a hide rope into this horrible · tomb, the only
opening into it except the one where we are now being
:fifteen feet over our heads."
"That's the trouble," said George. "We can't possibly
get out by the way we were put in. The dog Ned jumped
down to Susie when she was first lowered into this hole,
and then he managed to spring up and get out by that hole
over your head, Tom. I've tried to do the same thing by
standing on Jeff's shoulders, but I've failed each time.
We were just going to try it again when you came along."
Tliis was George's simple story.
Why the Fuegians had put their prisoners into this horrible · pit along with tl:ie bones of their dead friends was
something that could only be guessed at, for the language
of tl1ese dwarfs is entirely incomprehensible to every one,
so they could not have explained their reasons for this
stran <Te act even if thev had tried.
'110~ had the story "of his discoveries to tell wp.ile he
stood there by the slit.
listened to it all i.n great excitement.
Geonrn
y
"I knew it!'' he cried. "When I first took up with you,
Tom Hall, T felt that you would be the one to discover the
Uriate treasure, am1 you have done it. But what good
can it do us situated as we a.re?"

George grew quite excited about the treasureJeff clid not seem to care a rap about it, but kept chattering away about how they could get out even while Tom
w_as telling his story.
As for Susie, she seemed to ca.re more for the fate of
poor Ned than anything else.
She declared that she had now lost her last friend, and
wept so freely for the dog that Tom began to think that
her troubles had turned the poor girl's head.
"Come!" exclaimed Tom, who was really the only practical one of the party; "there's no use in all this. We
have got to do something definite, and now is our ti.me
while the dwarfs are all away. There's powder back there
in the treasure cave, and plenty of fuse, and I've got
matches. If you are not afraid I believe I could blow
down this wall of rock."
"I wonder if you couldn't !" cried George. "It's certainly a great idea.')
"How big is your cave in there?" asked Tom. "I can't
see."
"Oh, it's large enough," replied George. "A hundred
feet long, at least, and skeletons of the dwarfs scattered
all about everywhere."
"You have looked in every direction and followed the
walls all around to see if there isn't some way of getting
out?"
"Yo' bet we have!" answered Jeff. "I done all clat
afore Mars George was let down byar. Dar hain't no way,
Tom--none in de world."
"Then I'll try it," said Tom. "Just be patient now
for a few minute.s and I'll agree to wa.ke the echoes of
this old place as they have never been wakened before."
Tom was a worker by instinct, and he went right at
it now.
Hurrying back to the treasure cave, he provided himself
with a long piece of fuse from one of several coils which
lay near the powder, and, carefully li.fii.ng one of the kegs
of powder from the pile, succeeded in rolling it to the
slit in the wall, where he set it right up against the rock,
and, boring a hole with bis knife at the bottom, carefully
inserted the fuse.
"Well, I'm all ready nmr, '' he said. "You better all .
get back."
"I e:\ped i h8 noise will rleafcn us." said George. "I
look to bavc i.t burst the drum of my ears.''
''Get back! Get back!'' cried Tom, and he stooped
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down and li ghtecl the fuse, retreating himself to the very
CH APTER XXI.
end of the lon!t caYe.
It was a long wait, but the explosion came at last.
A BOJ,D PLAN FOR ESCAPE.
No words can describe the tremendous effect.
To say that the report was "thunderous" or deafening
does not half express it.
The situation of our unfortunate friends left m the
H was ircmenclons beyond belief, and following it came land of fire had now become very grave.
an awful crash.
The escape from their present position, without exposRut Tom harl clone the work.
ing themselves to the full gaze of the dwarfs on board the
Th e wall W::tR thrown clown between the two caves for ship-, was of course imp-ossible, and in a few moments
the distance of at least six feet, and Susie, George ancl tlie:v would probably be with them in the cave.
Mad though Phi lip Funk was, he still seemed to know
Jeff came out through the opening none the worse for
their shaking- up.
enougl1 to steer the ship.
Waiting only to take one look at the skeletons, Tom led
The dwarfs appeared to have more fear of him than he
them into tho treasure cave, where Jeff went wild over the . had of them, for it w.as noticeable that none of them went
money, as a matter of course.
near him, but left him to do his steering without inter"Now is our time to follow this thing up," said Tom . . ference.
"In spite of the noise of the explosion we don't hear a
Thev mean~hile kept running all over the deck and
thing from th e dwArfR, ancl for my part I don't believe Jeff g;ew partic.ularlv incensed to see them darting i~ and
of them in ~he outr~ cave where th~ir camp out ~f the galley. -!here _:1re
~t. \\hat s the ma~ter with pushmg awal the b1g stone,
"Wisbt I wuz dar !" he kept saying- which you may be
if wc can, and getti~g ~ut on th e beach?.
verv sure he didn't----"wouldn't I make 'em sick ! What
Georgr. had no obJec~1on to offer to this, and they all right elem long-haired little niggahs got mussin, wiv' my
went at 1 L together.
pot and pans, I 'd like to know ?"
It hn.:·clly 11 ?cdcr1 so mn<'h st rength - Th ere "·as little
"I expect they l1a ve ki ll ed every mother's son of them
trouble m rollrn)! the stone aw~y, and A moment lat~r all haymakers !" exclaimed George. "But I don't understand ,
hrmcls stood on the beach, lookmg off upon the Straits of th~m fellers hanging to (he yardarm. The dwarfs never
Magellan .
.
.
clirl that, of course. Wish T could make them out."
A ;:harp cxc lamut10n burst sunultaneously from the lips
H e was Rhle to do it when the ship drew a little nearer.
01 all.
Tt "'as there!
Then George, ,vho had kept talking away, suddenly grew
A ,:hip under half sail "·as heading directly for the deep silent.
cove in front of tlie <'ave.
"Well, Tom, we have got our revenge!" he presently
exclaimed.
"It's the Sutton !'' cried George. "You see, Tom?"
"What clo you mean?" demanded Tom.
''Thank hea,·ei1, :vou may have a chance io e~cape !" ex"Look at the body of the man hanging from the mizzenclaimed Susie. "Dut they ,rill never take me on board
mast. If you can't ma.ke him out, why then I can."
when they know."
"B"J !!racious,
I see!" cried Tom. "It's T opham!"
. "Ab011t the ,:mull pox?'' said Tom. ""\\'ell, they will
"'
ne,·er know from me, that's a certnin thing."'
"That"s just who it is, and tlie man hanging from t~e
''S:ime here," arlc1ed George. "But rm not so sure that mainmast is Captain Bowers as sure as a gun!"
any of us want to )!O on hoarrl that i::b ip. "\'l'c'll wait first
"An' clat's no surer clan dat de feller on de foremast is
and ~ee what ~ort o[ a crew she has, and what -i t is about obe-cyed Pete, and dat's no dream, neder," Jeff exclaimed.
that thino- han ging clown from th e yardarm !"'
"It must have been mutiny before ever the dwarfs cap"Ob, goodn ess gracious, I sec!'' cried J cff. "Look, Tom, tu reel the ship!" cried George. "Probably that happened
look!"
yesterday, which explains why they steered over to the
''There's more than one," said Tom. "There's one on Patagonian shore."
the mainma~t, ai1<1 one on the fore!"
"Are we going to stay here till they come ?" asked Su"Yes, and one on the mizzenmast, too," added George. sic. "I th-ink we ought to make some move to hide our"That means mutiny. There's been murder done on selves. One experience with those dreadful savages is
board."
enough· for me."
·
From the yardarm of each mast dangled the body of a
It was enough for George, too~ and he immediately proman.
posed retreating into the cave.
As the ship drew nearer other startling discoYeries were
"We can
better than that," said T om. " If we go
made.
into the cave we are liable t o be caught and penned in
The cleck. which at first seemed to be deserted, now be- ·again. I think the best thing we can do is to get further
ga.n to swarm with the Fuegian dwarfs, while at the wheel, along on the beach, and hide among the rocks. There we
steering, stood a tall figure, bareheaded, with an immense can at least have the privilege of jumping into the sea
stock of hair.
and drowning ourselves if worse comes to worst."
"It"s the whole push!"' cried George. "The dwarfs have
It w::1.e easy to find such a hiding-place, and -they mancaptured i..he ship, and that fellow steering is Philip aged to get into it unobserved.
F unk I"
_(Tq be continued).
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ITEMS OF INTEREST
this out to him, and said that herrings packed in oil were
BLACK OPALS.
The display of opals and precious stones is a fa.scinat- dutiahle and the br1rrels would ha\·c to be openccl.
When the first one wn emptied a big. square 1.in wns
ing feature of the Australian exhibit at the San Francisco
which aroused iJ1e suspicion, ancl a customs infound
peculiar
opals
fair. Jt includes case after case of the black
was sent for. The tin was opened and it 1ni s
spector
clecade.
last
!he
of
discovery
a
and
Australia
to
"Concentrated sunset" some one has called them, ancl found to contain a -number of small tins of opium, hrrit really is a good description for the blues and greens and metically sealed, which were estima.ted to be worth $1,000.
flame f-ints rirnl anything nature can boast of in the color Three other barrels were opened, but they did not contain
line. They combine the Oriental sheen of the peacock and\ anything hut pickled herrings, and the rcrnaindf'r m'rc
. 1ordered to be locked up for the night.
.
the gold of the deRrrt su.i:iset.
One magnificent specimen named "The Cahforma 1
Poppy" is like a sea of living flame. rrhere are some speci'l'ELEPHONE 3,875 MILES.
mens that symbolize the storms of life, so fu 11 are they
Another world's record in telephony was established,
of the lights and somber shades of cloudland.
when Francis L. Hine, preside11t of the First Natio11al
Diamonds a.Isa are a product of Australia. Sapphires, Bank of New York, conversed, via San :B'rancisco, with
lil ue, white and yellow, form another array. Emeralds, J. M. Elliott_. president of the First N atioual Bank of
rubie~ and garnets are also a part of the lure of the jewel Los Angeles. Mr. Hine was sitting in the director' room
cases of the commonwealth.
of the Kew York 'relephone Company, at 15 Dey ?treet,
while Mr. Elliott was in the building of the Paci.fie Teleancl Telegraph Company in Los Angeles.
phone
SO:i\IETHING ABOUT PARAGUAY.
two bank presiuenis exchanged congratulations anil
The
conhAmerican
South
the
Paraguay is in the heart of
11ent. Its area is 175,000 square miles. The country is pleasantries and then Acting :Mayor G~orge McAnrny
divided by the Paraguay River. On the east of the river spoke with :Mayor Rose of Los Angeles.
The real estate intere~ls of the two cities then exit is rolling and mountainous with ridges of J ,000 to 2,000
greetings, with Thomas Shallero,.:s of tl1r ~ nchanged
lowgreat,
a
Chao,
fePt in height. On the west is the
lying plain. Ta.king the conntry generally ihere are vast tional Assoriation of Real Estate E.·chang ,; nt thi~ en rl
p11,:turnges for live stock and this promises t.o he the lead- and J. B. Mines, pre~ident nf the Lo!- Angeles Heally
ing industry of the future, although f-11rre are other a,!rr i- Board at the other. Pirrre .Tny of the Fefleral Resrr·,p
cu ltural prOSJ)€cts. The climate is sub-tropical, but the· Bank oi Xew York then talked with .T. H. Miller of thP
mountain chains and the hydragraphic system modify it California Bc1ison Company. and after this :.\fr. ~1:ill r r
so that the products of the temperate zone are also capable talked with Vice-President :King;,bury oE the Amcrivan
of cultivation. The extent of the forest area has not b..rn Telephone and T elegraph Company. )1ajor Charles , ,a 1t zfully determined, but it is known to contain the quebracho m11D, of the Signal Corps, U. S. A., representinir MHjorwood, which is so valuable to the leather industry of the Gen. Leonard Wood, talked witl1 l\fajor-Grn. Kohbe, U. :-:i.
world. Yerba mate, or Paraguay tea, is one of the most A., retired_. 'llhose home is in Los Angeles. ,\ Iajor Sn If 7.valuable agricultural products. Paraguay is reached by ma.n, in talkin/:{ with Gen rral KoblX', eommrnle<1 on !l,r•
steamers from Montevideo and Buenos .Ayres, up the part the armY l1afl p1a_,·erl. in lrnilding tlw line.
Melville R ~tone, g-Pnrral managr1· of tit" 1\ ,;:(oci:1!rd
Plata, the Parana and the Paraguay rivers. It is largely
r'ress, then talkecl with E. 'J'. Er1rlr . p11hliRhrr of thr Ln~
dependent on the waterways for communication.
Angelc-s Trihnnc. .:\fr. Earlr ~a irl that t:ilking- 01·rr ~wh
a great disianre ,:eemccl unr:inny, :,Jl(l ro111mrntell 011 f Ii"
0PJUM SMUGGLED IN PICKLED TIERRT-YG.
A new method of smuggling opium into the Unile'il. grr.at elrarnr,s!' of the souncl.
Xew York an.1 San Franri~ro 1rnrr c·o111H'c'!rcl lil' diri•d
~IHIPR was accidentally discovered by a customs' weig-J1er
on Jan. 25, anrl the rnnrnrs of the r·liirf rr,a~t. ;·itic,, rif
w-irc
West
of
foot
pier,
Company's
n1 !he Atlantic Transport
~ixteenth Btreet, New York, the other day, when seventeen the United Slates exchange;l grcciingR. Tl1c rnic·r~ !niriifl rrels labeled "Pickled Herrings" were landed from the clcd :J,875 miles, or ahout 400 111ilr~ furll1N than in 1lic
c0nrrrsation between Xcw York :111<1 8nn Fran~i~ro. '!'lie
~frnm~hip ?11issouri, which had arrived from London.
1rorrls went direct. passing tli,·011p:h rr<la_l' ,tations nt Pi'.1-the
into
brought
Pickled herrings are entitled to be
hurgh, Chicago, Omaha, Denrer, .Sall Lnke C'ily and San
&
Sheldon
W.
G.
from
clerk
a
and
duty
of
free
r··HmtrY
( 'o ., c{1~toms broke;s of 24 State street, was sent to the Francisco.
'l'he New York-LoR ..\ ngclc~ wire i~ open for commerpier to clear them. When he arrived the barrels bad been
purpo1se~. ~ncl conYcr. :1ho11!' cnn now he c:nri erl ,rn
cial
Custom
the
from
~L-lc·ked hut no papers had been received
lfou~e !1.nthorizi.ng their release, so the clerk went down- at a rntr of $'2"2.'20 [or thrcr> rnin11l('s arnl !J;i'.1() for ea,·!i
additional lhrcr minuieR. \Yhilr• the ]i11r> is in 11~e llllll"C
io<.rn again to find out the ra11,.:e of the delay.
Dnring his abseuce the weigher started to put the har- than $Z.OOO.OrJo ,rnrth of a ppa rn l m i~ 1i•,,l 11 p. It 1~ rxrnls on the scales. B c noticed that oil was leaking- from prr.tcd that it will take ahoui te11 minute"' lo "put a (;all
one of the barrels, and when lbe clerk returned he pointed through."
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THE. ROB ROYS
-OR-

BOLD BOB, THE CAPTAI N OF THE TEAM
By DICK ELLISON
.(A SERIAL STORY}
upon the crisp night air, m1d a merry burst of girlish
"I'll teach that jade a lesson one of these days that laughter floated back to the two youths who stood watchshe'll not be apt to forget very soon," he muttered between ing the fair riders until they vanished from sight in the
his set teeth. "The idea of snubbing me for those cads. dusky shadows. 'rhen they trudged on toward the col Hlamc them all, l c1on·t know which 1 hate tbe worst, leg<.>, each one husy wilh h is own thoughts.
At las t the ua\ set for the second contest between i.he
the .felloiYs or the girls. JJ ow dare they insnlt me? \\'h y,
Roys and the Orangemeu rolled around, and the
Rob
dare
thcY
yet
and
1 c·an lrny all(1 srll 1.lic whole lot of them,
was packed at an e·arly hour. 'l'here was a
grm1dsi.aml
sec
we·ll
and
birds,
fine
my
ahead,
Go
dog.
a
like
treat me
la ·gcr crml'd present i.lian there had been at the first
who comes ont ahead ."
'·\\' c jur<t pns.Qct] your fricncl, l\Jr. Selden," Barbar:1 . aid game, nnJ. when Lile faYorite team ran i11to the ring a
with a soft little laugh . "And he seemed to be in a mighty cheer greeted them. The terrible ending of the
fir&t contest which h~d been so nearly a tragedy . served to
hurry ."
throw a halo of romance about Bold Bob, and it seemed
Bob
me,"
meets
he
en
wh
"He is wise to be in a hurry
as if a.II the men and women present had suddenly gone
make
rll
chance,
the
get
1
if
"For
Jy.
grim
ans rered,
mad ornr the appearance of their favorite .
him see stars."
Tl:en the Orangem cn en_tered,~ and. while they were
"l harclly lhink he will gi,e yon the chance for he is
abont as big a coward as T e,·cr met in all my lifo,·' Sidney I greeted rapturonslv, they did not receive _ the same welsr.icl, liN eyes {la.Jling, "and if he ever .again annoys mcJ e;ome_that the -~oh Roya chcl. The captai~ of the la tter
set 111s t_c cth bgntly together, vowmg to !11mself _that he
in an_v wa:v, l will gi,·c him a taste of my whip."
,rnulu. wrn or dte; and Henry Selden! lookrng at h1m, took
exoberts
f
I·
Murray
idnc_v,"
,.
)fiss
yon,
for
, "Good
rlaimccl. ·'Ocod for YOU. T would like to see you giYe the rm_ oath thnt he would defeat him m some way whether

OIL-\ PTER IX (continued)

1

wrci. h a gootl tbrasliing, for he'a the most contemptible fau or fonl.
specimen of ltumanity tl;at J ever met."
· "And now Jcrs change the subject to one that will be
CHAPTER X.
more agreeable," Sidney remarked . "For whenever I
speak o-C 1-f omy Schlcn, it makes me sick. How about the
VI TOUY .FOR THE ROB ROYS.
ba 11 game? 1rlien will lbc seronil coulcst lake place?"
promptly,
wcrcd
an
'·One week f;·orn to-dny,·· HobcrtR
Tbe rival teams formed in line, and the mass of lrn"and yon can 1-.:>st assmerl, ~fi ss Sic1J1ey, that the victory
will he ours. The Rob Tl 1 >.rs arc like the gallant outlaws mauity in the grandstand all aro e, breath less and excited. X ot a word was spoken as the line of black and
they a re named a.tlcr--thcy arc never conque red."
" .\m1 1rc will be tlierc nlso 11·enri111; your colors," Bar- yellow nnd the line of gay plaid closed for an instant.
'11 he bro colors presented a strange appearance as they
bara broke in gayh. "Tbat alone should gil'C you nt:w
surged back anJ forth, a sea of brilliant hue .
cour:we anc1 strcrn:rl:l! ."
Ercry one present r ealized that it was to be a grim
aid
Roberts
Mnrra:v
Barbara,"
Miss
", nd so it will,
in a low voice, acl Jing in a whisper : "There is one at and de pcratc battle, ancl they ,rnre interested from tile
least who wili k like a man inspir ed , and I hardly think start.
Once Bold Bob raised his eyes up to the grand tand,
it is necessary· that T give you his name ."
sought a brief, fleeting glimpse of Sidney Worth ancl
misand
"Henry Selc1en perhaps,·' Barbara replied with a
Voss. Both girls smiled and wal'ed their ha.nds
Barbara
.
him
mean
you
chievous laugh . "l haYe no doubt but what
and then from the fai r hand of Sidney there
him,
to
so
and
supper,
for
late
arc
c
"\Y
going.
But we rnnst be
al'c you. Gooc1 night, and may the R ob Roy come out dropped a wreath of purple heather.
It was a strange oecuncnce, but i t fell directly over
victor ious. OI r01u·!'\c they will, hut sometimes good wi hes
the handsome head of the captain of the Rob Roys. It
act ns a mn scot.''
wa a pretty sight, and a loucl cheer went up from the
ridher
'J'hen, touching her restless pony lightly with
th l'ong who had witnessed it. Aud Sidney, half frightened
fol
Sidney
them,
past
cantered
girl
ing whip, the happy
lowing her. The iron shoJ l.toof3 of the ponies rang out at. wh:1t he linrl done, chew back, her cheeks scarlet.
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Icouragrll us.

But that one-act hacl g iven the young cap!ai.n new
strength, new courage. aR it were, and he played with renewed force. His heart was throbbing thick and. fast;
his checks burned like fire wl1en he went back to his post.
Remy Selden clid not dare attempt any treachery this
time. He saw how popular Hobert· MacGregor wa , and
]H al:o knew that the finger of suspicion pointed toward
him, and he was wise enough to keep quiet, though it was
only for the time. He made up his mind, however, to get
even with his rival later on.
"Let him triumph over me now, the penniless puppy,"
he muttered, as he saw how hopeless a chance his team
stood of winning the game. " Let him triumph over me
I'll put up a
)JOW, but my time will come, and soon, too.
job on him that will ruin his whole life, a11d I'll carry it
through , too. Onre 1 make up my mind to do a thing I
neYer fail. If it costs me five thousand dollars, I'll ruin
Mr. Robert. MacGregor's life."
And Bold Rob, looking into the sullen face of his rival,
knew there was hatred and bitter jealousy burning within
his breast.
"I'll keep my eyes open for you, my sly friend," he said,
and hi.s eyes p:lowed. ''Yon won't get a chance to do m e
up this time, for I am a. sure !.hat you hired one of your
clu])C'> to shoot me as I am sure there i.s day and night.
But try it once more and see how well you fare."
The game went on. The spectators were wild with delight, and when they realized that the Rob Roys had
gained a point they cheered themselves hoarse. 1'he
friends and followers of the Orangemen cheered them,
too, but not as the mass did the favorite team.
'l'he final test was reached. A breathless silence reigned
for a few m oments, and then, with one grand sweep, the
Rob Roys won. llfon and women stood up in the granclstan,1, wildly waYing hats and handkerchiefs, they shouted
them elves hoarse, and in the midst of the general excitement the team seized their captain, ancl, lifting him up
on their shonlders, bore him triumphantly around the
field.
"Hurrnh, hurrah, hurrah!" the:v shouted. "Bold Bob
forever. the Hoh Roys forerer ! 1\'liat team can beat them?
nah. rah, rah, ..
"For heaYen's sake, boys, let me down and don't make
a show of me!" our hero begged. "I'm not a monkey or
dancing bear on exhibition. Let me down, I say!"
"Hurrah for B old Bob!" the mass in the grandstand
shouted. "Bold Bob, the gallant captain of the Rob Roys!"
"A sp~ech !" some one in the crowd suddenly called out.
"A speech from Bold Bob!"
Then a hundred different voiceR took it up.
"Yes, yes; we w,mt a Rpeech !" they cried, eagerly. "A
speech from the captain! "\Ve must haYe it!"
"Speech! Speec-h ! Speech!" was rep~ated all over the
grandRtancl, anJ nt last in despair Robert held up his
hand to give them to understand he would speak.
Instantly all was silence, and still borne upon the shoul<lers of his comrades, the young man attempted to make
the fir~t public speech of his life.
"I cannot tell you in words how your kind reception
and evident appreciation of our efforts of t o-day has en-

\Vhil c we kno1r 11'c l1n re h oM~t1:-· won !.lt 0
rictory. ye! at the same time we realizr that our rivals
also \le~crve gre,1( r-reclit for the g,illant f1ghL tlte:v mmle,
and when ,re rnccl :1~ain upon tl1r~c> ~arnc> grounrl, 1 hope
then to see llie ~nme kindly f,1\'e:; that I p.e0 hr rc to-clar.
I thank you one r111d all for your enc·omngPml'llt nm1 1'in,1ness, and feel safe in f'aying Lhat !.he Roh Boys h,tre no
fear of ever beiug conquered."
A mad, hoarse cheer greeted him, and then the team
bore him away while the crowd slowly rli spersecl. The YicLory had been a grand one, and Ilenry Selclcu had rrrnnl cr
in his heart when he i-aw how popular his riral really
was. He could have murdered hi111 with hi s om1 harnl.;,
and enjoyed the task.
Half an hour later antl tlt e f1 elcl was cleared of eYery
soul. Xo one wonld ha ve <lream ecl 1hat it had l1C'C n the
scene of so mudt rxcit mrnl only an l1om hefon;.
In honor of the Rob 110~·8' victory, Professo r Romaine
was to gi re a grand reception at Fain iew that eYening,
to which all the youths and maidens of the u cigbborhooc1
were invited. Of· course the rival team was also im itccl,
and they were to bo pres_e nt.
'l'he handsome young captain looked ha n 1sorner than
ercr when he l1arl donned hi :.; eYeuing suit, ut least so
t h onght Hiclne:I' )\'orth as she advanced to m eet him, her
lo,ely f1 011·er- like Cac:c sel off liy the dainty rose-pink gown
Her han] trembled sligl1t.ly us it touchecl bis,
s he wore
·
anc1 her soft check,, flushed hotly.
"I want to cougratnlate you, :Mr. l\fnd1regor,'' she said,
softly. "I am ~o glad that the Rob Hoys iron!"
"J told you in the beginning that the~· were sure to
win," he answered, his eyes resting in open admiration
upon her sweet face. "l knew they could noL be beaten,
and 1 never , ay a thing unless 1 ran i,roYe it, }Iis:i Sidney."
"You were right that. time," he said in n low voice.
"And one reasou wh:v we won wa;; bec·auKe of that beautiful wreath f purple heather you threw me,'' he went on,
bending hi s ha11clsom8. grac-eful head a trifle lower. "'rhe
sweetness of the flower;; rcmi1,ded me of t he fair g iver,
and I shall always keep it. I woulcl not pad with it for
all the wealth in the worlc1.''
She was about lo answer, wl1C'n Rarhar:i came leaning
on the arm of MuITay Roberts.
"You gave it to them that time sure enough, Mr. MacGregor,'' the merry, li ght-h earted g irl saic1 ga_yl_v . "and I
was l'O pleased over the 1·e,mlt that I split my gloves cheering you."
"I l1ope Yon will allow mC' the plrasure of replacing
them, Mis~ H,irbar:i," :Murray Roberts rc~markecl. " ·i.th a
low bow. "For it would :ifronl rnc the greu est delight."
"I n eyer r efuse gl0ves . ~Tr. Rolierts,'' she reto;-ted, "and
rninc1 :vou, I ,1l\\'ays wear good one~ ."
"T wonder if YOU were aR enthusiastic: aR ~·onr friend
11•.1_, M_ii:;s Siclney'.-'" Robert" a~kcd poli tt>ly.
"I wns a: glacl to sec the I/ob Hoy., win, hut at the
same time rn:v gloves rl i(l not Rn 1f,•r,'' Sidney replied.
"Perhaps they were rnadr cf . tronger mater ial , though."
('I'o be continued)
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TIMELY TOPICS
/

FC'rnnnc1ina, Fla., in lhc G11H oE :Mexico, I

Fishing n ear
Brne~t ll l'g. propri etor of "Mag1Jcr, \fin s]ol': & Co. , provi~ion dralrr~. ( 'hir-a1ro. hooknd and, aflcr fo·e hour. · strugglr , landNl a huge mossback turtle weighing cigbtv-five
poundr:; :rnd e. timated lo be 600 vcars old. The turtle
will be pre:.,cntecl 1.o the Lincoln Park Zoo.

The Rev . .:\lherl Yogel, nin et~·-eight, walked into Carrick, Pa., from thP l1omr of a friend, two miles' distant,
and preached the eynning sermon to a con gregation in
the Carr ick M:etl10dis1, Episcopal Church recently.
"Grandpa" Vogel was bom in Germany, but came to the
United States in his early yo uth. He entered the ministry
in his twenty-ll1irr1 year an<'l has preached almost continuou~lv eYc1· since. Ile has been on the superanuated Ji t
·
seYeral years.
The_ other afternoon Premier Sir Edward Morris, of St.
John's. X. F ., witnessed a demonstration of a material
imentcd by )fichael Comerford, which , is saic1 completely
to obscure any object to which it is applied. Sir Edward
Morris states that an object which \\'as completely Yisiblc
to him at 500 yards before the materia l was applied wru;
absolutely invisible at thirty yards . Gov. Davidson and
naval and military officials will witness a demonstration,
after which the imention will be examined by the British
authori lies.

Despite the rPticenre of officials of the Midrnle Steel
'i\'cwh, Philarl lphia, it became known recently that the
plant had rece ived a contract from foe 1. nitcd States
GoYernment to make 18,000 f<mrteen-inch shells. 'rhe order. one of the large~t awa.rdef1 by the Government since
the Spani sh war, is the first of importance to be placed
since the beginning of the European war, and caused much
discussion in army and navy circles. The shells, it was
pointed out, are mainly for use in the forts about Kew
York harbor and the Panama Canal. The Government
officials. in placing such a big order, have made provision
for the PennsylvaJ1ia and other big battleships that will be
placecl in commis~ion during the coming year. Details
conccrni1w the contract, including time of deli"rnrT, could
not be obtained.
Testimony that a box containing about forty live,
squirming, twisting, wriggling snakes was placed in the
sitting-room of the home of Mrs. Grace George by a sister
of her husband, Porn George, now said to be in Chicago,
obtain ed a divorce for lier in the Superior Co~rt, Indianapolis. 1frs. George alleged her husband was guilty
of cruel treatment. Mrs. George in her testimony did not
mention the snakes, but her mother did not hesitate to
tell about them . Her son-in-law, she said, told her that
his sister ha:'\ arriven at his house to spend the winter,
accompanied by her pct snakes. There were about forty
of the reptiles. Judge Clifford ~aid that snakes might
constitute an element of cruelty if kept about the house
and he thought that with the other testimony to the effect
that George had struck his wife and had a habit of breaking tl1e dishe cons! ituted sufficient grounds for a divorce.

A painting by D:wid Teniers. whi ch is supposed to he
t he famou mis-ing ", mugglcrs" and three centuries old,
is o"·ncil by the Rev . Dr. ~- o. H ellier, a Presbyterian
pn. ,ior ol' Li~hon, K. Dak . Teniers was a cclebntccl
Flemish painter of i.!Jc scYcnteenth centnr)'. hie; mos; fa1
mous 11·orks being 1he "Smoker," the ·'Carel Pl ayers" and
"Smug·~·lcrs." The lnst-namrd was lost ye:i rs ago . Dr.
A rrpo rt of the results of compulsory temperance, aE
II llirr ,ra a stuclc11t in Scotland twenty years ago ancl
war; g:il'en a tip that the famous paintin g- \\'as in a farm- introduced into Russ ia sinee the beginning of the war.
h ouse. H e invcstigate<'l ancl became co11rinccd o[ the au- has been prepared by Professor A. L . Mendelson of the
thenticity of the J ainti11g and purchased it. He took it Russian !3ociciy for the Pre. ervation of the N a.tional.
to Chica~o, 11·hcrc it was in spected by Arthur Dawson, the Health. In the opinion of Professor Mendelson, the beneficial results of compulsory temperance are not open to ,
well-kno wn 'fcni ers expert, "·ho pronounced it genuine.
nonbt. In proof of his contention he cites the reduction of
hi
for
:::ickness in Petrograd and of the attendance at
avail11b]e
alcoholic
l
materia
scrap
of
ends
anrl
·F rom orl<ls
use, an Ohio formrr hoy has coni-truc1 cc1 a monoplane anti-alr0l10lic sanit_a riums, the decline in the number o:f
gl irlcr at tachrcl (o a bicycle, ,rhi<>h fills quite ad equately rnsef- oE dipsomania and alcoholic imanit?, and also of
the pnrposc for ,rh irl1 it ii- int Pnd ec1, says Popular Mechan- general mental affections. Re notes also a reduction o:f
ics. 'l'r rmrr tl1r framework of the wings, whirb are made indirect manifef-tations of alcoholic sickness, of traumatic
prinripnlh· of lath.' . itr-: builder made nse of pieces of can- injurie>' ann ~uicides. For e,ample, from July to DercmThe ber th ere were in 1913 ninet_,·-~eYen suicides, while in HJ] 4
H1~ tirnt liad be n ui-ccl orcr tobacco planl beds.
bracing wire~ were taken .from an old fen ce, and a few the total was reduced lo fourteen. Other results of temother members were likewise reclaimed from scraps. Ry perance. sa?s the professor, were all increase i1; savings
:prdaling the hicvc:le rapidly part of the ,ray clown one hank deposits and a reduction in the number of small
side of a knoll, lhe rider is r.hle lo gain ~ufficicnt mo- loans made· b? the pawn shops. For the first two months
mentum for the glider lo lake to the air when its nose is of I 015 the savings banks or P ctrogracl n•ceiYecl deposits
pointed upward. By means of wires E''dending from th e ewecding- the figure ~ 0f 01 P corresponding monlh~ a yrar
hand!· bar~ 1.,, the outer 1.ips of the plane, the 11·i ngs are ag.o by J.500,000 rubles, ,vhile throughout Ru,,sia. the deposits increased by 100,000,000 rnbles.
warped and the c:rafl guided.
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An ingenious method, known as "firing on the clock,"
is much used in the European war for enabling a military
officer to corn:rn-lrate the lire o-f his command on any par-

:=1_9:1:5:·:~::::::: 1.icular l)oint. 'l'hi s method consists simply in clesigna ting
· ::y:=o_=_R:K::':J:=u_=_:K=_E:::1:1:,
~~~~~~~~::N:J:E:W:
the object to be fired at by its posilion witl1 reference to an
rimaginary elock face coYcring the landscape. The point
that forms the center of this imaginary clock must first be
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understood all around, and a line passing upward and
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GOOD CURRENrl' NEWS ARTICLES

Counlry Doctor-Waal, Silas, yer wife has gasiric fever.
Hayrick-Don't see haow i hat kin be. \Ye'Ye ueYer
Silas
past
the
c1nriug
Rihlrs
of
A large increase in the sale
year was repo1iecl 11t tl1e annual meeting of the American burne<l gas-ahrnys used lamp,;.
Bihle Society. 'rhe report shows an i nc-reasr of o,er a
Bob-Gosb, Rob, where'd ~-ou rake up those seedy old
million, in spite of the fact that large parts o[ tbe earth
Rob-Why. man, those are my patrnt leathcrF.
shoes?
sowere cut off from communication becauRe of war. 'l'he
ciet.y announced its intention of establishing a Bible c1i1-- Bob-Bni the patent has expired, eh?
tribution point at Panama 1rit.hin the coming year.
"Did yon ha,e any luck when yon went to complain
the gns bill?" "Better luck than lasl month,'' anabout
'Five Japanese gardeners employee] at the TTni,ersity of
J\Ir. Mcekton. "The ma.n dicln·t laugh thi;; lime.''
swered
pursuance
in
men
California have been replarPCl hy white
of a university policy, Ralph P. :i\1erritl, comptroller of
the board of regents. 1,aicl. 1Yhitr hihor, he sa.id. 1rould be I "Yon my vo11 take automobile Tick:; for 11 1<> sake. of r~used where-er possiblr.. "The r~nrh is an American insti- crcise ?"' '·('ert:iinl_Y.·· ''Rut where cir.es Ille vhy~ic-al extution.'' Mr. Merritt explained : "H bas seemC'd proper errisc come in?"' ''GeH:ing 01tl to sre 11 \iflt ihc matter is."
to make it an iileal ranch for whitr families. .Tana1w1,e
"T am afraid thr nobleman who iF io hrrnmC' rour f:011la.bor has been employrd temporarily in some positio~s, but
only until white per~ons of desirable characters \\ ere found in-law ha~ not nrnch talrni for hn~inr~F ... " J rlon·t knn11·."
to take their places."
answered Mr. ,Iumrox. '·H hr ran nrnnagc lo _grl a~
good prirci; for other merrhandisc a~ lie rloes fur a tit 1",
trust him lo lake his rhances in hu~incss.''
1'11
One of the last stands in Essex County, ;-f. ,T., against
this
nt
macle
being
is
mosquito
the annual invasion of the
place, where an army of e:drrrninaion; has been digging
"ffliy is 1 glii1wg s"n prowl of Iii,; homeliue~::;;"' "S,,L
trenchrs. With ~od saw, hnwh kniws a,nd FJX'C'ially made 11roud-.in~t grfltrful l,i ii." "'Rnl 1'11y gr:;[d1il:''' "il<;
i;pades the workers arc rleari ng and ilraining s"·mnpy o,rc~ hi~ life lo il.'' ''Ye,,;t' ''OJI(• ti1ne lw ,-.farrd llt•c1lli
land s. The workere, who ::ire 11mlr.r the clirection of the in thr fare, nut! a,; ~ovJL as J)c:,1ll 1 liad a gi1or! look ;-ii l1i11L
H~sex County Mosquito 'lllxtcrmination f'ommission. saY 1hr old ra ·e:il \\·ii Ii lli(! rra11li,,ok I u med a1Jd heal ii.''
ihey will eventually prevent all breeding hereabout. f:limi1::tr work has been under way in the White Oak Ridge secB"2.}!,H-h ind :-ir. ro1tld You hrlp ::i lirn[l11,r .\l;i:-llll. ()dd
tion of Millburn. At the latter place arc many pooh
1..;Jk . Illoo~P, Eagle, Owl or Forcslpr? 1-';1,-.,-.crli,1 - I
l<'Pllo11·,
which are being sprayed with oil.
belong lo none of ll1ern. Heggar-l,h. drn, rould :·0 11 lwlp
a fellow Ilfrl\in(li~I, Bnpli~t, ('nihnlic'. IGpi~r·op.il 01· l'rP~H there is a heaven for cats, old Tom Rittenhouse , 1d10 hYlerian ~ Pa ~~1· rb y- l belon g lo 11011,. ol' [ lw111. Bqrga r
died. last year, oug-ht to be happy there, because all l1i s ~. \h, tlt•n. ~linkc· li:.ind:- anrl n~~i~[ ,1 fl'll('r :-;o, i:1li:-[ n111l
little rich friends of Rittenhome Square, ,_Philadelphia,
uplil'lcr i11 tfolrc~~where he lived and died,_ keep a watchful eye orer his
graYe. 'l'o-day it is the brightest spot in this square, fre:i\frs. }\rndy-Oc:l1, l\fi:-:~us (f'J'ook. y1'z 111• worrukiu'
quented by the children of the wealth y. Tulips outline
Oi'111 111Jdrr bond~ lo
the mound that marks the resting place of Torn, who noio·\it an' (laY. iJr;;. O'Toolr-Yis.
lilnggard, J..fi,-.~11,;
ilial
o'
1i·air
the
p1tllin'
for
pat·<:
UH·
ka1~
adopted the square in hiR :vouth and lirnc1 there for tweuty111(' ihd ir Oi iout:lied lier
(old
ma;ti~tntiC'
Ilic
an·
:'.\l11rphy.
eight :rear~. _\fop the p:rarc are pink and ,;·]lit e h:rncinU1~,
and rnore l1yaeinth., "·bile ro~r bushes grow i11 tile corm·rs again lw'tl i'oi1w me ti11 ~hilling:-. .Jr~. Brac.h--.\i1·
of the: little inelosurc r-mrouncling U1c mound. The gnn(' 11·orruki11· l1ard ,n·c- fo ka]Jt' outer 111i,cliicJ': Mrs. O''J'oolc
(bd1rcc11 ltcr tc:db)-::-.v, Ui'm ~a\·i11g up lo pay Lhc line.
boa.sis ,granite hcall and foot stones.
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AN ADYENrJ'Ul1E OX l\fOLTSrr vmmnUS.
By Alexander Armstroug

1t w,11, in lhe fall of 18GB, nnd I was making a 1.our of
] Utly wii.h a Jriend by the name of Steven~on.
My friend wa~ nn Engli8bman, an origin.al "J olmny
Bull;' being short and thi ckset in frame, aml ruddy in
countenance, and as was customary ,rith the cockney,
omitted his "H."
He was, howerer, a very genial and interesting traveling
companion, being very talkati re, and we had soon struck
up a strong frieudship.
We had reached ~ nplcs, and, of course, in common with
all foreigners, wished to climb the crater of Vesuvius, and
view its turlmlent interior.
Accorclingly we intimated to our hotel parter that we
wi~hecl a guide, wl1.id1 wa.s quite surrieient, for before an
hour a small army of ragged, shoeless, ill-looking mencli
canls applied at the front entrance, each striYing to outdo
ihc rest in eulogy upon hi:; prowess as a mountain guide.
\\'e made om se1cdion at lrnpha.zanl, striking upon a
1011·-bro,recl, villaino11s-looking Xeapolitan. We did noi
like his looks muc·h, but, for want of better material, were
obliged to accept him.
It wa. noon when we started, and the fellow ( Giovauni be g-aYe his n ame) nlfirrned we should be enabled
to Yiew the crater and p:rt bac-k lo X nples again before
0

:, llll S!'t.

Although l was exlremel.,· tloubtful of this, I said notliillg. .\.:.-; fvr Sternnson, it 11·a,; his ,rant to reply upon rne
for judgment, and subsequeutl_v he did not demur.
\\'e liacl selecle<l such offed,; as we thought iiroper to
i.:ke wiili us, and were upon the poi11t of starting-, ,rhen
one of lhe hotel gucst3. apparenLly a Pal'isiau by his dress
and la11guage, and wit h wht)m i.Joth St.eveIJson ancl rny ~elf
,,·ere fairly ac-quainted, rn.oiied out into tlte yard.
'·Pardon, monsieurs," he said, doffing his hat re5pcctfnl!y, "hut may I ask thr pleasurr of :.lf'companying yo11

to-lh_y ~,,
l lookccl at SteYe11son.
But his face was an enigmaticnl one.
J hesjlater1.
''You had l,cHcr take me into :rnur party, monsienr,"
~,1ir11Ionsicnr Yalar~ay-i.hnt w:is his uame-with a cleprec:ui.ory waYe of his hand.
"It Yill make your fo:·c<'s ze strongarc, if ze brigands atfack you,'' and he bughC:t1 in a perfect :French manner.
'' \' ery goocl, Monsieur· \~alarEny," said T, impelled by
some unaccou11fablc motive. "It "·ill giro us much pleas11 re.''
'l'l1c Parisian howcc1 low and smiled until he showed his
irnry teeth below his black mustache. Then he turned
:.mc1 YanisJ1ed in i.he hotel.
·when he came out he carried a knapsack upon hi.s back,
and in place 01 th~ usual staff, a repeating rifle.
·'Do you expect to find game upon the summit, 11Ionsieur ValaTPay ?" I qurried.
IIe laughed and made an eva.sive answer.
We proceeded in a carriage a good portion of the way,
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uI!ti.l ,re reacher1 the ha~e of i.lie crater. From there up it
would be ne('essary for 118 Lo proceed on foot.
Instrncting tbe drirer to await our return, "'e alighted
frorn the lumbering eor.ch and prepared for ihe ascent.
Above us loome<l a steep ascent of conglomerated masses
ot rock auc1 lava . :cbovc which the blue wreaths of smoke
1rere enrling upward from the bowels of the earth.
'' X ow for the crnter,'' I cried, taking the lead in the
ascent. "Who shall reach it first?"
But before I hac1 taken three steps Stevenson clutched
me by the shoulder.
"Look!" he cried, pointing upward.
I ghrn.ccd in the direction indicated, and caught the flutter of a woman's shawl far up among the lava blocks.
EYiclently another party were making the ascent.
It was a toilsome climb, and when at length we reached
the summit we were much exhausted, and seated ourselves
to reat upon a pile of lava fragments, in a position from
w-hich we could watch the sulphurous pit of smoke and
fire and molten lava yawning at our feet.
At length I had realized one of the greatest aspirations
of my life . I had climbed Vesuvius, and stood upon the
1·erge oJ' that crater, from which centuries before the fearful eruption h::td came which had buried beneath its ashes
;111d la rn the cities of Herculaneum and Pompeii.
·w hile reviewing those old legends of the past connected
with Ye8uYius, in my mind, I had arisen and ac1vancecl toward the crater's cclge, obvious of the surroundings.
So emnapped in reverie had I become that I was much
!'.tarilecl when the Parisian, Monsieur Va.l arsav advanced
aml slapped me quite forcibly upon i.he shoulcie;:.
'· l ,irdon, ~fonsieur American," said the polite Frenchman, \', ith an extravagant bow. "But are we not in clan~
ger of I.iring: O\'crtaken by ze storm?"
Hurpri,wd, l raised my head, ancl now pen·eirnd for the
fir~t ti me that the sky was heavily overcast, and that scatlere<l drops of rain were falling.
And as though in£lnenced by the oncoming war of the
clPrnenta, the seetl1ing iiit at our feet now began to boil
lli~hcr than ernr.
I looked in apprehension for Giovanlli, the guide. A
monwnt before J\fon,;icnr \7 alarsny swore he had see n him
sitti11g upon a bloC;k 01 lava. Now he had gone.
Tt ,ra a most appalling realization which dawned npon
us. Was tlie guide a. traitor? Rael we been led cimningly into a trnp by him, to be robbed by the roving
brigands which it was known infested the regien?
At this critical moment Stevenson, who was ever the
laconic one, uttered an exclamation at my shoulder.
I turned, and as I did so a shrill feminine shriek went
up in the air, and I saw a white, fluttering dress and red
shawl diaappear over the crater's edge, not a hundred
yards from where we stood.
Tt was the female we had seen far above us when cmrtmencing the ascent.
Without pausing to consider the consequences, and with
bnt the one realization in view, that the unknown female
was in distress, I bounded toward the spot.
"Goodness!" I cried, "she is lost. She will never
emerge alive."
Her companions, a couple of Italian ~des, an elderly
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H e was a. villainous-featured man, an Italian, clad in
English lady and a w:1ite-haired gentleman, presumably
costume, and carried a short ca.rbine.
brigandish
the father and mot.her, were in paroxysms of grief.
waylaid by brigands.
been
had
We
The
.
.
rescue
9f
At the same moment., I perceived a way
rocky roadway in the fast-increasing
the
upon
And
above
feet
twenty
than
more
not
was,
she
shelf upon which
the boiling sea of lava, extended some distance along the darkness, we were obliged to get out of the coach one by
rocky wall, until it finally came to a jagged surface, which one and surremler our valuables.
·r had q~1ite a $um of money, some four hundred francs,
··
·
it' was not difficult to scale.
me, as also did Stevenson. Lady Southwick was also
with
had
I
until
'
verge
fo a moment I had ran along the
to sacrifice her watch and diamonds.
obliged
the
upon
down
easily
reached this point, then dropping
Valarsay also yielded up his purse, but I noticed that
shelf, had traversed it in a moment's time, and just as
the unfortunate young girl was upon the point of sue- all the while he kept a keen scrutiny upon the bandit.
The brigands were :five in number, evil-looking fellows,
cumbing from exhaustion to a fearful .fa:te 1 I grasped her
one among them I tl10ught I recognized a.s our treachand
precariou~
a
in
moment
a
about the waist, and hung for
guide .
erous
crater.
the
of
contents
seething
position above the
'rhere was no help. for it, howe~er; the odds w~re _too
. And as I hung over the depths, a . sudden warning. cry
reach.eel my ears. I felt the precarious shelf crumble be- great, and V alarsay did not seem disposed to use his :ifle.
So we gave up our valuables and re-entered our carnage,
·
neath my feet, and--"
nd th e. dr~ver whipped h~s horses up again. .
a
just
··with an almost superhuman effort I sprang back
T_he vil~amous robbei~ chief ~ade a low bow wit_h a sardes-I
wall
the
to
in. ,season, regained my ·footing, and clung
perately. I did not waste more time, but edged my way dome smile. as we dashed off, and a short while later
th
st
aloug, until I reached a point . from whence the Parisi.an ruck e ~n_ghway to Naples.
Par1S1an clut~hed my sleeve, and seemed about to
The
Vala.rsay could grasp my burden, which he did, and a. mo..
'
checked hunself.
but
speak,
1,toi;rn
ment later I stood upon terra firma, just as the
drew
he
yard
hotel
the
m
off
drew
.
we
length
at
When
thorparty
the
in
all
drenched
rain
of
broke, and a gust
me aside, and in a changed tone of voice spoke :
ouO'hly.
"Y ou d O no t · lmow me·?"
.
"'Then a· creneral introduction followed. Lord Southwick
,
. .
:~ou ~re Monsie~r Valarsay."
~I\S the n~e of the elderly gentl~man .. They were stop-.
~a\e
you
as
Pansi~n
a
not
am
~
Am~ncano,
~1p1or
_No,
forth,
started
-had
ping during the season in Naples, and
believed, h: contmu_ed. , I ~rn not Monsieur Valaxsay.
as ourselves, to visit the crater.
to trace out
t I am a Swiss cletective. It is my·t busrness
d · ht E
cl
·k
M
· J
(b t. i no t) 1s
•
11,r
d
·
mos th ese b rigan
L ady S outh w1c an 11er aug er- 1 ve1yn were
areacques
ray
e
name
Ly
.
11'
s.
.
.
f
d
t·t d t
· th ·
· f
b
11
l
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1
1
1
ht
·
t a-morrow mg
h 1 B f
11C 1
i u e owar . me or my service, w ·bi
Pl"9 use m cl. eird gra
ree
1a
s
es
ua
va
your
ore
e
.
a
c
t
b
·
k
I
~c now1e ge m_ as uno s rus1ve a manner as possi e, stored to vou."
tt k
t · h . t " h d'd
· l ·
"B t,, 1·
sort of man myself.
bemg a modest, quiet
quenec m as oms men , w y J. you no a e
u ,
d
h
dt
·cl h. d t
Th S th · k ,
power.
your
fn
him
had
You
man?
your
of
e ou wic s gm es a no prove re~c. erous, an ad vanb.ge
.
· wi·th your n'fle. "
.l
upon the descent. The ram was fall- y ou con1CLa easi-1v h ave
we
s110t h im
. set forth,
. at. once
1
. h 1 . ·· ·
M
.
J
d
"
·
,,
"Al 1
my portmanteau
mg rapidly, and I pr9duced wrapst from
acques . arec a , crossrng1·,hrmse f de1. e:xc1aime
f E 1
h Id
t th d li
bo
d
1
I
·h
.
h
ki
t
b'd
f
"H
ve yn voutl y.
e e ca e s ou ers o
wh 10th . kp ace a u
eaven or i s my a ng a uman 11.e unneces8 ~u wic ·
sarilv. No. I had a surer way."
"How? You may never see him again!''
took charge of the youn_g lad! and .followed t~e
''Yes, I shall," said the detective in a decided tone.
while
us,
of
guides, Lord and Lady Southwick bemg back
"How?"··
Valarsay and Stevenson brought up the rear.
enough. You see these brigands are all residents
"Easy
my
and
Evelyn
faster,
falling
rain
the
down,
Halfway
self separated from the others, ~d chanced to see a _la.rgE of Naples. They ply their vocation there daytimes, and
oak tree, ben~ath the outspreadmg branches of which a many of them live in foe city. Now, there is one man
who is tho11ght to be a respecta.ble citizen whom I have had
couple of Italian peasant women had sought refuge.
suspicion a great while. I ,have long endea.vored to
under
when
stonn,_
~he
of
abating
Bene~th it we ~waited the
we contmued our Journey, and a short while later, Just as discover his identitv. To-night I have solved the mysthe hurricane had ceased, and the shades of evening were tery."
manner?"
what
"In
anxious
the
where
carriage,
he
t
.
quickly settling, we rea.ched
father and mother awaited us.
''This brigand chief and the suspected party are one and
same. In half an hour I shall lay hands upon the
the
over.
means
no
by
were
day
the
for
adventures
But our
I noticed that Valarsay had been unusually silent as bird."
When I related my interview with the great Swiss detecthe carriage n1mbled on, and he fingered his rifle nervtive to Stevenson, he was truly surprised.
ously.
"A detective!" he exclaimed. "I could swear he was a
startle
to
as
suddenly
so
spoke,
· "Friends," he at length
us, "do not allow yourselves to get frightened if the coach rattle-headed Parisian.''
But it transpired that Jacques ~1arechal had told the
presently comes to a stop."
. ~o sooner ha.d the words left his lips that a sudden cry truth.
For upon the following day, in accordance with his
of alarm went up from the driver, and the coach did
he returned my four hundred francs intact, also
promise,
uncouth-look
stop, while at the window appeared a rough,
money .
Stevenson's
'
ing individual.
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NEWS OF THE DAY
Fire has destroyed the old Mormon Bank, a landmark
built by Joseph Smith, founder of the Mormon religion,
when he decided to make Kirtland, Ohio, the headquarters
for his sect.

serious difficulties experienced for several months have
gravely affected tlie financial position of many manufacturers, and, taking ad vantage of this, buyers are cutting
down prices, so that the manufacturers are still complaining, notwithstanding the revival of business. Orders have
A new idea in cigarmaking is to cut ojf the tips of the been received from Russin for shell-buttons for the army
cigars and in, ert in them a pin about two inches long and to the value of $50,000, but this has not relieved the inclosely resembling the tip whi<;h was removed. Being of dustry, as the priee is low.
the same color as the cigar, the pin detracts in no way from
Applications for naturalization papers by Germans have
its appearanC'e-in fact, you would never notice it unless
incrensed
in Chicago fi vefolcl in one court and doubled in
you looked very closely . When you want to smoke one of
another
since
the sinking of the Lusita.nia. :Morris Marx,
these cigars you simply pull out this pin. You don't haYe
to bite or cut off the end, and the tobacco is al ways sure to chief natnralization derk of the Superior Court, after 1
making a comparison of figures recently, announced that
smoke evenly and draw well.
the number of applications for first papers has been
greatly
increased . H e declared that where two Germarn, 1
· The T. A. Gillespie Company of New York will begin
formerly
appeared for final papers among each hundred
preparations for the erection of a large powder mill near
1
the Charles S. Edgar property near Metuchen, N. J. 'rhe applicants ten or twelve of that nationality now seek
company has contracts, it is said, for ammunition and citizenship. He divided the various nationalities as they1
other war material from the allies. The site of the Gil- are applying now as follows: Russians, Poles, Austrians
le~pie plant is on the Raritan River opposite Lewis E. and Britons, 60 per cent.; German , 33 per cent.; scat- :
Xixon's guncotton plant now under construction. The E. tered, 7 per cent. In the Circuit Court the gains axe
I. du Pont-De Xemours smokeless powder plant is near similar.
both the Nixon and Gillespie plants. It is aid that -:!:,000
men will be employed in the three phU1ts.
A New England surgeon has devised an ingenious means
of locating needles or other pieces of teel which have be-I
A. Sninanoff, an Armenian of San Francisco, living in come buried in the flesh. First the buried needle is magL os Angeles for ome years, sajled for Seattle recently on netized by passing a magnet over the part of the body!
the Governor, where he is to join a number of others and where it is suspected to be. Then another needle, sus-,
take ship for Vladivostock, from where the party will pro- pended fr9m a fine silk thread, is passed over the same
CPed to the front. Sninanoff's friends, practically the en- locality. The poles of the buried needle will attract the j
tire local Armenian colony_, were on hand to bid him good- like poles of the surgeon's needle, causing the latter to
by. Sninano:ff kissed all l1is bewhiskered compatriots again swing around parallel to the axis of the buried needle, and l
and again, boarded the steamer, and a the grief of parting if one pair of poles is nearer than the other, there will be
OYerwhelmed him, ru heu down the gangplank and kissed a corresponding dip of the examining needle, somewhat '
them all again. Four times he rushed clown the gang- like the way a "divining rod" behave . By this means the 1
plank to implant anew the good -by kiss, much to the enter- buried needle may be located with great accuracy. This
tainment of the lookers-on.
provides a far simpler and readier means of locating a
buried piece of steel than the use of X-Rays.
A dispatch .from Tarnow says the Au trian used a new
Double guards ha,e been assigned to patrol the United ,
howitzer with terrible effect in 1heir succes ful attack
upon that city. This ne"· weapon, which i of the same States Armory grounds in Springfield, Mass., as a result
caliber as the 42-centimeter gun, projects a shell nearly ix: o.f the feeling aroused by the Lusitania sinking. The Fedfeet long and its zone of execution is so_great tliat casings eral street entrance to the grounds, formerly kept open
were found a mile distant from the point of contact. 1Vben until 11 :30 p. m., has been ordered closed promptly at 1
it strikes the ground the shell tears a hole fifty feet in 6 :30 each night. In adclition the tate street entrance
diameter and in ome case, twcnh feet deep. There was is closed at 6 :30 to e,ery one who cannot display a pass.
eridence that the air pressure of this projectile wa c1eadl}, The armory ground have been used for years as a "short
as manv Rus$ians were found dead without a wound on cnt" by the people of the "hill section" of the city; now
their b;dies. It requires an entire railroad train to trans- they must go around. I>atrols have been set to work testport one of the new guns with its accessorie~.
ing the mile· of iron pickets surrounding the grounds to
make sure that none of them is loose enough to permit the ,
.Japan·~ -hell-bntton manufacturers, having lost their passage of an intrnder. Additional gua.rd haw been stabe~t (·n tomer, Germany, on account of the war, liaYc tioned at both entra11ce~. Colonel William S. Pierce, the '
been in , eriou .. difficultic., but recently buttons began to commandant, says the orders for additional precautions,
be exportecl to Bngland, America and Russia, and about 80 have come straight from headquarters. He believes trouble
per cent. o.f the former businc::;s has been regained. The is feared principally from some "crank."
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INTERESTING ARTICLES
GIRL DRIYES FIR8'1' SPIKE OF RAILROAD .
Work' on the construction of the first section of the
Gornrnment' s Alaska railroad has been begun at Ship
Creek, according to word received at Seward, Alaska. The
first spike was driven by Martha White, the first white
chiicl born on · Cook Inlet.
X otice was po tccl at Ship Creek announcing that the
Eng i necring C'ommis~ion would not employ a large numher of men this summer, and that those going to Ship
Creek with the idea of :finding employment would be disappointed. Sqnatte:rs who staked claims on the terminal
track have withdrawn from the land. Some of them, however, delayed removing their tents and lost them when
newcomers, bound over the trail for Ship Creek, read notices ordering tbe immediate remornl of the tents and carried them a,ray.
OKLAJIO:i\f.A 'S "\VHEA'l' CROP.
Between 16,000 and 1, ,000 men will be neec1ec1 to harvest Oklahoma's rnonster "·heat crop during the corning
harvest season, according to a statement issued by State
Labor Commissione r W. G. Ashton, who has just completed organization work in what is beliercd to be the most
compl ete a11Cl thor ough s_1·stem eYer attempted in this or
any other Sta Le fo r the d i~tribntiorl of labor during the
harvest period. 1.' oue but J~ng]-i.;ih-spea king people are
e.l'lcouraged to come to tl1e Stat e seeking employment in
the ha.rvest .fields by the Labor Department. A year ago
a number of foreigners landed in different parls of the
State looking for work, aml lhe fad that tlwr. could not
speak Englisn rnacle their ha.udliJJg by Labor ·ncpar-tment
officials such a task thth they do not ca.re i.o cackle it
again this year. Mr. Aslilon said: "We will need bet ween 16,000 and 18,00 0 lia rl'c,;L liamls this YerLr. '1'11e
,rages will range from $<l to $3 pet· day, and ,;-e want all
white Bnglish-spea king people. Any ioteigllers 1, ho do
not speak English will find it tli1ficult to secure emp.loyltl eJ?,t, except that we h:1Ye a fow settlements of Boht>lllian,;
and probably some otlier nai.ion,1Jities, where 11e 11tigl1t
h,tnclle some of their fellow-eoUJ1trymen.
THINGS NEI1lDED.
Here are a few simple things so badly needed that the
Scienti fic American calls upon inventors to get busy and
invent them :
A compartmen t cigar case t o put in the pocket, whose
unfilled compartmen t or compartmen ts may be collapsed
without impairing the protection offered to the cigar or
cil!ai·s contruned in the filled compartmen t.
A ticket bolder for holding the price and lot tickets to
a coat or other garment, which ticket can be easily applied
and removed and another inserted, all without mutilation
or other injury to the gar ment.
The lower berth in a sleeping ca.r is stuffy with the windows closed, and if you open the window the cold air is
directly on you . It is thought that the riding public
would appreciate some deflector ·or diffusing construction

which could be applied to the open window over the usual
short-hinged screen aml permit the entry of fre.·h air, at
the same i.imc prernuling it from blowing direci.ly on the
passenger in the berih .
Some means for effectively preventing the mirror effect
in show- windows. the cftect we all notice in passing such a
window in which our image is reflected ancl the contents
o.f the window are , hut out of Yiew. Ja1.urall_1·, the shopkeeper who works for a display in hi:; windo,v resents it
not being seen.
President Wilson, who is an ardent golfer and also dependent on his eyeglasses, is r eported as saying that he
cannot play the game in the rain because of the accu.mula tion of moi sture on his glasses, which leads to the su<rgestion that ~pceially deYised gla•scs or some treatment
of the ordinary lens may solve the problem..
THE POSTAGE STAMP YARN.
There are certaiu stock war dorie;: which pcr~i,d in cropping up in new forms at regular inter vals wliich win a
hearing among some dasscs of people who beli eve ernrything that is printed to the discredit of England's enemies,
says the Stamp Journal.
One of lhcse stories i , the postage tamp yarn . In tlii~
1he 11-riter, a British subjcd, detained i11 Germa11r, writes
a rosy lci.ler to a friend in Bnglancl, t ell , how· happy he i~
in tlie camp arnl l'alls his friend\; attention lo i.l1e curious
po~tage ~tamp alnx!:'il to the ldtr:r .
'l'bc fri end sonb off tLe ~Lnrnp and fincl~ 1n-ittc1J in n.
rninntc harnl undcrn •atlt : ''D"rt"t bt-li.!\'e :t 11ord of wlial
I haYe ,nitten--il is all lies ."
Anotl.er rcrsiun i-: the follcllring, 1.aken ll'OJIJ tlie '.\farl!h
is,-ue of the .Boston I'll iluteli:3t:
'' \re arc starri11g.·· 'l'hat was the substaiH·e cJf a s:: ·itenl!e written uncleni entli 1.lic P'>5tage :bmp o[ a letl,·r
rccciYed in thi cily (L~nll, ~fa:ss.) from i.l1 e ,ril'e of ,1
German phy~ician, te,;irli11g in the interior oI thal c·ouni.ry.
'J'he three 1rorcls writie11 in ink in Y rv rn1illl Jelter~
under the :-:t:irn1i r e-iPa led .: 1.rag-il' stntc> of ·affairs exist iuu;
in the G rman interior. 'I ' he re,-i picnt of i hr Jetter 1rn ·
a Ly1111 woman o-f Grrman dcsee11i, \\"l.iose 11a1ne i~ wd.!1 lield at her r eqnest.
rl'l1e letter, which was a lengthy one, landed Ll1e Germans very highly on their victory, and contai11cd words of
pra.ise for the Kaiser. It referred to the happiness and
content of the Germans .
'11 he conclucli ng sentence read : "You had beLtcr sa rn
this stamp, for I do not know when you will see aJ1other.''
'l'he Lynn woman was puzzled, and did not know what was
meant by the ~en+ence, after a leUer which appeared so
full of cheer and hopefulness .
Then she decided to steam the stamp from the envelope, and beneath she founcl the message, which in three
words reveaJed i.he existing state of affairs in Germanv .
'l'be message had been wrii.ten under the stamp to avoid
the close censorship that is mainhined in Germarn· o,·er
•
all mails.

DUPLEX BICYCLE WHISTLE.
This Is a double whistle, puducing loud but very rich, harmonious sounds, entJreJy different trom ordinary whistles. It
Je just the thing tor bicyclfets
<>r eporte1nen. 1ts peculiar double
and resonant tones at once attracting attention. It is an imported w h i s t 1 e , handsomely
ntckel plated, and wlll be tound
a very useful and handy pocket
companion.
Price, 10c.; S :tor
ma.ii. postpaid~5c.; ono dozen, lJGc., afdnt by

PICX-llfll:-OUT
PUZZLE.
The head la finished In
black japan, and In the
mouth Is a highly pollshe'd
steel ball. , The puzzle Is
to pick out the ball. Price,
10c.; 3 for 25c, by mall,
postpaid.

WOLFF !'1'0\IELTI'. CO.
29 W. 26th St., N. Y. '

IMITA'l'ION CIGAR BUTT.
It 1s made o! a. composition,
exactly resembling a
lighted

WOLFF NOVELTY CO .. 29 W. 26th St.. N. Y.

TOBACCO HABITiY::.1ty"i:Tt.i1:,.~

improve your healLb, rolonc your llfe- No more 11tomach
trouble, no foul breatt, uo heart weak.nes1. Regala aiu.nly
vtcor, calm nerve•• clear eyes aad 1uperiot mental ttrccgt.h .
Whether you chew; or ,mote pipe, clprettee, cigars, get my in•
t_!'re!tiug Tobaooo Book. Worth it.A welch.t in gold. Hatted frf'e.

I';. J. WOODS.

, TRICK CIG,\RETTE BO.l!i:.
This one 1s a corlter ! Get a.
box right a.way, 1! you want tc,
have a barrel of joy. Here's the
secret:
It looks like an ordinary red box of Turkish cigarettes. But it contains a trigger. under which you place a
paper cap. Offer your friend a
i<'.ille!.~;a;-~~ll.' smoke and he raises the lid ot
the box. That explodes the cap.
and if :,ou are wise you will get
out ot sight with the box before
he gets over thinking he was
shot.
Price. 15c., postpaid.
U. F. LANG, 1815 Centre St., B'klyn, N. Y

S'.l'AR AND CRESCEft
PUZZLE.
The puzzle 1s to separate the one star from
the linked star and. crescent without using force.
Price by mail, postpaid

GREENBACKS
Pack of Sl,000 St:ige Bills, 10c; 3 packs, 260.
pac~.u~?

a

I

DEA.D SHOT SQUIBT PISTOL.
I:! you shoot a. m8ll
with this "gun" he will
be too mad to accept
WOLFF NOVELTY CO.,
the ancient excuse-"!
29 \V. 26tb St., N. Y.
didn't know it was
loaded." It i.oadH easuy
with a full charge of
TRICK PUZZLr., water, and ta.king aim, press the rubber bulb
PURSI!:. - The first at- at tho 'butt of the Pistol, v,rhen a small stream
tempt usually made to or water ls squirted into his face. The t>est
open 1t, is to pres;s down thing to do then ls to pocket your gun a::id
the llttlo knob In the run. There are "loads of fun .. in this wicked
centre or purse, when a little joker. which looks like a real revolver.
small needle run1 out trigger, cock, chambers, barrel and all. Pr!ce
and stabs them in the only 7c.; 4 !or 25c.; one dozen 60c. by ma.ii
finger. but doen not open postpai0..
it.
You can open it be- D. BEHR, 150 W. 62d St., New York City,
fore their eyes and still
they "vill be unable to open it. Price by mail.
INJTIAL WATCH FOB.
postpaid, 25c. each.
WOLFF NOVELTY CO., 29 W. 26th St., N. Y.

,.,
1

Bend !or

~~i~~i~,b1~~,w::,; iJ~ "t~~uf,o'i-1~~:Y·

Old Coins :!':i!1:· r' cof~s ~e.l"'b~r~~;
l l8CJ5.
Send 10c tctrour lllustra.ted coin value book,
ic:x1; get posted, Clarke di Co., Bo::z:'i.'>,Le Roy, N. Y

I
l

lOc.; S for 25c.

THE JOKER'S CIGAR.
The biggest sell ot the sea.•
eon.
A rea l cigar made of
~u..~ t0bacco, but sec:reted in the
V,0..··,;,:.··.~·K. center ot cigar about one-ha!!

Station E. New York, N. Y.

1

8

0

cigar. The white ashes at the
end and the imitation ot tobacco-lea! being perfect.
You
can carelessly place it on top o!
the tablecloth or any other expensive piece or furniture, and
await the result. After they see
the joke everybody wlll have a
ll'OOd laugh. Price, IOc. each by
mail, postpaid; 3 (or 25c.
C. BEUR, 150 \V. 62d St., New York Cit:

THE INK BLOT JOKER.
Fool Your Frlen&J,
-The greatest no"Velty o f the age! Have
a joke which makes
everybody
l au g h.
More fun than any
other
novelty
that
has been shown In years. Place It on a desk,
tabl ecloth, oi an:t -piece or furniture, as shown
in the above cut, near some valuable papers.
or on fine wear_,.,Jg apparel. Watch the re•
eult ! Oh, Gee! Price, 16c. each, postpaid.
('. BEHR, 160 W. 62d St .• JSew York City.
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It has a neat enameled black strap. and
sma.ll secure buckle, ·\nth a patent catch so
that _no walch can slip off. The handsome
torc01se shell pendants are beautlf111ly engraved With any 1:iiti al you desire. The letter
ls J!re gllt, cannot rub of!'., and ls studced with
nine Barrios diamonds. Tnese fobs are t..he
lliggest value ever offered. Price, 25c. each,
b) mall, postpaid.
by mall.
I
FRANK Sl\ll'l'H, 383 Lenox Ave., N. Y.

I
I

:-""'~-;:µ:..:- inch from end is a fountain
\'-~!':r;,~;;/ ot sparklets.
The mon1ent
{!]',;,::~;· the fl.re reaches th1s fo\;ntain

'II
'•~· •
hundreds or sparks of fire
burst forth in every dirP.ctlon.
to the astonfsh1nent of tl1e s1noker. The fire
is Etage firP, and w11l not burn the sldn or
!.lothtng. After the tlreworks the victim can
ront lnue smoking the cigar to the end. Price.
10~.; 3 for 25c; 1 dozen, 90c,, mailed, vostpa.ld.
II ..I:". LAl~G, 1815 Centre St.. B'klyn, N. Y. ;

THE (HU,AT FIRE EATER.

I

POCKET FLASH LIGHT SQUffiT.
Made of decorated en•
ameled metal, represent•
ing an exact flash pocket
l!ghter; by pressing a but•
ton instead of the bull's
eye, an electrically !lght·
ed up stream ot water ls
ejected into the !ace or
the spectator; an entirely
Price, Soc., postpald~ew a.nd a.musing novelty.
WOLI'F NOVEL'l'Y CO., 29 W. 26th. St., N. Y.
JAI' ANESE TRICK KNJFE.
You can show the knife and
instantly draw It across your
finger, apparently cutting deep
Into the flesh. The red blood
appears on the blade of tlle
knlte, givlng a startling etrect
to the spectators.
The knife
is removed and the ftnger ts
found in good condition. Quite an et'fective
tllu1lon.
Price 10c. each by mall.
FRANK SMITH, 383 Lenox Ave., N. Y.

-,
r

THE lllI'.STIC RING.
A Brand-New Trick,
,..
ff}~\uy9~!--!n_~zzi~f~
plexing. A metal ring.
is handed around tor
1xan11nation. and Js round to be solid, unbroken
,..apanned iron. A cane, a pencil or a string
ls held tightly at each end by a spectator.
The performer lightly tape the cane with the
ring, and the ring suddenly is seen to be encircling the cane. H.ow did the ring pass the
epectator1 s two hands and get on the cane?
The most my;itlfy!ng trick ever invented·.
Ot_hers charge ,5. cents tot· this trick; bpt our
price, including instruction, is 12c., ;,ostpaid.
WOL1''F NOYELTY CO., 29 W. 26th St .. N. Y.

THE FIGHTING ROOSTERS.
A full blooded pair .,f
fighting
g a.me
cocks.
Theoe Jlllputlan fighters
ha,·e real feathers, yelhtW'
Jegs and fiery red c~mbs.
their movements when
fighting are perfectly natural and ll!elll<e, &nd the
secret of their movements
1s known only to the operator, who can ca.use
them to battle with each other ao otten
and as long as de.eired. Independent of their
fighting proclivities they make very pretty
mantel ornaments. Price :tor the pair tn a
~~s~;!,~ox, IOc,; 3 palra tor 25c. by m&l1.
JI. 1". LANG, 181/i Centre St .. l3'klyn, N. Y.

Ll&HT:!'l"ING TRICK BOX.
A start!lng and pleasing lllu•
ston ! "The ways ot the world are
d_evious,.. says Matthew Arnold.
but the waya ot the Lightning
Trick Box .,hen properly handled
are admitted to be puzzling and
uncert::i.ln.
You take otr the lld
and show your friends that tt ts
full o! nice candy. Replace tho
.
lid, when you can solemnly assuro
your. friends that you can instantly empty the
box_ 1n their presence without opening it; and
tak1ng. of! the lid as-aln, sure enough the cand:;
has disappeared.
Or you can change thei
c~ndy 1nto a piece or money by following the
d1rections sent with each box.
Th1s ls th•
1\el}test and best cheap trick ever inventerl
Prlco, only 10c.; 3 tor ~5c., malled po•tp;...<L
1
C. DJ;:HR, 150 W. 62d St., New i:ol'l,; Clt;y.

,

!!EE-SAW P U ZZLE,
The n1os t absorbing puzzle seen for
The kind
years.
you sit up hal! tho
The
night to do.
puzzle is to get
b o~h bn.lls, one In each pocket.
Price, 10c. ; 3 for 25c. by n1ail, postpaid.
W Ol H• 1'" 0YEJ.'l'Y CO., 29 W. 26th St., N, Y.

GLASS SCOPES.
This popular novelty is 1nade o,:
glass,

hlmvn

and

is

to

be

FJFFI.

JAPANESE TWIF.LEB.

Also known as "J a panes e butterft y. A
pleas ing noveJty enclosed in an envelope.
When the e n velope ts
opened FIi!! will n y
out through the a ir
tor s e v e r al yar ds.
1viade of colored paper
t o r e p resent a b u tter•
Pri ce, 10.,.
l}y al:,; In ches wide,
WOL1<":F NO VELTY. CO ., 29 W . 26t h S t ., N . Y.

wonder'ful imported P"-PGI'
A
By a aJm ple m anlpunovelty.
Jatlo n or tne wooden h andl e s a
number of beauti!ul fig ures can
bo produced. It takes on several
c o n1 b i n a t 1 o n s of m agntflcent
Price, l Oc., p o1tpald.
colors.
W OLFF N OVELTY CO,,
20 W , 26th St,, N. Y.

fillfld

It then becomes a
w1th water.
powerful nJagnifler su itable for enlargirig any small object to an ex~

trao,·dinary size. Can be carried tn
the ve.st pocket. Price, Oc. each by
..

mail

J)Ostpaid.

H . l-. LA;'l;G , 1815 Centre St., B'kl yn, N. Y.
S)IALL COLLAPSJBLJ,] PENCILS
lt '.l;~~k~a~~a/f ~n~~~h
~
while it Is hanging on
your watch-charm, and Jt is very handsome
Jn design, prettily nickeled, and very con1paet.
But just hand the end of it to your friend,
and it begins to untelescope until he imagines
there is no end to it. Besides its ability to
mnke fun, 1t is a good useful pencil, too.
, Price, 15c. each, by mail, postpaid.
·
TI'OLl'F ~OYELTY CO., 29 W. 26th St., N. Y.

lllAOJC NA.IL.
A common n afl ts given
tor examination, and then in ..
star. tly shown pierced through
~
.
the finger; and yet, when
taken out, the finger Is found
to be perfectly uninjured,
and the nail is again given
to be examined. Nicely finished.
Price, t oe . by mail, post p a id.
,C. B EHR, 150 W. 62d St., ~ew York City.
'J .'ilE

,_____________________
L INK THE LINK . P U ZZLE,
The sensation ot the day.
P r onounced by a ll, the m e at
b a ffl ing and scientific novelty
out, Thou~ands hs.ve worked
at ft for hours without mastei:ing it, still it can be done in two seconds
by gi.-lng the l!nks the proper twist, but un less you know how, the harder you twist them
t he tighter they grow. Price, 6c. ; 3 for 1 30.1
n ~6L~;e~;~L~i

oo'.'.• 2~ow:aigth

St., N. Y.

THE IIELLO P UZZLE
Can you get the ri ng o l'I'.?
Th is puzzle 18 the la.test cr e atio n of Yankee i ngenuity.
Apparently it la the easieat
thing i n the world to remove
t h e ring from the block, but
it takes hours of study to
dis cover the trJck, unless you know how it is
done. Price by mall, pootpa ld, 10c.; 3 for 2oc.
W OLFF N OVEi.Tl:'. CO., 29 W, 26th St. , N . Y.

SLIDE THE PENCXX..,
The p encil t h at keeps them
Made ot wood an d
guessing.
lead just like an ordinary pen cil, but when your victim starts
to write with i t-p r esto! the
It Is Ho con lead disappears.
structed t hat the sl ightest p res·
sure on the papP.r makes the
lead s lide In to t h e wood. Very
tunny and a p r actical joke.
Price, 10c, ea.ch by m ail , p ostpaid; 3 fo r 256.
H . F . LANG, 1816 Cen tre St., B 'klyn, N. Y.
'!:HE l!IURPRISE .FOUN'l'Al :S J.>EN
gr~ate~~vel~ er1ff t~~
looks j us t like a irenui ne fountain pen . B u t
it lso't. That's w h era
t h e joke con1es in. It
:,ou take or!. t h e cover, a nJce. ripe, jutcy
Then you give the f r i e nd
l emon appears.
You
you l end it to the merr y " h a-ha."
might call it an everlasting joke beca u s e you
c an use i t over and over agai n . P ri ce, by
m all, pos tpaid . 10c,
H. F , LANO, 1815 Centre St., B'klyn, N. Y,

·/4 frffill

;;pg;-

PACK OF TRIOK CARDS,
A full pack of 6 3 cards but
by the aid of th, instruc'tlons
given, anyone cai, perfonn the
moat wonderful tricks. Many
o! tho feats exhibited are truly
marvelous, and astonish and.
am.use a whole audfen1!e. Posi tively no sleight-of-hand. The
Pt;~{tca ~s. In the cards. Pr!ce, 35c. b y
1
WOLFF NOVELTY CO ., 29 W. 26th St., N. Y.
WIZARD' S

:i~fl,e

Al'PEARING BILLI ARD BALL ,-A s olid
blil lard bali, beautifully made, can be made
to app ear in t h e bare hands with the sl eeve•
Very ti ne and ~asy
ro lied b ack to elbow•.
Price, 35c,
to d o.
WOLFF NOYELTY 00., 29 W. 26th St ., N, Y,

POOKET SA VIN GS B ANK.
A perfect little bank, handsomely
n icke l plated. Holda just five dol ·
It cannot be
Jars (5 0 dimes) .
opened until the ba.nk le full, w hen
It c1Ln b e readily emp tied a nd re•
lock e d , ready to be a i:-a.ln ren lled.
Every parent llhould see that the ir
children have a small savings bank.
as the early habit of saving the ir
dhnes le of the grea.test importance.
Habits formed in ea.rly lire are sel dom fo r gotten in later years. Price
~~~tiiarrk, 10c.; S !or 25c.,
~

..ii~~

H . J,\ L ANO , 1815 Cen tre St., B 'klyn, N. Y.

WE WANT YOU
TO READ

"Moving Picture Stories''
AWeekly Magazine dmted to Photoplays and Players

Absolutely the finest little publication on the news-stands

--PRICE 5 CENTS A
ISSUED EVERY FRIDAY
BEAUTIFUL COLORED COVER DESIONS
New portrait& of actora and ao~reaeea every week

copv-.

THIRTY-TWO PAGES
F'INE HALF-TONE FRONTISPIECES
Get a oopy of thla weekly ma g azine and see whet ltll!I

EVERY NUMBER CONTAINS
Six Grtpptn, Stories, blllled un the latest and best fflms, ea.eh profusely illustrated wtth fine haU'-tone11 of seenes In the
plays.
Photographs and Blograpldes of the most celebrated Photoplay actors and actresses.
Special Articles rela ting to Moving Pictures, written by the greatest authorities in the fflm business.
News Notes trom the st udios about the doings of everybody of prominence connected with the Photo"pla ys.
Scenario Hints and the names of all the companies who may buy the plays you write.
Poems, Jingles, J est-. and every bright feature c11lculated to interest bot h young and old.
GET A COPY NOW from :y~11r newsdealer, or send us 5 centa iJl money or postage stam ps, &!Id we will mall
you thie latest number issued.

FRANK TOUSEY, Publisher
168 West 23d Street

New York

,; ,

637 Young Wild West and the Servlan; or . The Sbot That Saved a

-LATEST ISSUES616
617
618
619
620
621
622
623

You~ WIid West and the Mad Miner; or, Arletta and the Secret
of the Clltrs.
Young WIid West and "Gold Dust Bill"; or, The Man With the
Yellow Streak.
Young Wild West and the Death Brand; or'rArletta's Great Risk.
Young Wild West's Pawnee Pursuit: or,
he White Flower of
the Redskins.
Young WIid West and the Mexican Man Trap; or, .Arletta In
the Robbers' Den.
Young Wild West's Lively Lariat; or Roping the Rustlers.
Young Wild West's Duel With a 0 ozen; or, Arletta'& Onl;yChance.
Young Wlld West Trailing a Treasure: or, Outwitting the Road

624
625
626
627
628

Agenta.

Young WIid West Ruling s. Ranch: or, Arletta and the Cowgirls.
Young Wild West's Straight Shot; or, Cornered In a Chasm.
Young Wild West's Mexican Mine; or, .Arletta Breaking a Siege.
Young Wild West's Hottest '.['rail; or, Winning a Big Reward.
Younf, Wild West Tracking a Horse Thief: or, Arletta and the
WI d Girl.
629 Young WIid West's Apache Friend; or, The Hidden Gold of tbe
Pecos.
Young Wild West's Three Sbota; or, Arletta and the Rattlesnake•.
wJ:~c':i~d the "Sk:,- Pilot; :" or, The Roper• of Rough-

H~
Yo~g5.~~~3

832 Young wu1/ West's Lucky Drop: or, Arletta and the Outiaws.
I S 3 Young Wild West's Wild West Show; or, Csu1ht In tbe European

War.
1 84 Young Wild West and the Kaiser; or, The Big Show ID Berlin.
1 35 Young WIid West Under Fire; or, Sklrmlshln1 on the Frencb
Frontier.
1 36 Young Wild West Helping the Red Cross: or, The Crown Prince'•
Gratitude.
·

F or sale by all newsdealers, or

wm

General.

638 Young Wild West's Neutrality; or, Accused by Germans and Allie&.
639 Young Wild West and the Frencq, Spy; or, The Honor of an

American.
640 Young Wild
6-11 Young Wild
Hlndoos.
642 Young Wild
Town .
643 Young Wild
6+4 Young Wild
the Ruins
641> Young Wild
646 Young Wild
647 Young Wild
648 Young Wild
640 Young Wild
Town.
61>0 Young WIid
651 Young Wild
652 Young Wild
Range.
653 Young WIid
6114 Young Wild
655 Young Wild
West.
1>
6 6 Young Wild
657 Yo:~fd.Wlld

West at the Forts; or, Outwhting a Russian Captain.
Weat and the Sharpshooters: or, Arletta and tile
West at tbe Flooded Trenchea; or, Saving a Belgian
West Along the Yser; o~ Arletta'a Wonderful Shot.
West and General Von Jlo.luck: or, The Treasure of
West' s Luck; or, Striking It Rich at the Hills.
Weat'a Vlctor7; or, The Road Agents' Last Hold Up.
West's Pluck· or, Bound to Beat the "Bad" Men.
West'• Best Shot; or, Th~ Rescue of Arletta.
Weat at Devll Creek; or, Helping to Boom a New
Weat's Surprlae; or, The Indian Chief's Legacy .
Weat Mlaalng; or Sned By an Indian Princess.
West and th~ Detective; or, The Red Rldera of tbe
Weat at tbe Stake; or, The Jealoua7 of Arletta.
Weit'• Nene; or, '£he Nine Golden Bullets.
West and the Tenderfoot; or, A New Yorker In tbe
West's Trlumpb; or, Winning Agalnat Great Odds.
West'• Strateg7; or, The Comanche Chief's Last

658 Young WIid Weat'• Grit; or, The Ghost of Guantlet Gulch.
650 Young Wild Weat'1 Big Da;y-; or, The Double Wedding at Weston.
660 Young Wild West's Great Scheme; or, The Building of a Railroad.

be sent to an7 addrea• on receipt of price, 6 centa per cop:,-, In mone1 or postage stamps, DY

FRANX TOUSEY, Publisher,

168 West 23d St., llew York.

IF YOU WANT ANY 'BACK NUM'BERS
of our weeklles and cannot procure them from newsdealers, they can be obtained from this office direct. Write out and
tlll In your Order and send It to us with the price of the weeklles you want and we will send 1hem to you by return malL
POSTAGE STAMPS TAKEN THE SAME AS MONEY.

FRANX TOUSEY, Publisher,

No. 48. HOW TO MAKE AND USE ELECTRICITY.-A description of the wonderful
uaes ot electrlctty and electro magnettam: tocether wtth full tnstructtons for making Electrlc Toya, Batteries, etc. By George Trebel,
A. M.. M . D.
Containing over fifty llluatratloN!: 47. HOW TO BREAK, RIDE AND
DRIVE A BORSE.-A complete treatise on
the horae. Describing the moat ueeful horses
tor bu1tnea1, the best horses !or the road:
alao valuable rectpea !or dise ases pecu11ar to
the hor1e.
No. 48. HOW TO BUILD AND SAIL
CANOES.-A handy book for boys, containt ng full directions for constructing canoes and
the moet popular manher of safllng them.
Fully llluotrated.
No. •9. HOW TO DEBATE.-Glving rule•
for conducting debates, outline• for debat ~s.
queatlona for dis cussi on, and the bea t sour ces
tor procuring Information on the queS tl on
t
"
60. HOW TO STUFF BIRDS AND ANIMALS.-A valuable book, giving Instruction•
tn collecting, preparing, mounting and preaervlng birds, animals a nd insects.
No. 151. HOW TO DO TRICKS 'WITH
CARDS.--Contalnlng explanations of the general prtnctpte, of aletght-of-hand appltcable
to card trick•·, of card tricks wt th 0rd inary
card1, and not requiring sleight-of-hand; o!
tricks Involving alelght-o t - hand, or the use
of
~o~arTt
i1~};S.~tivtnc
the rules and full dfrectlons to r playing
l Euchre, Cribbage, Casino, Forty-Five. Rounce,
10
I rrtr;ou~~~~nod ~~~; 0fi:rerpo;,~;~ ;a,,;~;c~t
cardi.
No. 151. HOW TO WRITE LETTERS.-A
wonderful little book, telling you how to write
to your 1weetheart, your fath e r. mother, alater, brother, employer; and, in fact . everybody and anybody you wish t o write to.
No. 6'. HOW TO KEEP AND MA,"IAGE
PETS.-Glvlnll) complete Information aa to the .
manner and method or raising, keeplne, tamtng breedtnc, and ma.naglns: all kinda of pets;
also giving tull Instructions for making cagea,
etc.
Fully explained by tw e nty -e ight illustrat1on1.
No. 55. HOW TO COLLECT STAMPS
AND COJNS.-Contaln i ng valuable lnformaUon regarding the collecting and arranging
of stamps and coins. Handsomely illustrated.
No. 56. HOW TO BECOME AN ENGINEER.--Contalning full Instruc tions how to
become a. locomotive e nginee r ; also dtrectfon1
for building a model lo comotive j toA:"ether
wlth a run deacrlptlon of everything an en-

V:!:

168 West 23d St., New York.

RAPHER.--Contalnlng uaeful Information regardlng the Camera and how to work It : al10
how to make Photographtc Mactc Lantern
Slides and other Transparencies. Handsomely
Illustrated.
No . 62. HOW TO BECOME A WEST

!~'i;

fo
a~~~!~~ co~~~r-St:tt~~:mr.:i:
Uons. Duties, Staff of Officers, Poat Guard , Police Regulations, Fire Department, and all a
boy should know to be a ca.det. By Lu Senarens.
No. 68. HOW TO BECOME A NAVAL
CADET.-Complete instruction• of how to .. aln
admission to the Annapolis Naval Academy.
Also contatntng the course o! fnatru ctl o n, deacrfptton o! grounds and bulldfnca, historical
aketch, and everything a. boy ohould know to
become an officer in the United States Navy.
By Lu Senarena.
No. 64. HOW TO MAKE ELECTRICAL
JIJACHINES.-;Contalnlng full directions for
0

dy~~~';, 8 ,el:~~i~~n;1~~~~~e~,oy~n~~c~i:nwo~c;:~~
by electricity. By R. A. R . Bennet. Fully
tllu!ltrated.
No. 65. MULDOON'S JOKES.-The moot
original Joke book ever published, and It la
brimful of ,..It and humor.
It contains a
large collection or aong1, joke1, conundrum•,
etc., of Terrence Muldoon, the great wft, humortst, and practical joker of the day.
No. 66. HOW TO DO PUZZLES.--Contatntng over three hundred tntereatlng puszlea
~re~e c~~~~~r~~}y ~n~.t~:{eJ~ same. A comNo. 67. HOW
TO
DO
ELECTRICAL
TRICKS.--Containlng a large collectlon of ln1tructlve and highly amualng electrlc&I trtck1,
together with llluatratlons. By A. Anderson.
No. 68. HOW TO DO CHEJIUCAL TRICKS.
-Containing over one hundred highly amu1tng and Instructive trick• with c hemlcnla. B:,
A. Anderson. Handsomely illustrated.
No. 69, HOW TO DO SLEIGHT-OF-BAND.
--Containing over fitly of the latest a.nd beat
tricks used by magtctan1. Alao containing the
1ecret of second sight. Fully illustrated.
No. 70. BOW- TO MAKE MAGIC TOYS.Containing full directions for making Magic
Toya and device• of many kinda. Fully 11Juatra.ted.
No. 71. HOW TO DO M.ECHANICAL
TRICKS.-Contatnlnc complete tnstruotton.a
!or performing over alxty Meohanlca.1 Tricka.
Fully Illustrated.
No. 72. BOW TO DO SIXTY TRICKS
\Vl'l'H CARD8.- Embra.cing &11 ot the latest
a.nd moat deceptive card trick1. with illu1trattons.
OW TO
0
1
DO TRICKS WITH
1
" 'i::.r
~0~
O BECOME A PHOTOGNtf~Bii°s,_!Showlng many curious tricks
i'or sale by all newsdealers, or will be sent to any address on receipt of price, 10 cts. per copy, ur

Pi~Y

N!"c~a'i_lY

atu

T
0

FRANK TOUSEY, Publisher,

with figure• and the magic of numbers. B?
A. And~raon. Fully Illustrated.
No. 74. HOW
TO
WRITE
LETTEIUI
CORRECTLY.-Contalnlng full
inatructlona
.tor wrtttng letter, on al moat any 1ubject:
al10, rule• tor punctuation and compoattton.
with epeclmen letters.
No. 711. HOW TO BECOME A CONJURER.
-Containing tricks with Domtnoe1, Dfce.
Cups and Balla, Hats, etc. Embr&clnfJ thlrtyafx Uluetrattons. By A . .Anderaon.
No. 76. HOW TO TELL FORTUNES BY
THE HAND.-Containlng rule• tor telllnfJ fortunes by the a.id ot line• ot the hand, or
the secret ot · palmistry. .Al10 the 1ecret of
telltng future events by atd ot mole•, marka.
scars, etc. Illustrated.
No. 77. HOW TO DO FORTY TRICKS
WITH CARDS.--Contalnlng deceptive Card
Tricks as performed by leadln.- conjurer, and
ma&'iclana.
Arranged for home amu1ement.
Fully Illustrated.
No. 78. HOW TO DO THE BLACK ART.
--Containing a complete deacrlptton ot the
myoterlea of Magic and Slel,:ht-ot-Hand, tosether with many wonderful expertmenta. By
A. Ander11on.
Illustrated .
No. 79. HOW TO BECOME AN ACTOR.
-Containing complete ln1tructten1 how to

;r{h

~::~h~;>
~~~tau:u~~a;;-~~9:'st'!.~etta:~ag~~:
Prompter, Scenic A rtlst and Property M&O.:
No. 80. GUS WILLIAIIIS' JOKE BOOK.Containing the latest jokes, anecdote• and
tunny 1torie1 of thfs world-renowned German
comedian.
Sixty-tour pages; hand1ome colored cover, containing a halt-tone photo ot
the author.
.
,
No. 111. HOW TO MESMERIZE.-Conta.in-'
tng the moat approved method, ot meamertam: animal magnetlam, or, maa-nettc healing. By Prof. L~o HUIJO Koch. A.C.S. author
ot. "How to Hypnotize," etc.
No. 112. HOW TO DO PALI\IISTRY.--Contalnin .. the moat approved method• of readIng the line• on the hand, together with a full
explanation of th ei r meaning. Alao explaining phrenology, and the key tor telling chara c ter by the bumps on the head. By Leo
Hugo Ko c h, A.O. S. Fully Illustrated.
No. 83. HOW TO HYl'NOTIZE.--Contaln tng valuable and ln111tructtve tnrormatlon ngardtng the science o f hypnotism. Al10 espla.fning the moat approved methods which
are employed by the leading hypnotist• ot
the w orld. By Leo Hugo Koch, A.C.S.
No. 84. HOW TO BECOM.E AN AUTHOR
-Containing tntormatton recardinc choice of
subjects, the use of words and the manner ot
preparing and aubmtttlng manuacrlpt
Alao
containing valuable information a1 to the
neatness, legibility and general composltloa
or manuacrtpt.
3 for 25 eta .. In money or postage stamps, i,.7

168 West 23d St., New York.

